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ABSTRACT

Kissick, Erin C. PhD, Purdue University, December 2014. Constructing Community from
Corpses in Medieval English and Icelandic Literature. Major Professor: Shaun Hughes.

I argue that the bodies of the dead interred within medieval texts are used as focal points
for the communities created within those texts. The most famous textual medieval
corpses are the relics of saints as described in hagiographies, relics which, outside of
these texts, became the centerpieces of many medieval communities, both religious and
secular, as demonstrated by Patrick Geary and Carolyn Walker Bynum. More broadly,
material culture scholars such as Howard Williams have shown that the graves of nonsaints played a significant role in the preservation of communal memory. In medieval
communities, ancestors and other long-gone ancient communities left barrows and grave
mounds, which became used as markers in land charters. More recent dead were buried
around or within the church where the relics were housed, so that the living worshippers
were unable to segregate themselves from the dead. The dead within a medieval
community were welcomed as neighbors, albeit dangerous ones to be embraced at arm's
length. Because previous scholarship has primarily taken a historical and sociological
perspective, the work of medieval authors reflecting the process of community creation
based on the bodies of the dead within text has not yet been explored.

1

INTRODUCTION

In an online interview, funeral director Caleb Wilde notes that today, “In the West, dying
and death have become a reflection of industrialization: cold, sterile, left to the
professions, in their professional facilities, highly monetized and grossly mechanized,”
arguing that to truly grieve, the family and community must take a more active role in the
care of the dying and deceased. He suggests that “it’s probably healthy for the family
to see the deceased’s body to help start the grieving process. If a family we are
serving requests cremation, we suggest they view the deceased if they haven’t had a
chance. It’s healthy to see death, to touch death and to know that it exists.”1 The thread
following the interview with Wilde filled with commenters discussing the deaths of their
own loved ones, and their comments frequently turned to the treatment of the corpses,
recreating the corpse itself within the conversation through text. Mothers explained their
decisions to cremate their children and described the real physical presence that the
bodies-turned-ash of these children continued to hold within their families, even years
later. Grieving friends mourned their lack of closure when the deceased or their family
chose not to have a funeral or viewing. The text was full of corpses—both buried corpses
and burned corpses, but all deeply loved, even when they had become only inanimate,
fragmented and fragmenting bodies. The bodies of the dead are arguably profoundly

1

http://rachelheldevans.com/ask-a-funeral-director-response#disqus_thread from Rachel Held Evan's blog,
“Ask a Funeral Director” July 31 2012, 9:55 pm (accessed Aug 2 2012) Emphasis in original.
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disturbing, persons who have become things, yet even in our sterilized and industrialized
western culture in which the living strive to erase the presence of the corpse, they often
must come to terms with the body in order to continue with their own lives.
A medieval person, on the other hand, could hardly help but see and touch death.
Religious communities revolved around the holy relics they maintained, and that
revolution around the relic extended to any lay communities nearby as well. But even the
ordinary dead were central to the community, an extension of the significance of “how
body was used to represent community, both in the ecclesiastical and in the protonational framework,” in addition to personal individuality.2 Relics are the most obvious
and most studied manifestation of the ways in which the body continued this communityconstructing function even after death, yet every community member’s body participated
in the process. Within a medieval community the bodies of the dead were not isolated
from the living in a forgotten closet of the abject. Instead, they remained, even if
carefully restrained through rituals and burial practices meant to prevent the spread of
death pollution: the physical and spiritual contamination of an untreated corpse.3 Instead
of gathering furtively on a blog comment thread, medieval mourners could wash the body
and lay it out at home, sit up overnight with it, and, if they were women, sew a shroud
around it in preparation for burial. The funeral involved a similarly intimate interaction
with the corpse—embalming was too expensive for most families and cremation was not

2

Suzanne Conklin Akbari and Jill Ross, “Introduction,” in The Ends of the Body: Identity and Community
in Medieval Culture (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2013) ed. Suzanne Conklin Akbari and Jill
Ross, 3-24 at 6.
3
Frederick S. Paxton, Christianizing Death: The Creation of a Ritual Process in Early Medieval Europe.
Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1990, Introduction. Also see “Remembering Through the Body” in
Howard Williams, Death and Memory in Early Medieval Britain (New York: Cambridge University Press,
2006), 79-116.
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practiced at this time—so there was a legitimate concern for a prompt funeral so that the
body would not begin to rot and stink.4
In Anglo-Saxon England, by the 10th century, the baptized dead were buried in
sacred ground close to the church, the center of the community,5 and their bones became
part of the “great cloud of witnesses” through which their living neighbors would pass.6
Both the living and the dead wanted to be as close as possible to the church's sacred
ground and the relics of the saints within the church, so communities constructed
themselves to be as close as possible to these holy remains.7 In fact, space was so tight
that as the graveyards outside the church buildings filled up, older bones were translated
into ossuaries within the church proper, so that congregants had to not only pass through
the community of corpses but worship surrounded by bones, a sign of the promise
recalled by Peter the Venerable. “Fresh flowers from dryness and youth is remade from
old age...[D]o not despair of the future.”8 The presence of this community of corpses was
a constant reminder for the living of their future as members of the community of the
4

Christopher Daniell describes the intimate rituals associated with the family’s care for the dead in chapter
2, “From Death Bed to Remembrance” of Death and Burial in Medieval England 1066-1550 (London:
Routledge, 1997), 30-64 at 30. Also see chapter 5, “Objects as Pegs for Memory” in Elizabeth Van Houts,
Gender and Memory in Medieval Europe, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1999), especially 93-101
and Barbara Harvey, Living and Dying in England 1100-1540: The Monastic Experience (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1993). Lest this intimacy between the living and recently-departed seem idealized,
consider the infamous case of the corpse of William the Conqueror, which became so bloated that it burst
when the lid of the coffin was pressed down too firmly.
5
Victoria Thompson, Dying and Death in Later Anglo-Saxon England (Rochester: The Boydell Press,
2004), 27-31. Iceland only began to be settled near the end of the 9th century, and did not convert to
Christianity until 1000, so the timeline for their ritual practices is rather different from the rest of Europe.
6
By the 9th century, Christian rituals for the dead had developed a number of practices intended to
emphasize this unity with the community of the dead, including memorial books like the Remiremont book,
which “recorded the names of the people, both living and dead, for whom a special daily mass of
commemoration was to be offered. Its presence on the altar was a symbol of the dissolution of the borders
between the living and the dead.” Paxton, Christianizing Death 137.
7
On the veneration of saints after their deaths see: Robert Bartlett, Why Can the Dead Do Such Great
Things: Saints and Worshippers from the Martyrs to the Reformation (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 2013).
8
Caroline Walker Bynum, The Resurrection of the Body in Western Christianity, 200-1336 (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1995) 179.
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universal church. To the member of a medieval community, the corpses of God's people,
even the ordinary members of the congregation, should be honored for their future glory
rather than hidden as disgusting pollutants.
As Peter Brown has shown, this practice of surrounding themselves with the dead is
key to the self-definition of Christian communities even from their earliest centuries. One
of the major differences between the Christian faith and the Mediterranean culture in
which it arose was the Christian embrace of the remains of the dead, which appalled their
fourth, fifth, and sixth-century contemporaries. To them, “the progress of this cult spelled
out for the pagans a slow and horrid crumbling of ancient barriers which presaged the
final spreading again over the earth of that ‘darkness spoken of in the old myths.’”9
Previously graves were private spaces reserved for family members only, but now they
were open to the public, so that the remains of the martyrs could be venerated by other
members of the faith. Brown explains the change:
The church was an artificial kin group. Its members were expected to project onto the
new community a fair measure of the sense of solidarity, of the loyalties, and of the
obligations that had previously been directed to the physical family. Nowhere was
this made more plain than in the care of the dead. 10
Approximately a thousand-and-a-half years after this re-definition of religious
community to include the dead, Caleb Wilde notes that “Death can foster communal
life ... if we let it. There may be no deeper connection than through death bonding.”11
Even in this virtual community, these corpses were still embraced in love, shared not only
9

Peter Brown, The Cult of the Saints: Its Rise and Function in Latin Christianity (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1981) 7.
10
Brown, Cult, 31.
11
Comment thread from above (accessed Aug 2 2012)
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among the participants of the discussion but even among those “lurkers” who read
without commenting and mourned silently and vicariously. Western culture may attempt
to erase the presence of corpses, but many of those who have experienced the death of a
loved one continue to cling to the body and to share that body with other mourners as
they explore their continued relationship with that body, either in its presence in an urn or
in its absence.
In fact, the corpses discussed in the comment thread actually formed the seed for the
community, the core around which the living could gather. Similarly, the embrace of the
dead within the medieval community was not only intended to contain possible
contamination by the dead, but also for the dead to serve as a locus of communal memory
and social identity, which is constructed and transmitted by communities through
complex social practices such as funerary rituals and burial.12 Archaeologists and
anthropologists studying the ways in which societies interred their dead are increasingly
recognizing that “death and burial provided one important context through which social
memories and identities were performed and created,” particularly in the early middle
ages.13
This process is seen in the narratives these and later medieval communities produce.
Robyn Malo has shown how written text “explains and enforces” the significance of
relics and their shrines, what she terms a “relic discourse” that creates and attaches
12

The term social identity “refers not only to personal perceptions of the self but also to the external
categorization of individuals and groups. Hence, social identities are a nexus of interpersonal and intergroup relations.” Howard Williams and Duncan Sayer, “‘Halls of Mirrors’: Death and Identity in Medieval
Archaeology,” Mortuary Practices and Social Identities in the Middle Ages, ed. Duncan Sayers and
Howard Williams, Exeter studies in Medieval Europe (Exeter: University of Exeter Press, 2009; Rpt.
Liverpool: University of Liverpool Press, 2013), 1-22 at 1-2. Williams and Sayer add that these identities
vary and depend primarily on the interactions between social and cultural contexts.
13
Howard Williams, Death and Memory 3.
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meaning to holy remains,14 and the bodies of saints are not the only remains whose
meaning is created by means of written discourse. Perhaps 21st century society is a little
more abashed at this tendency to gather around the dead, both in life and in text, but as
Armando Petrucci has shown, a community’s use of text to “record the dead in a public
way” crosses chronological and cultural boundaries.15 Both the participants in the above
online conversation and the medieval authors to be discussed in this project publicize the
stories of their dead in order to define or protect the identities of their community groups,
whether those groups are as broad as a nation or as small as a circle of friends or kin.
Persons-Become-Things
There is something almost irresistibly compelling about a corpse, which draws the living
even as it repels them, so that like satellites caught in the gravitational well of a massive
body, the living can find themselves orbiting the corpse, unable to draw closer yet
simultaneously unable to break away. Corpses are simultaneously things and persons,
because though they no longer possess consciousness, the body retains the imprint of
personhood that cannot easily be forgotten by the living. They are faces who do not smile,
throats that do not speak, arms that do not embrace, eerie and uncanny for the smiling,
speaking, embracing living who behold them. They are “the utmost of abjection (...)
death infecting life,”16 disturbing all who encounter them by their refusal to remain
within the boundaries protecting the living from death. They exist in a liminal space—
relegated to the abject and subject to containment by the living to prevent death infection,
14

Robyn Malo, Relics and Writing in Late Medieval England (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2013),
7.
15
Armando Petrucci, Writing the Dead: Death and Writing Strategies in the Western Tradition, trans.
Michael Sullivan, Figurae: Reading Medieval Culture (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998), xiv.
16
Julia Kristeva, Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection, trans. Leon Roudier (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1982), 4.
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yet often returned to by the living when seeking closure; used as a sign to communicate
truths believed to be immutable, yet made of decaying material that refuses to maintain a
consistent form and function. Corpses—passively immobile yet heavily weighted with
significance—are tempting tools to add weight to an argument or narratives, even as the
corpse sometimes breaks loose and explode the shape intended for it, pursuing its own
cadaverous imperative distinct from that of the living.17 The living may have attempted to
erase the remains of the dead, yet these corpses stubbornly insisted on drawing attention
to themselves.
As persons-become-things, corpses can be treated as material objects with agency.
While theoretical approaches that focus on physical objects, “thing theory,” for example,
are often most concerned with artifacts made by humans, the human body can easily be
described through this approach as well.18 Lorraine Daston states that “[things are] the
nodes at which matter and meaning intersect. Entities that lie precisely at the fault line of
a great metaphysical divide tend to appear paradoxical for just that reason.”19 This is the
problem of the corpse, which is a class in itself—dead but once living—and yet creeps
into every other category it encounters, disturbing all divisions and demarcations with its
loud oozing abjection.
To further complicate the question, Daston adds that “[i]t is at once a matter of morals
and a matter of metaphysics to distinguish clearly between persons and things. All these
17

The language here may or may not be intended to evoke, once more, the memory of William the
Conqueror’s corpse. See Graham Harman, Towards Speculative Realism: Essays and Lectures (Winchester:
Zero Books), chapter 2.
18
Graham Harman, for example, says that “the vast majority...of tools remain unknown to us, and were
certainly not invented by us (for example, our brains and blood cells,” explicitly including the human body
in the approach he is advocating. See Graham Harman, Tool-Being: Heidegger and the Metaphysics of
Objects (Chicago: Open Court, 2002), 20.
19
Lorraine Daston, Things that Talk: Object Lessons from Art and Science (New York: Zone Books, 2007),
6.
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banal certainties” about the clear divisions between things and between people “begin to
unravel when the processes by which things come into being are scrutinized more closely,
especially when the things in question are talkative.”20 And many corpses are quite
talkative, telling their stories and forcing responses from the living even from their graves.
Corpses are unsettling because they refuse to be easily categorized, yet they still
communicate clearly, sometimes violently, despite the efforts of authors. They are one of
those things which “speak irresistibly, and not only by interpretation, projection, and
puppetry (...) The language of things derives from certain properties of the things
themselves, which suit the cultural purposes for which they are enlisted.”21 These
properties of corpses—their liminality and corruptibility, as well as their inevitability in
any community of the living—means that the living have always been confronted with
the voices of the corpses.
In different cultures and contexts, the responses to the voices of corpses are varied
and distinct. Many anthropologists looking at modern cultures have studied the ways that
“the same thing may become sacred or profane, gift or commodity, alienable or
inalienable in different cultural contexts.”22 The same thing, particularly a transgressive
or disturbing thing, has the ability to fulfill many different roles within a culture, so that
each culture's engagement with that thing is different. A saint's powerful relics can
function as gifts or commodities, part of an exchange economy, a monster's dismembered
head and arm are presented as trophies while the rest of the body is abandoned to rot, and
the decaying corpse of a sinner is hidden away under the soil to be eaten by worms. Yet
Daston, Things that Talk, 20-21.
Daston, Things that Talk, 14-15.
22
Fred R. Myers, The Empire of Things: Regimes of Value and Material Culture (Sante Fe, NM: School of
American Research Press, 2001), 14 et passim. 
20
21
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all are, in theory, the same thing—a non-functioning body. As abject things, corpses are
both repulsive and yet irresistible to the living who encounter them, and in different
contexts this tension between disgust and desire expresses itself in a myriad of ways.
What is an audience to do with these unnerving, complicating corpses? For a
medieval audience, their ubiquity would reflect a reality in which corpses were everpresent. Their community's stability, in some ways, depended on their ability to properly
engage with and contain these corpses, which are both threatening and familiar—
neighbors, relatives, and fellow worshipers. Their mortuary practices, through which the
memories of the deceased become part of the community's process of self-definition,
reflect this reality. While the process of drawing the living into community around the
dead appears accidental in the construction of the online community discussed above,
medieval communities were often self-consciously established in relationship to the dead.
Typically, the funeral is the means by which the memories of the deceased are inscribed
on the community, and these rituals and the resulting grave have symbolic weight
because of the corpse that lies at the center, which is so heavy with significance that it
functions like massive body in space, drawing the living into orbit around it. Due to the
abject liminality of a corpse, the living can never get too close, and the pre-Christian
pagans of the Mediterranean erected their “ancient barriers” to protect themselves from
the dead. Yet for the late-antique and medieval Christian the corpse is also too
compelling for them to get too far away, so they orbit it, and within that orbit they form
their community. Thus “[t]he rise of the Christian cult of saints took place in the great
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cemeteries that lay outside the cities of the Roman world,”23 born out of the tension
between the marginality and centrality of the corpse to their community.
Scholars of material culture such as Howard Williams have shown how the
communal rituals associated with funerals and graves are part of how communities create
and pass down social memories, which in turn help these communities define themselves,
their history and their direction.24 Fredrik Svanberg describes death rituals “as
phenomena that actually created community”[italics original],25 and Kristian Omnes has
suggested that Ibn Fadlan’s description of a Scandinavian burial emphasizes that this
series of rituals is the community’s will, not necessarily the will of the deceased. 26 Thus
the living embrace the weight of the corpse, allowing themselves to be drawn into orbit
around it. Influenced by and responding to the corpse and its story they become a
community, shaped by the weight of that body at the center, which defines not only the
middle of the community around which they circle but also the external boundaries
beyond which they are unable to pass.
Medieval Textual Corpses
Similarly, their writings reflect the community's daily negotiations with the dead, as they
consider the balance needed to embrace the dead at arm's length, maintaining a safe
distance while remaining close enough for the community to hold together. If, as
Shannon Gayk suggests, Chaucer's “Prioress's Tale” about a little singing corpse “turns
Brown, Cult, 4.
Williams, Death and Memory, 5.
25
Fredrik Svanberg, Decolonizing the Viking Age 1, Acta Archaeologica Lundensia, Series in 8vo, 43
(Stockholm: Almqvist and Wiksell, 2003), 145-49 at 145.
26
Kristian Omes, “Entering Paradise by Fire or Charcoal? a Glimpse of Burial Customs in the Viking and
Medieval Age.” Vellum 1 (January 1 2007). 49-59.; See also: Ahmad Ibn Fadlan, Ibn Fadlan’s Journey to
Russia: A Tenth-Century Traveler from Baghdad to the Volga River, trans. Richard N. Frye (Princeton:
Markus Wiener, 2005), 66-71..
23
24
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from an investigation of causality to a reflection on response, one that insists on the
reciprocity of subject–object relations, on how things, be they material or literary,
circulate and generate affect and subjectivity,”27 perhaps the responses of “readers”
within the text to the corpses they must interpret serve as a guide to how readers outside
the text ought to read the dead within it—and by extension, within their communities—as
well.
Although, as discussed above, cultural responses to corpses are as varied as the
cultures themselves, I have found that at least within medieval Anglo-Scandinavian texts,
and likely farther afield as well, the responses of medieval communities to the bodies of
their dead have striking similarities. Howard Williams broadly states that, “links between
mortuary practices and social memory span traditional divisions between Celt and Saxon,
between pagan and Christian, and between Germanic and Insular and Roman influences
in early medieval societies,” and these social memories crated by the medieval
community's mortuary practices form the groundwork for how the community perceives
its boundaries—both its history, present scope, and future prospects. Their textual
mortuary practices serve a similar purpose. For this reason, this project explores a broad
range of texts, spanning chronologically from Beowulf to Malory's Morte Darthur, and
geographically from England to Iceland. The purpose of this wide scope is to explore the
many ways medieval authors shaped textual communities though the corpses they
inscribe and inter in those texts.

27

Shannon Gayk, “‘To wondre upon this thyng’: Chaucer’s Prioress’s Tale,” Exemplaria 22.2 (Summer,
2010): 138-56 at 153.
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Brian Stock has shown that, beginning in the eleventh century, written texts began to
play significant roles in the formation of religious communities as the members of those
communities used their unique interpretations of their chosen texts to set themselves apart
from society at large. The act of interpreting and discussing these texts, even among those
community members who could not themselves read these texts, served “both to structure
the internal behavior of the groups’ members and to provide solidarity against the outside
world.”28 Stock suggests that these texts became the foundation for a new ritualization of
interactions among the members, even when the texts were not explicitly referenced.
Similarly, this set of medieval texts recreates and reinforces the community’s patterns
for defining themselves as a group by means of their community’s rituals for
commemorating the dead. The authors illuminate and even celebrate the processes by
which the living are drawn into orbit around the dead—both accidentally and deliberately.
By describing, analyzing, and even occasionally assigning agency and motivation to
these powerful persons-become-things, authors and their communities can create new
boundaries around or even through the body to replace those that have been lost through
the destabilization of death, and thus more easily determine the shape of a community
that includes both the living and the dead. As the boundaries marking the limits of the
community, both internally and externally, the corpses can either function as a
community hub or as a wall marking off the bounds of the community by forbidding the
living from either coming too close or from going too far away. What fell together by
accident in the comment thread discussed above is consciously constructed in many of

28

Brian Stock, “Textual Communities,” The Implications of Literacy: Written Language and Models of
Interpretation in the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1983), 88240 at 90.
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these texts, informed by an understanding of the body as a powerful influence extending
far beyond its immediate surroundings. Peter Brown has described how the influence of
Christianity transformed the corpse into one of the points at which the spirit world and
the material world intersected, in the form of the shrines for the relics of the saints,
around which the living would cluster.29 The slightly-less holy dead would be arranged
around them, those perceived by the living as more holy or blessed buried closer to the
relics, and others at a greater distance.30 While the presence of the relics exerted the
impulse to gather, the living consciously constructed their community around them, using
their own judgments to determine the order of the gathering.
Yet, perhaps more pertinent to the 21st century online community, the cult of the
saints “was about people, and about the types of relationships that can be established
between people. The relic is a person in a place; and, in that place, all that Late Antique
men could value in unalloyed relations of friendship, protection and mercy in their
society can come to be played out with liberating precision.”31 However, this network of
relationships between people, which defies the severing of death, extends beyond the
friendship between the single “Late Antique man” and a particular saint. The impulse to
connect across the boundary of death that enmeshes the entire community. Within the
texts to be discussed in this dissertation, the authors create corpses within the narratives,
exploring the weight of their significance and the ways in which they draw the living into
orbit around themselves, using them to shape their own created communities within those
29

See Peter Brown, Society and the Holy in Late Antiquity (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1982)
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texts. This is a risky endeavor, for the corpses themselves sometimes stubbornly resist the
efforts to use them as the hub for a stable community and attempt to act independently.
Yet regardless of the corpse’s behavior, for a medieval community, corpses may appear
most disturbing when they are denied significance and treated only as things.
“The Knight’s Tale” in Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales, for example, shows the
medieval expectation for the care of the dead by the community, and the violent reaction
when those expectations are thwarted. The concern of the company of ladies approaching
Theseus in Chaucer’s “Knight’s Tale” for the bodies of their kin slain in battle illustrates
the vital symbolic importance of the corpse. When Theseus encounters the company of
black-clothed ladies on the road, they tell him that Creon
“…for despit and for his tirannye,
To do the dede bodyes vileynye
Of alle oure lordes whiche that been yslawe,
Hath alle the bodyes on an heep ydrawe,
And wol nat suffren hem, by noon assent,
Neither to been yburyed now ybrent,
But maketh houndes ete hem in despit.”32
The decision to not only guard the dead against their living community but even to
deliberately abuse the corpses by having them desecrated by dogs seems odd—there is
nothing that these dead can do to fight back against Creon any longer. Yet Creon, who is
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portrayed as a brutal tyrant, is nevertheless willing to spend his hard-won resources
punishing bodies that will never fight back.
In response to the ladies’ lament over Creon’s cruelty, and although these corpses
seem to have nothing to offer him or have any practical reason for their recovery,
Theseus nevertheless launches a brutal attack on Creon to recover them. As a character
often read as representative of the ideal medieval ruler—“a noble, wise, chivalric and
heroic figure (…) a ruler who seeks to establish harmony, order and unity, one whose
exemplary excellence, in combining a masculine strength and manly virtue with a
feminine pity,”33 Theseus’ protection of these corpses’ place in their community is also
cast in that light—care for the dead is an integral part of what it means to rule a nation
well. Based on this one act, R.H. Nicholson describes Theseus as a “as prince of Athens”
who commits “an act of justice which will also be an act of pity, of his princely grace and
favor.”34 As the one whom William Woods considers the stable center of the narrative,
“whose every action seems fraught with purpose,” defined by his “centrality and
authority,” Theseus’ concern that the dead be buried demonstrates the necessity of care of
the dead for the stability of society.35 Even the indirect use of the dead for Theseus’ own
advancement by means of his conquest of Thebes reinforces the importance of the dead
to the community. If the living did not value the dead, he could not have seized upon
33
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them as a tool to accomplish his goals of conquest. While these corpses may not seem to
have anything to offer him, to a medieval ruler like Theseus, they have enough power to
provoke a war. Peter Brown has shown how holy relics in particular were used to unify
communities in conflict—Theseus’s example shows that the the bodies of those
significant to a community could also have the opposite effect.36
This also explains Creon’s insistence on forbidding burial. If a grave is a communal
memory site, then allowing the ladies to construct a grave for the community’s heroes
would allow them to preserve their own stories and communal identity even in the face of
Creon’s conquest. As Howard Williams emphasizes, the function of a grave, beyond
simply functioning as a site for preserving stories of the past, is to “mediate the
production and reproduction of social memory: how groups envision their pasts and
futures, and hence their identities” (emphasis mine),37 Creon’s conquest would be
incomplete as long as they were able to continue envisioning themselves with a future,
holding on to their past as as an independent people with the power to fight against him
as a token of the possibility of returning to that identity.
Ironically, shortly after Creon’s defeat the audience sees a similar fate befall Creon’s
army:
To ransake in the taas of bodyes dede,
Hem for to strepe of harneys and of wede,
The pilours diden bisynesse and cure
After the bataille and discomfiture.38
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While Creon had left the bodies of the fallen heroes to be eaten by dogs, the corpses left
by Theseus on the battlefield are subject to human scavengers. The abandonment of the
dead signifies the complete defeat of Creon’s forces—there seems to be no one left who
is both willing and able to preserve the memories of these dead or the identity of the
community to which they belong.
For a medieval audience, a body is more than mere flesh and bones.39 “The idea of
person,” to a medieval audience, as Carolyn Walker Bynum explains, “...was a concept of
self in which physicality was integrally bound to sensation, emotion, reasoning,
identity...It is the key to the expression of self (…) Person was not person without body,
and body was the carrier or the expression...of what we today call individuality.”40
Because the physical remains of an individual retain the marks of those other
experiences—emotion, identity, etc.—many aspects of the deceased's personality, story,
and motivations continue to influence not only the body but also the environment into
which it is absorbed, just as the body once did while living. Thus, within the texts created
by those still alive, including written texts, artwork, and memorials such as tombs, they
frequently display high levels of personal agency even in their apparent passivity. They
interact with the living in deliberate, meaningful ways true to their own personalities and
identities rather than merely being acted upon. These are not the ascended souls of the
dead looking down on the living from paradise and sending divine assistance, but the
corpses themselves.
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The influence of these corpses, unbounded and heavy with significance, extends
widely, in some cases even more so than it had while the body was living. Jeffrey Jerome
Cohen argues that the medieval body is not an individualized unit, but instead overflows
and radiates out into the surrounding environment, influenced even by the distant stars.
Even before the destabilization of death, the body refuses to remain a closed whole. He
argues that “sometimes the most fruitful approach to a body...is to stop asking 'What is
it?' and to...map what a body does.”41 Cohen is concerned with the role of the living
body's, still given form by the soul, within the great machina of the universe, but the
formless dead body is also capable of an amazing degree of engagement with the
universe, perhaps even more so than when it was living. Without the soul to maintain its
form and individual integrity, it can freely subvert all boundaries intended to keep it
distinct from other entities, merging itself with the environment and continuing to act on
a broader scope than it once had.
A grave is the clearest image of a body become one with the landscape. The flesh
and bones decompose, fragmenting into the soil, consumed by microbes, absorbed by the
grass and trees, gradually dispersing into the earth until there are no identifiable traces of
the body remaining. Yet the living often construct a memorial over this spot, physical or
metaphorical, identifying the entire location with the deceased.
Corses and National Identity
The memories and thus the identity of the memorialized deceased becomes part of the
identity of the landscape, making the interment of a corpse a powerful mechanism for
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defining the identity of a community and their relationship with their land. Communal
identity, particularly national identity, is defined both by what the nation includes and
excludes—that is, what is inside the nation’s boundaries and what is outside them. Laura
Ashe begins her analysis of the creation of English national identity through fiction and
history by noting that “it is not immediately obvious what identity might, consciously or
unconsciously, be chosen” by the nation’s leaders,42 and indeed, a term like “national
identity” can pretend to mean more than it does, because the elements comprising
national identity vary from nation to nation. What values do they hold particularly dear?
Whatstories do the inhabitants of that nation tell to distinguish themselves from the
nations surrounding them? The nation’s dead heroes—the stories the community
remembers about them, and the way the physical remains of the hero are treated by the
community—are often one of the most vivid clues to these questions.43
Defining national identity becomes particularly important during times of crisis, and
chapters 1, 2, and the first part of chapter 3 discuss how English and Icelandic authors
used the bodies inscribed in their texts to mark the nation’s boundaries. While many of
these bodies are kings, not all are. Some are even enemies or monsters, whose stories
came to define the shape of the nation in significant ways. These boundaries consist of
geographic and cultural/linguistic markers overlaid within a single point in the
landscape—the grave—whose communal memory function affixes the stories of a
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community’s past, and thus their hopes for future community members who will carry on
those stories, into the landscape which they inhabit.44
Chapter One, “Against The Futility of Memory in Beowulf” shows the author and
audience’s anxieties about communal memory through the attempts of the textual
communities of Beowulf to preserve the memories of their dead through funeral practices,
graves, and grave goods. Within the larger circle of Scandinavian cultural influence
(which until 1066 included England), a prominent reminder of the relationship between
the landscape and the community was the barrow. Even after barrows were no longer
constructed for the dead, Anglo-Saxon land charters and the Icelandic history,
Landnámabók, used ancient barrows to mark out boundaries. Mounds were also often
meeting spots for social or ceremonial gatherings because of their location on the borders
of multiple communities.45 As sites of communal memory these barrows, both in the
landscape of the world and of the narrative, infuse both the landscape and the text with
the stories of those buried, which in turn helps define the shape of the community that has
planted itself on that site or defined itself by that text.
During the 9th century, around the time of the composition of Beowulf, Christians
began listing the dead in necrologies in order to preserve their memory in the
community’s worship rather than simply depending on epitaphs on monuments,
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expanding the variety of texts intended to contain the memories of the dead for the
community46 This expansion is reflected in Beowulf’s concern, as a text, with the
memories of the dead. While Beowulf does not take place in, or even mention, England, it
does describe the importance of the dead and the associated rituals and monuments in
defining and protecting communal identity in Anglo-Saxon culture. Perhaps the
prominent graves of the extinct and forgotten communities surrounding them served to
remind them of their own likely future.47
The narrative not only illustrates cultural anxieties about communal memory,
showing the funeral and grave be a brittle medium for preserving memory, but also
creates an alternative memorial site out of the text to replace the original, lost community
and grave. Gale Owen-Crocker has shown that the fundamental organizational structure
of Beowulf uses the four funerals to divide the text into three parts.48 I argue that the
repeated funerals, each distinct, lead the audience to become a new community
preserving the memory of the pagan heroes whose graves are lost, the text itself the grave
into which these memories have been re-interred.
Besides the mysterious mounds of lost communities that surrounded their own
communities, the original audience of Beowulf had to negotiate their relationship as
Christians with their deceased pagan neighbors and ancestors, and this text offers a way
to preserve the memories of those dead within the living community, as well as salvage
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their relationship with their pagan ancestors, whose values were so similar to their own
even while being apparently irreconcilably severed from them by the act of conversion.49
It also reassures the audience that good stories will survive—though the Geats have
vanished, their king’s name and influence continues to shape the Anglo-Saxon
community—and perhaps their own stories will also endure.
Over the next few hundred years, the Anglo-Saxon community was faced with that
very threat, in danger of their language and culture, and thus their stories, being driven to
extinction in the face of a greater power. The landscape they shared with the groups that
preceded them and the groups who came to dominate them played a major role in shaping
a connection between the different cultural and language groups who claimed the island
at different times. According to twelfth-century histories of Britain, beginning with
Geoffrey of Monmouth, the first inhabitants of Britain were giants, who were defeated by
the Britains, who were conquered by the English. By the time Geoffrey was writing, the
English had themselves been conquered by the Normans. As La܌amon’s version of the
Geoffrey’s Historia, the Brut recounts the many times the landscape has changed hands,
the text emphasizes that this is the same landscape which the audience now inhabits.50
Chapter Two, “Corpses, defining and defying the landscape, in La܌amon's Brut”
discusses the Brut as a vernacular exploration of the complexities of colonizing a nation
of colonizers. The fraught relationship between the dead and the living within the text
49
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opens up questions of linguistic and cultural change, making space within that landscape
for the audience of Anglo-Norman colonizers who admire the heroes of the British past
even as they dominate their descendants. Since for the medieval historian, “language
itself embodies reality,”51 the histories constructed by La܌amon and other authors are
efforts to shape the nation into that which the history describes and to give meaning to the
recorded events.
La܌amon's text is often read as an exploration of national boundaries of both
geography and identity, many of these boundaries defined by the establishment of the
graves and memorials that fill the text's landscape and the bodies associated with them.
For many medieval nations, the center that defined the interior of the nation was the
king.52 While the king’s natural body might die and be buried, the king’s political body
remained, continually re-incarnated in each successive heir.53 These two bodies were
difficult to tease apart, even by medieval legal scholars and philosophers. Knights fought
and died for their nation, yet more often they were also fighting and dying for their
lord—the living body who stood for the nation to them. “King and country” were not two
separate concepts, so much as two sides of the same construction. The identity of the
inhabitants of that nation was bound up in the person as well as the place, and this joint
construction of person and place became the nation.54 Thus, while the King’s political
body might be immortal, in terms of the construction of the nation the king’s natural body
could hardly be set aside so easily, even after death when his natural body had been
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completely severed from his political body. For this reason the graves of kings are often
intensely significant communal memorial sites, as the identities of their bodies are still
closely bound with the identity of the body of the nation.
However, while the bodies of kings are the clearest and most-discussed example of
the role of the body in the construction of a nation, other graves often show a similar
function and participate in the same process of defining the nation by interring the
memories of the dead into the landscape. Those whose stories are significant to the shape
of that landscape, the language spoken within its borders, or the values held dear by those
within are given similar metaphorical weight by the narratives in which their bodies and
stories are interred. Yet one body defies this tendency, opening up the space of the text
beyond these boundaries. While other kings die and are buried, their natural and political
bodies parting ways, the body of King Arthur refuses to abide by the rules of the text and
remains both indivisible and infinitely flexible.55
Even while living, his body undergoes three transformations, each further subverting
the boundaries that have been built around the narrative. First, he is a bridge, a
construction designed for the purpose of crossing a previously impassible space. Next, he
is a feast for poets and a story to be shared, suggesting that the Brut itself, at least in part,
is the body of Arthur, erasing the division between body and text. Finally, his body
disappears altogether, leaving him poised on the boundary between life and death and
eternally the king of Britain. His refusal to die and definitively cede the political body of
kingship to his successor undermines the construction of British nationhood. In shaping
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the text through Arthur's body, the Brut subverts its own nationalism and broadens the
significance of the narrative beyond its own boundaries, making space for readers of
many nations and for many nations within the geographic boundaries of what is now
England.
On the other hand, Chapter Three, “Mapping with the Dead in the Íslendingasögur,”
shows how even the graves of ordinary citizens construct national identity. Unlike the
nations in Beowulf or the Brut, or really most other European nations at that time, Iceland
during the time described by the sagas had no king to sit at the heart of the nation. In fact,
the original settlers had come to Iceland because of their rejection of the kingship of
Norway. Instead the geography of the nation was defined by the point at which the island
became sea, and an Icelander was simply someone who lived within those boundaries. In
Iceland, habitation within the Icelandic landscape was explicitly equivalent to citizenship.
One became an Icelander with all the legal rights and responsibilities simply by living
within the national boundaries for three years.56 For this reason, the connection between
the Icelanders and their landscape is unusually potent and reciprocal, as each is shown to
define the other. The first section of the chapter examines the significance of several of
the barrows used to shape the narrative landscape of the Íslendingasögur, texts which
themselves shape not only the identity and community of the Icelanders but also their
relationship with the landscape through which they define themselves. Especially for the
early settlers, the landscape they inhabit is not theirs because of fate or providence but
because of their own choices. They can clearly see the way their actions as individuals
56
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inscribe their identity on the island, in the same way that the island defines their identity
as Icelanders.
The mounds built for that first generation of Icelanders are the initial fingerprint of
the new nation on its landscape, and are recorded in the sagas as familiar landmarks to
the audience. In Landnámabók, the stories associated with these mounds are often merely
hinted at, suggesting that their presence served as a kind of shorthand for the broader
communal memory of the settlement. Just as medieval land charters are known to use
ancient barrows to mark out the boundaries and to define the shape of the geography they
describe, the use of the bodies of the dead to give form to the landscape is not limited to
physical geography. As sites of communal memory these barrows, both in the landscape
of the world and of the narrative, infuse both the landscape and the text with the stories of
those buried, which in turn helps define the shape of the community that has planted itself
on that site or defined itself by that text.
However, not all the graves that define what it is to be an Icelander are in Iceland. In
Grettis Saga, which recounts the adventures of the most superlative of Icelanders (which
is to say, the strongest and the longest to survive as an outlaw), the zombie hunter Grettir
Ásmundarson, the first undead encounter is actually with Kár, a Norwegian. In a
narrative about a definitive Icelandic hero, the first major enemy to be defeated is a
foreigner, allowing the audience to vicariously triumph over an outsider through the
exploits of their zombie-slaying proxy.57 Grettir’s second and most famous opponent,
Glámr, is a Swede with a bad attitude, once more defining Icelanders by defining the
57
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enemies they defeat. However, the account of the fight with Glámr includes yet another
layer of community identity to be set against Icelandic identity—that of paganism versus
Icelandic Christianity.
Corpses and Religious Identity
Iceland had most recently converted to Christianity out of other nations within their
cultural sphere—around the time of Grettir’s birth, in fact—and they were also trying to
recover from their well-earned reputation as viciously destructive Vikings. Their texts
reflect their efforts to define themselves as civilized, as in Landnámabók, and their pagan
history was an undeniable reality that had to be negotiated. Anders Winroth dryly notes
that “[a]t the same time that…the Vikings were acquiring an unflattering reputation in
Europe, the Scandinavian homeland became Christian.”58 The fact that the Icelanders,
following their Scandinavian kin, had voluntarily converted for political reasons, meant
that there was a certain urgency to prove to outsiders that they were indeed a Christian
nation.
Narratives like Njáls Saga, which take place before conversion, reveal even while
concealing pagan practices. Some pagan settlers are even christianized, such as Njáll,
whose corpse mirrors that of a holy saint. Grettis Saga, on the other hand, continues to
define the boundaries by exclusion, as the pagan foreigner, Glámr, becomes one of the
most infamous undead monsters of the sagas. While Njáll’s corpse takes on the
characteristics of a Christian saint to show his goodness and nobility, Glámr parodies
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these same characteristics as a kind of anti-Christian relic, warning the audience against
holding to the same paganism that their ancestors had ultimately rejected.
One of the best-known and most-studied examples of how the bodies of the dead
were used in the Middle Ages to construct spiritual communities is the holy relic. Their
presence most certainly shaped the landscape, as the living built their communities,
including homes, churches, and graveyards, around them. Relics are fascinating objects
of study in and of themselves, but their social significance in medieval communities
extends to their influence on textual representations of the ordinary dead. As the
quintessential Christian corpses, their distinctive behaviors are often reflected in varying
degrees in the corpses of other virtuous yet unbeatified Christians.
Though all members of the dead remained a part of the living medieval community
to a certain extent, the degree to which the remains of the saints retain their individuality
and agency is remarkable. Nor is it a passive agency, drawing the gaze from earthly to
more spiritual concerns—the actions of relics were definitely considered to be
deliberately chosen by the relics themselves. The specific mechanics of these choices,
however, were somewhat uncertain. Mid to late medieval theology of the body, as
described by Bynum, had a troubled relationship with the exact nature of the connection
between the body, self, and soul.
[E]fforts to lodge the identity of person in soul while continuing to assert an inclinatio
in matter, a forma corporeitatis, and even an aerial body or somatomorphic
expression for separated soul—these aspects of the late thirteenth century are
profoundly contradictory. None however suggests either dualistic rejection of body or
the equation of self with soul. If assertion of wholeness replaced hope of
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reassemblage in the conception of resurrection in the early fourteenth century, it was
because body had become so crucial to person that the line between form and matter,
death and life, earth and eternity, fragment and whole, had almost disappeared.59
Therefore, in this conception of the body and its inclinatio, relics continue to bear the
conscious presence of the one to whom they belong, even long after death. As the
inscription on the tomb of Saint Martin asserts, “Hic conditus est sanctae memoriae
Martinus episcopus Cuius anima in manu Dei est, sed hic totus est Praesens manifestus
omni gratia virtutum.”60 This is the place where the heavenly and earthly touch, allowing
those still living on earth a contact point with the divine. As Ashton points out, a relic
served as a ǥ[mediator] between humanity and heaven’ whom supplicants could ask to
put in a good word for them to God, as well as ǥaffirm[ing] belief on behalf of the wider
Christian community’ through miracles and other signs intended to encourage the living
in their faith.61 Relics draw the viewer's gaze not towards themselves but towards that
future promise of glory described by Peter the Venerable, a powerful yet quiet act of selfeffacement. However, saintly relics were also known to take a much more active role in
the interest of their communities as well. As Patrick Geary explains,
Saints were vital, powerful members of society and commanded reverence, honor,
respect, and devotion. They were entitled to deference, service, and an enthusiastic
cult. When people purposefully or accidentally failed to give them their due, either
directly by acting improperly in their relics' presence or indirectly by infringing on
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their honores (their property, religious community, or devotees), they could retaliate
with violence. They in turn owed, to their faithful, services that varied with the nature
of the particular community.62
Medieval texts abound with stories of saints stepping in to defend the communities or
individuals associated with their relics. A number of accounts describe wicked members
of the nobility being thrown from their horses by a saint in order to punish their arrogance.
The church even had rituals for a religious community to incite the local relics into
influencing a conflict affecting the community or to solve a local problem. Monks lacked
the power of the bishops to excommunicate or otherwise officially sanction those who
had committed offenses against the community, but they did control access to many
sacred relics. Therefore, they could, and often did, ǥmistreat cult objects and prevent
popular access to them, thus disturbing the proper relationships between the human and
supernatural orders, with consequences not only for the alleged opponent but for all of
society dependent on these powers.’63 These rituals included the “ritual of humiliation.”
By denying a relic its usual position of honor, wrapping it in a piece of a hair shirt and
placing it on the floor along with the monks, the saint's remains are made a part of the
troubled religious community, reminding the saint of his or her role within that
community as protector and emphasizing the community's current deep distress. After a
year of this kind of humiliation towards the relics of the monastery of Saint-Médard of
Soissons, the offender who had seized some of the monastery's property dreamed that
Saint Sebastian clobbered him with a staff. “He awoke to find blood pouring from his
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mouth and ears” and immediately repaired the offense. The relationship between relics
and community sometimes seem a bit dysfunctional in many of these stories, as a
community accuses a saint of neglecting the community and punishes the relics (which
could range from humiliation on the floor to a beating by the local peasants) until the
saint steps in and metes out some of his or her own punishment on the community's
behalf.64
In short, relics are much more than disassembled and redistributed car parts or even
special charms to ward off sin or disaster. They are kept with honor within communities
and expected to act as independent agents working not only for the good of the
community, but also to further their own goals. Relics were known to have a strong sense
of their own value, as seen in the use of humiliation to force them to cooperate and the
accounts of saints punishing those who disrespected their relics and feast days,
sometimes fatally.65 Many times translated relics were portrayed in texts as actively
seeking their translation from one lower status community to another, more prestigious
community, in order to enhance their own glory and expand their cult of followers.66
While these texts were frequently written by those claiming the relic for the new
community and attempting to justify the translation, this approach to that justification
was only successful because of the general belief that relics could and did make those
sorts of choices for their own benefit.67
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However, textual corpses of non-saints often co-opt these behaviors as well. When
the corpse of one who is not considered a saint begins behave like one—involving itself
in community affairs, manipulating the living for its own benefit, and, in particular,
stubbornly refusing to decay away into the ground like ordinary dead flesh—that corpse
takes on great spiritual weight. This weight is frequently positive and holy, like Njáll and
Percival’s Sister to be discussed below, whose goodness in life and beauty in death marks
them as especially beloved by God. The exception that proves the rule, Glámr, delineates
the bounds of the Icelandic Christian community and the dangers of paganism to that
community’s integrity.
While, as mentioned above, one could become an Icelander simply by living there
long enough, the conversion of Iceland to Christianity was still a comparatively recent
cultural memory, and thus Icelandic national identity was also self-consciously Christian.
In spite of the efforts of religious leaders like the Icelandic bishop St. Þorlákr
Þórhallsson,68 pre-Christian myths and stories of the Norse pantheon continued to hold
great literary weight. For example, Snorri Sturlasson’s Edda, and particularly the
Skaldskaparmál, is an effort to preserve the pagan myths for future generations of poets
growing up in a mostly-Christian culture.69 These texts explore the relationship between
faith traditions and Icelandic identity, as well as the cultural values that emerge from
these interactions.
“Miracles,” (333-409) reflects a belief that the saints themselves were responsible for the miracles.
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Glámr marks out some these spiritual boundaries defining Icelandic identity and
values from the outside by defying and subverting the local Christian community. While
Grettir continues to fast and otherwise support the Christian community even after being
outlawed, Glámr’s refusal to fast and engagement in combat during Christmas violates
the boundaries of the Christian community. After his death, the actions of his corpse
parody hagiographies and translationes, such as that of St. Edmund of Bury, by hiding
from a priest rather than revealing himself to the searchers and by making his body too
heavy to be taken to a churchyard for burial.70 Glámr thus becomes an anti-saint, whose
sacrilegious behavior parodies the sacred and threatens the Christian community, as
represented by the grumpy yet heroic Grettir, with more than mere haunting.
Njáls saga, on the other hand, reveals increasing cynicism about Icelandic cultural
values. It refuses to take a side in the Christian versus pagan conflict, and instead reveals
that the true values of Icelandic society have more to do with legal cleverness and
honorable violence. The two slain friends, Gunnar and Njáll, are on opposite sides of the
religious conflict, yet both are portrayed as equally heroic. This is to say, they are equally
sympathetic and imperfect, and the appearances of their bodies urge the living on to
deeds of great violence, even as both clearly represent their different faith traditions in
death. Gunnar is buried in a mound and speaks poetic lines to the living them to
encourage them to enact vengeance on his behalf, while Njáll’s body takes on the
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appearance of a saint, his nobility inspiring the living to acts of violence against the
dishonorable arsonists who burned him in his house.
The final chapter, Chapter Four, “Transformative Female Corpses in Malory's Morte
Darthur,” further complicates the concept of a unified Christian community, especially
when that Christian identity is pitted against a distinct cultural code of honor, as in Njáls
Saga. While almost all the knights in Malory’s Morte self-identify as Christian, their
primary loyalty is to the chivalric community. This chapter examines how the text of the
Morte Darthur reveals the deep flaws within the chivalric community by means of the
dead knights and ladies interred within it, ultimately shaping a new spiritual community
to challenge and partially supplant it.
While knights are constantly mobile within the Morte, death stills them permanently,
and their narratives and identities are frequently erased by those who follow. The
inscription on Lanceor and Columbe’s grave that commemorates his battle with Balin, for
example, is overwritten by Merlin to forecast the battle between Lancelot and Tristram.
The knights’ postmortem passivity contrasts vividly with the active role taken within the
narrative by the ladies who meet their deaths due to the strictures imposed upon them by
the chivalric community represented by the knights. These strictures include behavioral
expectations associated with courtly love, obedience to the custom of the castle, and
generally being expected to function as feminine foils for knights to perform their
chivalry and masculinity against.71 The community places the lives of these ladies at the
mercy of the knights who dominate it, and frequently the knights fail to fulfill their
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obligations to the ladies—losing their tempers and slaying their ladies or pursuing quests
at a lady’s expense. Yet once these ladies become corpses they complicate and eventually
subvert this paradigm.
Their critique of the chivalric community leads to an alternative vision of
masculine community that is not dependent on femininity for its self-definition and in
which the feminine is not wholly subjugated under the masculine. Each female corpse
reveals and responds to a failure of the chivalric community. Decapitated ladies such as
Pedivere’s Lady, Pellinor’s daughter, the first Lady of the Lake, and the lady accidentally
beheaded by Gawain are set against the individual knights who have caused their deaths.
Similarly, the floating ladies such as Percival’s Sister and Elayne of Ascolat are set
against the larger community. Initially, many of the knights who commit these failures
and are punished by these corpses, especially those of the decapitated ladies, are
transformed into better knights. The exception, Sir Pedivere, who becomes a hermit after
murdering his wife, hints at the larger pattern of disruption and transformation that
ultimately shapes an alternate, spiritual community.
In many of these narratives, Sir Lancelot exemplifies the values of the chivalric
community. He is, after all, “the nobelyst knyght of the worlde”72 Because he is treated
by the text as the epitome of knightliness, his story can be taken as a “plot in miniature”
mirroring the fate of the larger community.73 Lancelot’s perfect obedience to the values
of the chivalric community cannot protect Pedivere’s Lady or fulfill Elayne of Ascolat’s
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need to participate in the courtly love paradigm dictated by the rules of the community.
Their bodies accuse him before the community for his failure. When Lancelot goes on the
Grail Quest, he discovers that in fact, his obedience to these rules through his
involvement with Queen Guenevere has jeopardized his participation in the Quest. Even
so, the corpse of Percival’s Sister encourages him in his journey to achieve the spiritual
goal of the Grail by picking him up in her little boat.
Ultimately, Lancelot chooses to join Sir Pedivere in his rejection of the chivalric
community in favor of the spiritual one. His fellow knights, on the other hand, choose to
continue to act as knights yet in a spiritual capacity—their battles are “upon myscreantes
or Turkes” and they die “upon a Good Fryday for Goddes sake,” giving up the pursuit of
chivalric honor and courtly love.74 This spiritual community does not replace, but rather
sits in tension with, the dominant chivalric community.75
The authors of these varied textual communities—from the pagan Scandinavian
people groups in Beowulf to the courtly Christian knights of the Round Table—explore
many facets of social identity by means of the grave. Both in the real communities
outside the texts and the texts created by those communities, the dead and the places
where they rest force the living to consider their own connection to place and their values
as a society. Heroes, saints, and villains all join the network of interactions weaving
together culture, landscape, and values into a cohesive social identity. As the living
continue to orbit the dead, the stories and memories attached to the graves become a site
for the community to gather around and consider who they are and where they are going.
Malory, Morte 1: 940.
Kenneth Hodges, Forging Chivalric Communities in Malory’s Le Morte Darthur, Studies in Arthurian
and Courtly Cultures (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2005).
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CHAPTER 1. AGAINST THE FUTILITY OF MEMORY IN BEOWULF

Christians among Mounds
By the time of the composition of Beowulf, the Anglo-Saxons faced an identity crisis.
Though they were Christian, and likely had been for several generations, their own
ancestors were pagan and were interred according to pagan funerary ritual practices. Not
only did these practices clearly mark them as being outside the Church, but, as more fully
discussed in the introduction, medieval communities often defined themselves based on
their relationships with the dead and the stories connected to those dead through funerary
rituals and graves. If they no longer shared these practices with their ancestors, there was
an additional layer of separation between them.76 Furthermore, the English landscape had
previously been inhabited by Bronze Age communities whose mound-building cultures
76
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preceded the Anglo-Saxon by almost a thousand years.77 These people had constructed
massive barrows and mounds for their dead, and the Anglo-Saxons, both before and after
conversion, had to learn to live alongside these prominent dead strangers. Like the
Anglo-Norman authors who would follow them, such as La܌amon, they used narrative
and text to reshape these constructions into part of their own story.
How could the Christian descendants of pagan corpses keep these equally-pagan
stories and identities within their community, a community still defined, in many ways,
by that pagan heritage? How could they fit themselves into a landscape visibly shaped by
the corpses of a long-vanished people group? Their complex relationship with
Christianity and the pagan past is reflected in the Anglo-Saxons’ own interments, which
melded pagan and Christian elements within single burials even as late as the ninth
century.78 Likely pagan and Christian practices were carried out concurrently for some
time, since Bede records Pope Gregory directing the English Abbot to syncretize pagan
holidays with Christian celebrations, reasoning that “[n]am duris mentibus simul omnia
abscidere inpossibile esse non dubium est, quia et is, qui summum locum ascendere
nititur, gradibus uel passibus, non autem altibus eleuatur.”79 Frederick S. Paxton has
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shown how during this period, Christian communities all over Europe were still trying to
create a distinctly Christian process for saying farewell to the dead and preserving their
memories within the community, an effort that did not begin to come to fruition until the
9th century, after the likely composition of Beowulf.80 Until that time funerary rituals were
a complex blend of local tradition and Christian liturgy.
During the time of Beowulf’s composition, the Anglo-Saxons existed in a continued
space of tension between their Christian identity and their still-slightly-pagan culture. The
tension displayed in their burials, which prevents the religious provenance of some
burials from ever being determined, is the same tension found in Beowulf itself. Ever
since 19th-century antiquarians scoured its lines for evidence of pre-Christian religious
practices, scholars have been debating whether Beowulf is a pagan text with Christian
interpolations or a Christian text engaging with a pagan past.81 Jeffrey Jerome Cohen sees
Beowulf as having hybridized pagan and Christian myth into a single, coherent system in
order to protect the Anglo-Saxons from the monsters that “haunt the periphery that
abjection constructs.”82 He argues that this is part of the Anglo-Saxon anxiety of identity.
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Because of its diversity and because of its permeable, perpetually transgressed
borders, Anglo-Saxon England was relentlessly pondering what it means to be a
warrior, a Christian, a hero, a saint, an outlaw, a king, a sexed and gendered
being….[D]uring the span of years now designated by the rubric “Anglo-Saxon
England,” the limits of identity were under ceaseless interrogation because they were
confronted by almost constant challenge.83
When it comes to boundaries, however, the monsters that Cohen is concerned with are
not the only hauntings of the abject—the bodies of the dead are also lurking in the
ceaselessly-interrogated margins.
Although these graves and the Anglo-Saxons belonged to different communities, they
shared the same spaces, meaning that these anonymous barrows also became part of
Anglo-Saxon self-definition.84 Their prominence in the landscape and their association
with the dead made them significant for defining the liminal spaces of the countryside,
used in charters and other legal documents to mark the edges of property and as gathering
spots where the boundaries of multiple spaces intersect.85 Some prehistoric barrows were
apparently reused by the Anglo-Saxons before conversion as sites for their own pagan
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shrines, and some later became sites for the interment of executed criminals, who were
believed to be tormented by the evil spirits of the dead inhabiting those barrows.86
More significantly, as far as Beowulf is concerned, prehistoric barrows and
monuments were also frequently reused for many other, more prestigious, burials as well,
possibly—as Howard Williams suggests—because their reuse can be part of the
construction of “social identities, myths of origin and relations with the distant past.”87
As several material culture scholars have noted, “the use of ancient remains for funerary
rites” and likely other community rituals as well “was a way in which communities could
tie themselves to the landscape and signal ownership and rights over territory and
resources.”88 This was practiced both before and after the Anglo-Saxon conversion to
Christianity, although the ways in which it was practiced varied regionally and through
time. After conversion, the mounds appear to have been intentionally chosen as sites for
not only Christian cemeteries but also churches, as the community strove to assimilate the
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pagan landscape into the newer Christian faith.89 Mounds, for both Christians and pagans,
were places of power and the influence of the dead, forming an intersection between the
worlds of the living and the dead, for better or worse.90
The Anglo-Saxons had likely been converted before the composition of Beowulf,
even given the earliest likely date of around 650, and most details of their pre-Christian
worship practices have been lost.91 Some archaeological evidence makes tantalizing
suggestions about these practices, but these remains are varied, ambiguous, and
occasionally even contradictory. As Catherine M. Hills notes in her chapter of the
Beowulf Handbook, “Accounts of burials and funeral rites in Beowulf have been used to
show both how unfamiliar and how familiar the poet was with pagan practices.”92
Additionally, pre-Christian burial practices within the broader Scandinavian culture,
which included both the Anglo-Saxons and the communities described in Beowulf, varied
widely. Because burial monuments were highly visible and of distinctive styles in each
community, Fredrik Svanberg believes the monuments themselves could have been a
means of marking out different group identities in the landscape.93
Besides the variety of pre-Christian interment styles that may have been known to the
poet, Hills shows that additionally that the poet had a broad variety of contemporary
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practices to choose from—Sutton Hoo alone includes “inhumation in a ship, in a chamber,
under a ship, next to a horse, in a coffin, as sacrificial victims around a cremation, and
possibly also around a tree. Cremations were contained in bronze bowls, on a wooden
tray or boat, in a pot, or simply put in the ground.”94 Christian and pagan practices were
not nearly as distinct as they are often believed to be—early medieval Christians
sometimes practiced cremation or accompanied their dead with grave goods, practices
often seen as exclusively pagan.95 Conversion did not mean pagan practices were entirely
given up—for example, a man buried in a churchyard in Derbyshire was wearing an
amulet of Thor’s hammer, while other churchyard cemeteries include bodies aligned
according to pre-conversion Roman positions or even in what might have been boats.96
Tania Dickinson cautions against assuming immigration or religious practices are always
the cause for changes in burial practices, noting that “if mortuary rituals are understood
as performances or displays” of social factors such as gender, age, socio-economic status
or manner of death, “then they become potent arenas for expressions of social
competition and social cohesiveness.”97
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Therefore, it is difficult to make any sweeping claims about what exactly the AngloSaxons and their contemporaries believed about death, before or after conversion, and
what different practices meant for the community. But even without a clear
understanding of these remains, the reminders of this pagan heritage and the remains of
those who had participated in it were everywhere. As emphasized above, the living
Christian community composed and preserved Beowulf’s narrative in a land dotted with
the barrows of the pagan dead, both ancestors and strangers. These locations were potent
elements in the construction of communal identity, as the homes of the ancestors and as
visible reshapings of the landscape by those ancestral communities. Thus the prehistoric
barrow of the Last Survivor in Beowulf “evokes the memory of a distant, mythological
past in ancestral homelands on the Continent,” and becomes part of a larger effort to
reshape memory and narrative into Anglo-Saxon identity.98
The conflict inherent in the English landscape is mirrored in the setting of the first
two sections of Beowulf in Heorot, believed to be based on, or at least inspired by, the
Late Iron Age Danish capital Lejre. This capital flourished from the sixth through tenth
centuries but gradually decreased in national significance and was later abandoned.99
Although many were skeptical that such an important seat of power had ever been
situated at Lejre, a series of excavations over the past sixty years has uncovered an
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extensive complex that would be consistent with a royal court of international
importance.100
Over a thousand years ago, when Lejre was still the Danish capital, before the days of
irrigation and golf courses, the hall lay on the boundary between two distinctive
terrains—fertile fields, belonging to cultivation and civilization, and a dead-ice zone,
uninhabitable and wild.101 This balance is particularly evocative in a Scandinavian
context because of the culture’s cosmological division between Miðgarðr and Útgarðr—
that is, the central, civilized space of gods and humans and the wild outer space of the
monsters. Just as the text lingers in the liminal spaces between Christian and pagan,
continent and island, human and monster, so the hall is similarly balanced between
wilderness and culture. Even life and death meet here, for the first hall—the one that
most likely corresponds to the mythological capital described in Beowulf—at
Fredshøgjård was deliberately constructed among a cluster of prehistoric mounds.102 John
Niles argues that
the hall was built as the result of a deliberate decision to create a symbol of princely
authority at a place that was already a constructed landscape, in the sense of its
having been shaped into a distinctive form through the cumulative acts of persons
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living at earlier times. Each mound built there had contributed its individual part to
the process of marking out a sacred space, a spiritual center around which the rest of
the landscape could be seen to radiate.103
The community that built the hall also added its own massive burial mound, Grydehøj, to
the collection in the seventh century, right around the time that they demolished the hall
altogether, rebuilding it nearby at Mysselhøgjård. John Niles has suggested that these two
distinct projects—Grydehøj and the rebuilt hall—are actually connected to the same
event: the likely-tragic death of some prominent figure whose memorial rituals included
not merely the cremation of the body and treasures but the destruction of the older hall
itself, signaling the end of an era.104 The ancient monuments that surrounded the new one
would have added to the prestige and sacredness of Grydehøj, and Grydehøj in turn
would do the same for later Viking burials and halls.105
The Danes’ conscious relationship with the ancient monuments of their landscape
parallels that of the Anglo-Saxons with their own landscape. Thus, even after conversion
the homes of the dead were significant places in Anglo-Saxon England, and re-defining
these landmarks was key to the inhabitants’ sense of possession of that landscape.106 The
dead shape the land as well as the literature, and the literature shows the ways the living
embrace their dependence on the bodies of the dead to define themselves, particularly in
Beowulf, the quintessentially Anglo-Saxon poem about long-dead continental ancestors.
Niles, Lejre 189
Niles, Lejre 193-95. Niles adds, however, that there were likely practical purposes for the demolition
and reconstruction as well, since wooden halls like those at Lejre did require regular maintenance and
replacement of timbers (196).
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Textual Burials
Therefore, as the living Anglo-Saxons considered their relationship to this pagan
inheritance, their writings contained examples of their negotiation of identity, story, and
grave. Erasing the graves and the stories within them was not an option—too much of
their identity was bound up with these graves. Instead, both their burial practices (as seen
in the frequent reuse of prehistoric barrows for their own interments) and their texts,
show an embrace of this inheritance. The Anglo-Saxon poem The Wanderer reflects not
only a blend of Christian and pagan sensibilities in its description of the three different
“options” for the corpses of those killed in battle, but also illustrates the shared concern
for the communal aspect of a funeral. A burial is not enough—there must also be an
opportunity for the community to gather around the remains and absorb the story of the
deceased into their community’s larger story and identity.
Sume wig fornǀm,
ferede in forðwege;
ofer hƝanne holm:
dƝaðe gedۘlde:
in eorðscræfe

sumne fugel oþbær
sumne sƝ hƗra wulf

sumne drƝorighleor
eorl gehܢdde. 107

They can be carried away by birds, their remains strewn far and wide and taken over the
sea, away from their own community and country and losing their physical integrity as a
unique individual. They can be consumed by wolves, absorbed into another being and
again losing their physical integrity and individuality. Finally, they can be hidden away in
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Wanderer, ed. R. F. Leslie, Exeter Medieval English Texts and Editions (Exeter: University of Exeter
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the earth by a sad-faced nobleman, remaining intact but concealed from the rest of the
world until they decay away into the earth itself. The description of the corpse as
“hidden” draws attention to the significance of the eyes of others by erasing their ability
to see and interact with the corpse. Yet even this apparently comparatively lucky fate—
burial rather than fragmentation—is still considered on par with being scattered by
animals. To the speaker of the poem, if the corpse is hidden from the eyes of the
community, it might as well have been eaten by wolves.
This is a grim description within a grim text. While portions of it reflect Christian
theology, the overall perspective is pre-Christian. That is, this text does contain Christian
moralization, especially near the end, but the Wanderer’s own understanding of death and
the fate of the body is left untouched. Whether the poem originated as a pagan text that
was Christianized by a later editor or was composed after conversion, the version that has
come down to us reflects the tension of an audience whose culture seems to have been
only partially converted, much like their religiously ambiguous burial practices. In the
section outlining the fates of the body carried off by battle, there are no hopeful
references to the Christian understanding of the resurrection of the body here, as in the
Anglo-Saxon Body and Soul,108 only the despair of fragmentation and decay. The poet
and audience likely believed in the resurrection, but the speaker is allowed to express a
different perspective. By discussing the fate of the human body after death, the poet
ennobles a pagan warrior like the Wanderer by allowing him to speak for himself without
interruption, while providing a Christian critique at the end. Christian and pagan voices
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come together into a single text, reflecting the sense of the text’s community as broader
than just the more recent Christian community. This text embraces the broader
community that includes pagan ancestors, just as texts such as Beowulf honor pagan
graves and show their continued significance to the audience. Furthermore, the message
in this specific passage—the necessity of the community for appropriate burial—isn’t
countered in the Christian response, suggesting a commonality in their views on funerary
ritual.
The Anglo-Saxons were not as engaged with barrow-building as their predecessors,
and by the time texts like Beowulf were composed the authors were quite possibly as
ignorant of the barrow’s full pre-Christian function as modern scholars. The poet may
have invented a set of funerary rituals for the poem out of whatever leftovers could be
found, or appropriated and perhaps modified known rituals. However, recreating the
specific practices of the poet and audience’s Anglo-Saxon ancestors is not part of the
narrative’s project. Rather than attempting to reproduce the stories of their ancestors, the
text instead follows a different branch of the family tree altogether—one which had not
yet chosen to convert at all. The text portrays these pagan cousins as honorable and
virtuous, worth emulating, and a possible alternative future for the Anglo-Saxons, had
they not converted.109 Overall the narrative suggests that the similarities between the
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pagan and Christian communities are more significant than their differences, and one key
similarity is the role of the dead in shaping the identity of the community.
Memory and Anxiety
For the Beowulf audience, for whom the Geats and the Danes were only distant cousins,
the exact technicalities of how Scandinavian barrows were constructed and ritually filled
may or may not have been a mystery, but they were surrounded by similar barrows, as
well as the graves of their own communities. Furthermore, they likely held graves in the
same significance as these other groups, since funerary rituals and graves performed
similar communal memory functions in many early medieval societies across Western
Europe.110 Additionally, part of the purpose of mortuary practices and a vital element of
the construction of communal memory is the ritual transformation of the corpse from
threatening, abject ghost or monster into an ancestor, part of the community’s past and
key to their future and their current identity.111 This shared understanding of the necessity
of social memory, sharpened by the anonymity of the barrows that marked their own
landscape, would have made this aspect of the text resonate with them.
As has been noted by Gale Owen-Crocker, funerals are a key element in the structure
of Beowulf, which she argues is divided into thirds, with the four funerals—Scyld, Hnæf,
the interment performed by the Last Survivor, and Beowulf—marking the beginning and
end of each section.112 She interprets the Lay of the Last Survivor as an account of a
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funeral, and while there is no corpse mentioned explicitly, I agree with her assessment.
Given that funerals and mortuary practices feature so prominently in the organization of
the poem, it is clear that these funerals are intended to perform important functions not
only in the structure, but in the argument of the poem as well. I contend that not only
does the text explore these anxieties about the fragility of communal memory, but it also
develops a way of restoring the memories that are lost by the communities within the text,
such as the long-extinct Geats and the vanished community of the Last Survivor. Through
the sympathetic accounts of the pagan funerals, the poet brings the audience into the
pagan community, reminding them that although they are distinct from the living
Christians, in many ways their language, cultural markers, and lines of kinship clearly
bring them together. Furthermore, both groups share the same anxieties about the failure
of communities to preserve their communal memory through the graves they construct.
Not only does the text of Beowulf explore these anxieties, but it also develops a way
of restoring the memories of these lost communities. The text of Beowulf appropriates the
old continental graves of the narrative for the Anglo-Saxons’ own younger culture in the
same way that the capital at Lejre appropriates the old mounds of the landscape for their
own community. At Lejre, the memories of the lost community that created the mounds
has been replaced by the memories of the Danes who established their capital there,
which nevertheless preserves the weight of the significance of those mounds, to the point
that the Danes buried their own dead there as well. The function of the mounds is
restored in the new community. Similarly, the text of Beowulf salvages the memories
bound to these lost graves within the narrative by recreating the graves and the memories
in textual form and transplanting them into the new community created by the text—the
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audience. The text actively works to bring the audience into community with these faraway and long-deceased people groups in order to commit the graves and their associated
communal memories inscribed within the text to the audience. This process also deftly
sidesteps the distinctions between Christian and pagan by creating an entirely new
method of interment for these communal memories that is not dependent on religious or
cultural distinctions. Instead, it creates a new community based only on knowledge of the
text. The poem first reveals that the grave has the potential to fail as a site for communal
memory through the anonymous barrow haunted by the dragon, creating a need for an
alternative mode for preserving memory. It then creates an alternative site of memory
within itself by inscribing a textual grave housing a textual corpse—that of Beowulf
himself. In this way the pagan dead are transformed from abject monsters haunting the
landscape of the audience to familiar ancestors whose stories they can claim as their own.
The funeral of Scyld Sceafing with which Beowulf opens is an example of a
successful interment, establishing the ideal for the text. Although Scyld’s body is
described as being sent out to sea (possibly a metaphorical ship burial) the mortuary
practices in which the community engages deeply inscribes the memory of his body and
his kingship within the community, which continues to thrive after his death.
HƯ hyne þƗ ætbۘron
swۘse gesƯþas,

tǀ brimes faroðe,

swƗ hƝ selfa bæd

(…)
ƗlƝdon þƗ

lƝofne þƝoden,

bƝaga bryttan,

on bearm scipes,

mۘrne be mæste.
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(…)
ĈƗ wæs on burgum

BƝow Scyldinga,

lƝof lƝodcyning

onge þrƗge

folcum gefrۘge

—fæder ellor hwearf,

aldor of earde—

oþ þæt him eft onwǀc

hƝah Healfdene;

hƝold þenden lifde,

gamol ond gǌðrƝouw,
Ĉۘm fƝower bearn
in worold wǀcun,

glæde Scyldingas.
forðgerƯmed

weoroda rۘswa[n].113

“His beloved companions” carry his body to the ship, where the community surrounds
the corpse with great treasure before sending him off over the water. This account is
immediately followed by a summary of the triumphs of his descendants, including his son,
a “leof leodcyning”—well loved king—and a grandson who “ruled lordly Scyldings”—
both described in terms of their relationship with their community and provision for the
community’s future through their own descendants.
A grimmer funeral—that of Hnæf and his nephew in the Fight at Finnsburg—also
succeeds in preserving the identity and goals of the Danish community even while
trapped within the hall of the Frisians. The funerary rituals make a bold statement about
those community boundaries, as Hildeburh, who had been sent to marry the Frisian king
113 Klaeber's Beowulf, ed. R.D. Fulk, Robert Bjork, and John D. Niles, Toronto Old English Series 21
(University of Toronto Press, 2008). lines 28-29, 34-36a, 52-60: “They then bore him to the seashore
/His beloved companions, as he himself bade / (…) / laid then the beloved prince, / the giver of rings,
on the ship’s lap, / the famous one by the mast. / (…) / Then in the fortresses Beow of the Scyldings / was
the beloved king for a long time, / by the people praised
–his father was long gone, / the old man from
the earth
—until from Beow was then born / High Halfdane, who as long as he lived, / Old and fierce
in battle, ruled the glad Scyldings. / From him four sons went in order, / woke in the world to the
leader of the armies.” 
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as a peaceweaver, publicly chooses to align her slain son, and thus herself, with the
community of her blood-relations, rather than the group which she had married into.
Here-Scyldinga
betst beadorinca

wæs on bۘl gearu.

(…)
æt Hnæfes Ɨde

HƝt ðƗ Hildeburh
hire selfre sunu

sweoloðe befæstan,

bƗnfatu bærnan

ond on bۘl dôn

Ɲame on eaxle.114
The two are cremated together, and because of the treacherous winter weather, both sides
must share the hall until spring. During this time the Danes are treated by the Frisians as
part of the community, even sharing the dispensed treasures equally. However, when the
weather improves and the Danes begin the journey home, the boundaries that had been
reinforced by the earlier funeral reassert themselves.
...

Fundode wrecca,

gist of geardum;
swƯðor þǀhte

hƝ tǀ gyrnwræce

þonne tǀ sۘlƗde,

gif hƝ torngemǀt

þurhtƝon mihte,

þæt hƝ Ɯotena bearn

inne gemunde—

(…)
ScƝotend Scyldinga

tǀ scypon feredon
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Beowulf, lines 1108b-1110, 1114-16. “The War-Scyldings’ / best of warriors was ready on the pyre.
(…) Commanded then Hidleburh at Hnaf’s pyre / Her own son to entrust to the fire, / The body to
burn and on the pyre place / By his uncle’s shoulder.” 
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eal ingesteald

eorðcyninges,

swylce hƯe æt Finnes hƗm
sigla, searogimma.
drihtlice wƯf

findan meahton

Hie on sۘlƗde

tǀ Denum feredon,

lۘddon tǀ lƝodum.115
After a violent revenge, another key element of the funerary rituals which will be
discussed further, the Danes are able to return to their own community.116 Not only is
their group identity intact, but they are accompanied by Hildeburg, who had been
temporarily and unsuccessfully transplanted into the Frisian community and his now
“læddon to leodum”—brought to her people and restored to her original community.
Furthermore, this restoration of communal identity is reinforced by the retelling of the
narrative first to the audience in Heorot and second to the audience of the larger narrative.
The retelling of these stories is of vital importance to this preservation of communal
memory, for as Gísli Sigurðsson noted regarding the Icelandic sagas,
It is thus important to keep in mind that what we are dealing with are not, strictly
speaking, memories, but rather stories and poetry (…) From the time when events
may have taken place, everything that was first experienced and then remembered
was likely to have been a part of a narrative and a social context, told and recited for a
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reason and from a certain point of view all through the ages, calling for structuring
and reshaping into various narrative and poetic models. That shaping and reshaping to
meet the requirements of the performances did not only take place at the time of
writing, hundreds of years later. 117
The retelling of the funeral and restoration of Hildeburh’s community provides a smallscale model of the communal memory function of Beowulf itself, reworking memories
into narrative and poetry for their preservation and eventual transmission among an
audience that had no immediate experience of the original events.
But although the first two funerals show how community mortuary practices function
to send communal memories forward into a new generation and direct the community
towards future action, in the second two funerals of the text, the poem contemplates the
other possibility—that the grave and the dead and all the stories connected to them will
be lost. This reminder to the audience of the possibility of community collapse in spite of
their best efforts reveals a deep anxiety about the importance of the dead as centers for
preserving community memory and identity. Once the memory attached to the body is
forgotten, one of the stories that helps shape the community has effectively vanished. It is
necessary, therefore, for the body of the deceased and the stories bound to that body to be
properly established through the community’s mortuary practices, where it can become a
site for the maintenance of social memory.
An early discussion of this anxiety appears near the midway point of Beowulf, during
Beowulf’s recounting before Higelac’s court of his exploits among the Danes. He not
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only tells the story as the poet originally expresses it, but builds upon and interprets it for
both his audience of Geats and the broader audience of the text.118 It is in Beowulf’s
version of the story that we first learn about the double grief of the Danes when Aeschere
is killed and carried off by Grendel’s mother. Originally the audience is only told of
Hroðgar’s sorrow that his wise old friend, his “rǌnwita” and “rædbora,” has been brutally
murdered.
Dead is Æschere,
YrmenlƗfes

yldra brǀþor,

mƯn rǌnwita

ond mƯn rۘdbora (1323-5)

(…)
ic ne wƗt hwæder
atol ۘse wlanc

eftsƯðas tƝah

fylle gefrۘgnod.119
Æschere has been effectively dehumanized in his slaughter—Grendel’s mother is
“carrion-proud,” as though her victim were simply roadkill, and although Chickering has
translated lines 1331b-1333a as “I do not know / where she went with his body, fleshproud, terrible, / infamous in slaughter,” the “body” is only implied in these lines.120 Like
Æschere, it is most present in its absence, as shown in Beowulf account of Æschere’s
death, which broadens and deepens this grief. He expands on the tragedy of the loss of
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Æschere’s body and humanity, for much of the horror of Aeschere’s death is that there is
no body for a grave.
þۘr wæs Æschere,
frǀdan fyrnwitan,

feorh ǌðgenge.

Nǀðer h ܢhine ne mǀston,
dƝaðwƝrigne,

syððan mergen cwǀm,

Denia lƝode,

bronde forbærnan,

nƝ on bƝl hladan

lƝofne mannan;121
In fact, Beowulf does not simply refer to the need to have the body for burial, but twice
references the need to burn the body on a funeral pyre. This is more than simply a way of
formally disposing of a corpse, but is a communal event, as other pyres in the text make
clear. The Danes have not only lost a friend and advisor, but they have also lost the
opportunity for the community to participate in the construction of social memory
through their traditional mortuary practices. Anglo-Saxon law codes reflect the deep
concern the society of the audience had with suitable burial—only the worst social
deviants were denied burial in consecrated ground, and even those were at least granted
an interment outside that space rather than being exposed to the elements or consumed by
wild animals.122
Æschere’s death is not the only one in the poem to be denied the full complement of
ritual considered necessary by the community. After all, the Danes have also had to deal
with twelve winters of Grendel’s consumption of thanes. And although in the morning,
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when the bodies are discovered, a “deep wail” rises up, there is no ritual or even any kind
of gathering. None of these corpses are given a funeral because there is no corpse to
gather around. Instead, Heorot is simply closed up, and instead of gathering to mourn, the
people scatter in fear.
ÞƗ wæs Ɲað-fynde
Gerǌmlicor

þe him elles hwۘr

ræste [sǀhte]

(...)
SwƗ rƯxode

ond wið rihte wan

Ɨna wið eallum,

oð þæt Ưdel stǀd

hǌsa selest.123
The corpses could not be properly interred through the community’s rituals, which left
the space in which they died contaminated and the dead unconverted from abject to
ancestor. In these circumstances, without a funeral the living could not share the
communal space of the hall with the dead, and the space must be left to the dead, until
Beowulf comes and fulfills another component of the needed ritual.124
After all, these uninterred bodies are not only missing a funeral. While the funeral and
grave are key elements of funerary ritual, there is another component required for certain
deaths—that is, compensation for the death.
[S]ibbe ne wolde
123 Beowulf, lines 138-139, 144-146a: “Then was easy to find those who elsewhere / for themselves
sought rest (…) So (Grendel) ruled and without any justice / one against all,
until idle stood / the best
of houses.” 
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Wið manna hwone

mægenes Deniga,

Feorhbealo feorran,

fƝa þingian,

nƝ þۘr nۘnig witena
beorhte bǀte

wƝnan þorfte

tǀ banan folmum

(ac se) ۘglۘca
deorc dƝaþscua,

Ɲhtende wæs
duguþe ond geogoþe,

seomade ond syrede.125
Not only is Grendel killing people, but, more appallingly, he is refusing to pay for their
deaths. When the death is caused, directly or indirectly by another person, the
relationships among the killer, the killed, and the grieving kin must be mediated by
compensation, which can take the form of either payment or vengeance, but can be
understood as accompanying the funerary rituals.126 Only after the payment has been
made can there be peace—Grendel “sibbe ne wolde,” and therefore will not pay. Just as
the Danes could not experience a full resolution to their grief over the deaths of Hnæf and
his nephew at Finnsburg until they felt those deaths had been compensated through
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Beowulf, lines 154b-161a: “Peace did not wish, / with any man of the host of the Danes, / to distance
the deadly evil, to reconcile with money. / Nor did any of the wise need to hope / for bright gifts from
murderous hands. / (Instead the) monster was attacking, / a dark deathshadow, both the young and old
retainers, / lay in wait and ensnared them.”
126
Regarding the Beowulf poet’s somewhat idiosyncratic definition of “feud,” see David Day, “Hwanan sio
fæhð aras: Defining the Feud in Beowulf” Philological Quarterly 78.1-2 (Winter-Spring 1999): 77-95 at 77.
The concept of compensation is most thoroughly seen in Icelandic law codes, which laid out in explicit
detail the compensation rates for crimes against members of every social strata. The sagas also illustrate the
practice—Hrafnkels Saga, for example, features a protagonist who refuses to pay compensation for deaths
he has caused, and the one time that he does agree to pay, refuses to give the amount stipulated by the
codes. Even though he actually intends to pay more than he owes, his failure to correctly fulfill his duty
towards the dead causes a major conflict. For more on the rituals associated with feuds in Scandinavian
culture in general, see Jesse Byock, Feud in the Icelandic Saga (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1983). See Chapter 6, “The Feudeme of Resolution,” (98-113) in particular for more regarding the role of
compensation.
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vengeance on the Frisians, so Heorot continues to be haunted by the deaths of Grendel’s
uncompensated victims.
Years later, Beowulf will recall King Hrethel’s pain over the loss of his oldest son,
which has been sharpened by the inability to collect compensation for that son’s
accidental death because it was at the hands of another son.
Þæt wæs feoh-lƝas gefeoht,

fyrenum gesyngad,

hreðre hyge-mƝðe;

sceolde hwæðre swƗ þƝah

æðeling unwrecan

ealdres linnan.127

Beowulf compares the king’s intense and unresolvable grief to that of a father whose son
has been hanged, another death for which there is no compensation. Many readings of the
grieving king have focused on his helplessness—while going out to demand or to collect
compensation of gold or blood allow the mourner to retain some sort of power or control
over the situation, the inability to do so robs them of that small power and adds insult
(frequently a veiled suggestion that the king who cannot collect compensation has
somehow lost his masculinity) to injury.128
Moreover, crimes committed while violating the boundaries of someone else’s space
require a higher compensation than those committed outside that space.129 Grendel breaks
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Beowulf, lines 2441-2443: “That was an uncompensated strife, with transgressions ‘ saddening the
heart; yet nevertheless / the prince, unavenged, lost his life.” Day, “Defining the Feud” suggests that
this catastrophe leads to the attack by the Swedes, who want to take advantage of the disequilibrium that
has set in to the Geatish community following this unresolvable tragedy. 
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See Carol Clover, “Regardless of Sex: Men, Women, and Power in Early Northern Europe” and Mary
Dockray-Miller, “Beowulf’s Tears of Fatherhood,” both in Joy and Ramsey, Postmodern Beowulf 383-416
and 439-66, respectively. Ruth Wehlau’s analysis of depictions of grief in Anglo-Saxon and Icelandic
literature also picks out the father’s sense of powerlessness here—without the ability to collect
compensation, either in the form of gold or revenge, he is trapped in inaction. “’Seeds of Sorrow’:
Landscapes of Despair in the Wanderer, Beowulf’s Story of Hrethel, and Sonatorek,” Parergon 15.2
(January 1998): 1-17. 
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David D. Day, “Hands across the Hall: The Legalities of Beowulf's Fight with Grendel,” The Journal of
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into Heorot and consumes thirty men in just the first night, and neither the deaths nor the
violation of the space nor the violation of the consumed bodies is compensated. Only by
taking Grendel’s arm and life as compensation for the deaths can Beowulf cleanse the
contamination of Grendel and the uncompensated dead, making the space within the hall
habitable again.
Hæfde þƗ gefۘlsod,

sƝ þe ۘr feorran cǀm,

snotor ond swܢð-ferhð,

sel HrǀðgƗres,

genered wið nƯðe;130
The poet declares that the hall is “cleansed.” Wealhtheow also later announces that
“Heorot is gefۘlsod.”131 Of course, the celebration of the hall’s cleansing turns out to be
premature, since Grendel’s mother comes that night and slays Æschere, but the cleansing
itself is real.
Even Grendel’s mother abides by an interpretation of the laws of compensation by
taking only one life to compensate for her dead son, and while Grendel’s attacks
bewildered the Danes, there was no confusion regarding the mother’s intention when she
carried off her single victim in the night. The use of the word fæhðe—translated “feud”—
makes that clear. As Hroðgar explains the morning after her attack,
…

HƝo þƗ fۘhðe wræc

þƝ þǌ gystran niht
þurh hۘstne hƗd
forþan hƝ tǀ lange

Grendel cwealdest
heardum clammum
lƝode mƯne

English and Germanic Philology(JEGP) 98.3 (July 1999): 313-24 at 316. 
130
Beowulf, lines 825-827a: “Had then cleansed, he who had earlier came from afar, / the clever and bold
one, Hrothgar’s hall, / protected it from dishonor.” 
131
Beowulf, line 1176b: Heorot is cleansed.”
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wanode ond wyrde.

ond nǌ ǀþer cwǀm

ealdres scyldig,
mihtig mƗnscaða,
gƝ feor hafað

HƝ æt wƯge gecrang

wolde hyre mۘg wrecan,

fۘhðe gestۘled132

This is the same word used in other, more stereotypically heroic contexts—Grendel’s
mother’s grief-stricken revenge on the Danes for her son’s death is dignified with the
same word repeatedly used to designate Beowulf’s epic conflict with the Swedes.133 A
feud is not just about simple revenge—it is a series of violent exchanges between two
parties who feel themselves aggrieved by the other. Thus Hroðgar refers to Beowulf’s
response to her attack by the same term as well
Ic þƝ þƗ fۘjðe

fƝo lƝanige,

ealdgestrƝonum,

swƗ ۘr dyde,

wundnan golde,

gyf þǌ on weg cymest134

Both Grendel’s mother and Beowulf are playing by the same rules—a life for a life for a
life, as it were. The Danes, of course, think that she has pushed her revenge too far by
killing someone as beloved as Æschere, but this is precisely what makes Æschere such a
suitable victim—he is the one who perhaps corresponds most closely to her son because
of the value he holds to the Danes. For her, a random thane grabbed from the bench
would not be equivalent compensation, because Hroðgar would not have felt the same
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Beowulf lines 1333b-1340: “She then the feud continued / in which you last night killed Grendel /
through your violent nature, with hard grasps, / because he too long my people / diminished and
destroyed. He at the strife fell, / forfeiting his life, and now another came, / mighty manslayer, who
wished to avenge her kin, / and also far have carried out feud.” 
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Also see Day, Defining the Feud” 82. 
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Beowulf lines 1380-83: I then the feud with treasure will reward, / with ancient treasures, as I
before did, / with twisted gold, if you take that path.”
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loss. As the abject “figure who grounds the possibility of the symbolic order itself, as
well as the society that it helps to uphold,” Grendel’s mother’s participation in these
human heroic values, insisting on compensation for her son before even burying him,
reinforces the significance of compensation as part of the rites to bid farewell to a loved
one—in her case, the only member of her community.135
Failure and Salvage
However, even when the appropriate funerary practices take place, the last two funerals
of the text still show that they are not a foolproof method of passing on social memory.
So here, the poem takes the next step of reconfiguring the lost memories of the
narrative’s communities, the ones whose graves have failed to pass on their stories and
their identity to the future. As mentioned earlier, mortuary ritual was also needed to
transform the corpse from an abject monster or ghost into an ancestor and member of the
community.136 The text re-inters the forgotten pagan corpses and their associated
memories into the Christian Anglo-Saxon audience, giving these lost communities a new
place as beloved ancestors rather than anonymous corpses or haunted barrows. These
forgotten memories and forgotten corpses have been re-centered in a new community—
the community created by the text in the form of the author and audience. Thus the poem
must become a salvage effort, transmuting the social memories originally inscribed on
the community through funerals and graves into text.
This sense of community and communal memory is created by the text with the
very second word of the poem—“we,” addressing a plural audience who has been
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Renée Rebecca Trilling, “Beyond Abjection: The Problem with Grendel's Mother Again,” Parergon,
24.1 (2007): 1-20 at 5.
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Williams, “Introduction” 18.
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brought together by the recitation of this poem. The phrase “we...ge fruǌnon,” which can
be translated “we have heard,” “we heard,” or “we know,” assumes that the audience is a
member or members of the Anglo-Saxon community, already familiar with the story.
Hwæt, wƝ GƗr-Dena
ÞƝodcyninga

in geƗrdagum,

þrym gefrǌnon,

hǌ ðƗ æþelingas

ellen fremedon.137

In fact, Howe points out that the verb, “gefrignan” can be specifically used to indicate
“memorial transmission”—passing on a set of communal memories to be preserved by
the audience.138 Furthermore, this phrasing is particularly striking since according to
Klaeber, this is the only use of “we”—the “inclusive, emphatic plural”—paired with
“gefrignan” in the poem.139 Thus the first thing the readers hear is an invocation of the
community of listeners created by the story, listeners who are not Danes, yet know the
stories of the community even before the text recounts them and who are responsible for
those memories as though they were the memories of their own community. The
“inclusive, emphatic” pronoun encompassing the audience and speaker with their
knowledge of the text shows that they are bound by this shared knowledge of the story
and the Spear Danes, and the memory of the story creates a community. Thus, these
vanished graves also become part of their social memory as an audience, transplanted
from the original communities to this new community created by the text.
137

Beowulf, lines 1-3: “Listen—we, about the Spear Danes in days gone by, / the kings’ power, have
heard / how the princes accomplished mighty deeds” (emphasis added). George Walkden has recently
and convincingly argued that this common translation (treating “hwæt” as a stand-alone exclamation,
whether “Lo,” “Listen,” or Heaney’s infamous “So”) is incorrect, and that the exclamation is in fact the
entire clause, perhaps “How we’ve heard!” (“The status of hwæt in Old English,” English Language and
Linguistics 17 (2013): 465-88.). Walkden’s translation of the opening lines more closely connects the
listening audience to the narrative, increasing the sense of presumed familiarity of the material. 
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The narrative as it is presented to us today summons the audience—which has
come to include modern readers like us who have not previously been initiated into this
community—to value these new memories that have been imparted to them by exploiting
their anxieties about the loss of communal memory in a two-step process. If there are two
steps to burying a body—performing the funeral, then interring the (c)remains, likewise
this text has two steps—preparing the audience to see the need for some new mode of
preserving social memory, then transplanting the memories from one community to
another and interring them there. These two steps are constructed out of the two barrows
presented by the text at the end of the poem. Both belong to a people group anticipating
their own destruction, newly built on a headland by the sea and filled with the treasures
of noble heroes. In fact, they are filled with the same treasure, which is transplanted from
one grave to another, and one community to another, just as the social memories of the
last barrow will ultimately also be transplanted to a third community. In the first barrow,
the one filled by the Last Survivor, the treasure and the communal memories bound to
them have been entrusted to the earth because there is no community left to hold them.
Þۘr wæs swylcra fela
in ðƗm eorðse(le)

ۘrgestrƝona,

swƗ h ܢon geƗrdagum
eormenlƗfe

gumena nƗthwylc,

æþelan cynnes,

þanchycgende þۘr gehܢdde,
dƝore mƗðmas.

Ealle hƯe dƝað fornam

ۘrran mۘlum,

ond s(Ɲ) Ɨn ðƗ gƝn

lƝoda duguðe,

sƝ ðۘr lengest hwearf,
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weard winegeǀmor,
þæt hƝ lܢtel fæc
brǌcan mǀste.

longgestrƝona
Beorh eall gearo

wunode on wonge
nƯwe be næsse,

wæterܢðum neah,

nearocræftum fæst.

þۘr on inn(a)n bær
hringa hyrde

fƝ(a) worda cwæð:

"Heald þǌ nǌ, hrǌse,

nǌ hæleð ne m(ǀ)ston,

Hwæt, hyt ۘr on ðƝ

gǀde begƝaton;

gǌðdƝað fornam,

(f)eorhbeal(o) frƝcne,
lƝoda mƯnra,

eorlgestrƝona

h(o)rdwyrðne dۘl,

fۘttan goldes,

eorla ۘhte!

(wƝn)de þæs yl(c)an,

fܢra ge(h)wylcne

þ(o)n(e) ðe þis [lif] ofgeaf;

gesƗwon seledrƝam(as).140
However, the text hints that this second community is also doomed to the same fate as the
first. These two graves, coming as the narrative spirals into the death of the hero and
prepares to come to a close, are heaviest with the fear of lost communal memory. The
first barrow hints at the likely fate of the second.
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Beowulf, lines 2231a-2252a: There were many such, / in the earth hall,
of ancient treasures, / As in
days gone by some one, / a huge legacy of a noble people, / thoughtfully there hid, / gloomy
treasures. They were all seized by death / awhile ago, and he alone then now, / an experienced retainer
of the people, who there wandered the longest, / guard mourning for friends, thought to himself, / that
he only a little time the ancient treasures / might enjoy. Mound all ready / stood on field near the sea
waves, / new by the shore, fast with skillful enclosure. / There within he bore
the treasure, / the keeper
of rings a portion worth hoarding, / vessels of gold, a few words said: / ‘Hold now, earth,
now that
heroes can not, / the possession of earls
So, it before from you / was gotten; death in battle seized, /
terrible, violent death,
the fire each one / of my people, each who this life lost, / who saw hall-joys.’”
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The treasures are placed inside the barrow with little ceremony—the only element of
funeral ritual is the Lone Survivor’s lament, whose audience is not his community, who
ought to be participating and interacting with him through traditional mortuary practices,
but rather the earth.141 The lament begins, “Heald þu nu, hruse,” asking the earth to hold
the treasures he has just interred not so that those buried in the barrow may be
remembered, but because there is no one left to enjoy the wealth and pass the stories on.
This address made directly to the earth, rather than to an audience of the living, even of a
different community, suggests a burial of the memory as well. There are no names here,
and no story about what happened to the people—only a vague description of their
manner of death in battle. Now the barrow and its contents have been appropriated by an
“eald uhtsceaða”—an inhuman monster and an inappropriate guardian for a human
community'’s memories.
Hordwynne fond
eald ǌhtsceaða

opene standan,

sƝ ðe byrnende

biorgas sƝceð,

nacod nƯðdraca,

nihtes flƝogeð

fܢre befangen;

hyne foldbǌend

(swiðe ondrۘ)da(ð).

He gesƝcean sceall

(hea)r(h on) hrǌsan,

þۘr hƝ hۘðen gold

warað wintrum frǀd;

ne byð him wihte ð ܢsƝl.142

Williams, “Introduction” 10.
Beowulf, lines 2270b-2277: The hoard-joy was found, / by the old twilight-scoundrel, to stand open, /
he who burns seeks the barrows, / bare war-dragon, flies at night / encircled with fire; him the
earthdwellers / dread much. He shall seek / sanctuary in the earth, where heathen gold / he guards,
wise in winters;
it is no good to him.”
141
142
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Though, as mentioned earlier, part of the purpose of funeral rituals is to transform the
deceased from a monstrous ghost to a familiar ancestor, this barrow shows the reverse
process. Because the community has disappeared, the ancestors within the barrow have
been replaced by a fiend.
The text performs a partial salvage of the contents of the first barrow by transforming
them from the memoria of the lost community into that of Beowulf and his own
community. The messenger sent by Wiglaf tells Beowulf’s waiting counselors that they
will take the hoard that Beowulf died for, moving it from the dragon’s fatal barrow to be
burned with Beowulf, later to be placed in his barrow with his ashes.
Ne scal Ɨnes hwæt
meltan mid þƗm modigan,
gold unrƯme,

ac þۘr is mƗðma hmord,

grimme gecƝa([po)]d

ond nǌ æt sƯðestan

sylfes fƝore

bƝagas ([geboh)]te;
ۘled þeccean—

þƗ sceall brond fretan,

nalles eorl wegan

mƗððum to gemyndum,
habban on healse

nƝ mægð scܢne

hringweorðunge

(…)
HƯ on beorg dydon

bƝg on siglu

eall swylce hyrsta,

swylce on horde ۘr

nƯð-hƝdige men

genumen hæfdon;

forlƝton eorla gestrƝon
gold on grƝote,

eorðan healdan,

þۘr hit nǌ gƝn lifað
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eldum swƗ unnyt,

swƗ hyt [t (ۘr]o)r wæs.143

This final barrow reappropriates the treasure haunted by the dragon and places it within a
new barrow as a matrix for preserving a new set of memories for a different community.
This process of reappropriation of barrow contents mirrors the poem’s final transplant—
the communal memories of Beowulf’s story from his now-vanished community to the
third community created by the text itself—the audience.
While the first and last funerals of the text have a number of superficial similarities,
such as the participation of the community in the rituals and the vast quantities of treasure
interred with the deceased, the tones of the two funerals are radically different. Unlike
Scyld Sceafing’s funeral at the beginning of the poem, which is followed by the future
successes of the community and his glorious descendants, the poem ends with the grave,
and the voices of the community speak of the future only to foresee its destruction. In the
midst of the preceding quote, which describes the appropriation of the treasures in the
dragon’s barrow for Beowulf’s own commemoration, and immediately after predicting
the future of the gold from the dragon’s barrow, melting uselessly in Beowulf’s pyre, an
unnamed messenger predicts the future of Beowulf'’s community as well. The Geats will
fare no better in the fires of war and feud than the gold will in the fire of the pyre. The
beginning of the following passage includes the lines from above, then continues.
… þƗ sceall brond fretan,
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Beowulf, lines 3010-3017, 3163-68 “Nor shall only one thing / melt with the proud one but there is
the treasure hoard, / vast amounts of gold, cruelly purchased / and now at last his own life / with rings
bought; then shall the fire consume, / fire swallow it— not at all may the warrior carry / jewels in
memory, nor may a young woman / have on her neck ringed ornaments. (…) They on barrow piled
rings on necklaces / all such ornaments,
such as in the hoard earlier / valorous men had gotten from
warriors; to lose the treasures of the earl
for the earth to hold, / gold in the ground, where it now yet
dwells / as useless to people, as it was before.”
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Ͼled þeccean—

nalles eorl wegan

mƗððum to gemyndum,
habban on healse

hringweorðunge,

ac sceal geǀmormǀd,
oft nalles ۘne

nƝ mægð scшne

golde berƝafod,

elland tredan,
hleahtor Ɨlegde,

nǌ se herewƯsa

gamen ond glƝodrƝam.
monig, morgenceald,

Forðon sceall gƗr wesan
mundum bewunden,

hæfen on handa,

nalles hearpan swƝg

wƯgend weccean,

ac se wonna hrefn

fǌs ofer fۘgum
earne secgan

fela reordian,
hǌ him æt ۘte speow,

þenden hƝ wið wulf

wæl rƝafode.144

The messenger direly prophesizes not generations of glory, but a grim conversation
among the inhuman community of the beasts of battle—the wolf, raven, and eagle. The
audience is shown in sobering detail the dire future of Beowulf’s own community, which
will be able to preserve neither his memory nor their own. Their treasures and their joys
will evaporate and the community will disintegrate into a scattering of bereft nobles
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Beowulf, lines 3014a-3027 “then shall the fire consume, / fire swallow it— not at all may the warrior
carry / jewels in memory, nor may a young woman / have on her neck ringed ornaments, / but shall
sorrowful, bereft of gold / not at all a short time foreign land to roam / now that the leader laughter
has laid aside, / games and music, Therefore shall many spears, / morning cold, be grasped with hands,
/ held in hands Not at all the harp song / to wake the warriors, but the dark raven / eager over the fated
field to feed, / to tell the eagle how well his meal went, / while he with the wolf ravaged the
slaughtered bodies.” 
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wandering alone across the bleak landscape, themselves doomed to be consumed by wild
animals upon death rather than ritually interred by the living in their community.
Here is the second step of the text’s process of transplanting communal memory. If
this were an interment, the grave—the audience’s empathy with the communities whose
memories have been lost—has been dug. Now for the burial, as the text transplants a new
set of social memories in the form of Beowulf’s corpse and grave into the community of
the audience. This metaphorical interment takes place concurrently with the textual
funeral, as the audience is drawn into the hopeless community, continuing to fulfill their
ritual duties towards Beowulf’s corpse even as they know it is ultimately futile. Like the
previous barrow filled by the Last Survivor, Beowulf’s grave is also newly-constructed
on a headland by the water, where Beowulf hopes it will be easily visible.
HƗtað heaðomۘre

hlۘw gewyrcean

beorhtne æfter bۘle
sƝ scel tǀ gemyndum
hƝah hlƯfian

æt brimes nǀsan;
mƯnum lƝodum

on Hrones Nnæsse,

þæt hit sۘlƯðend

syððan hƗtan

BƯowulfes Biorh145
Unlike the lonely interment performed by the Last Survivor, however, his funeral is in the
midst of his community, surrounded by the voices of many participants telling the stories
of not only Beowulf, but their community, which the funeral and grave ought to reinforce.
Him ðƗ gegiredan
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Beowulf, lines 2802-8: “Commanded the one famed in battle to build a mound / prominent after the
pyre at the sea’s promontory; / “It shall be there to remind
my people / high on the cliff on Whale’s
Ness, / so that the sailors then will call it / Beowulf’s Barrow.” 
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Ɨd on eorðan

unwƗclicne,

helm[um] behongen,
beorhtum byrnum,

hildebordum,
swƗ hƝ bƝna wæs;

Ɨlegdon ðƗ tǀmiddes
hæleð hƯofende,

mۘrne þƝoden

hlƗford lƝofne.

Ongunnon þƗ on beorge

bۘlfܢra mۘst

wƯgend weccan;
(...)
Higum unrǀte
mǀdceare mۘndon,
swylce giǀmorgyd
(æfter BƯowulfe

mondryhtnes cw(e)alm;
(GƝ)at(isc) meowle

b)undenheorde

(sang) sorgcearig146
Yet this reinforcing of Beowulf’s memories within his own community is already
recognized by the mourners as hopeless, and they mourn the loss of both Beowulf and
their own future. While Scyld’s community sends him off in just as grand a manner as
Beowulf’s community does, the emotional language is very different. While Scyld’s
community has “grieving hearts” and “mourned deep in mind” at his funeral, Beowulf'’s
community is almost frenzied in their grief—weeping and despairing. They desperately
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Beowulf, lines 3137-44a, 3148b-3151a For him then prepared, the Geatish people, / a pyre on earth,
splendidly, / hung round with helms, with shields, / and bright byrnies,
as he had asked, / Laid then in
the middle the famous prince, / warriors lamenting the beloved lord. / Began then on the barrow the
pyre of the greatest / warrior to kindle; (…) They, dejected / and sad-hearted lamented
the killing of
their lord. / Likewise a dirge, a Geatish woman, / about Beowulf, with her hair bound up, / sang
sorrowfully.” 
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surround his body, riding circles around the barrow and telling stories about his “deeds of
courage”—
ÞƗ ymbe hlۘw riodan
æþelinga bearn,

hilde-dƯƝore,

ealra twelf([e)]

woldon (care) cwƯðan,
word-gyd wrecan

ond cyning mۘnan,

ond ymb w(er) sprecan:

eahtodan eorlscipe

ond his ellen-weorc

duguðum dƝmdon.147
The funeral’s goal to keep the deceased within the center of the community through ritual
is achieved, yet is clearly inadequate. Thus, while the warriors riding about Beowulf’s
barrow are the ones who “weave a lay” praising Beowulf, the responsibility for the lay,
and the memories within it, are immediately shifted to the audience.
swƗ hit gedƝ(fe) bið
þæt mon his winedryhten
ferhðum frƝoge,
of l(Ư)chaman

wordum herge,

þonne hƝ forð scile
(lۘ)ded weorðan.148

Instead of the future victories of the Geats built on the communal memories of their great
hero, as in the account of Scyld’s funeral, there is an aside to the audience, reminding
them that it is fitting to praise one’s deceased lord with words—words like the lay
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composed by the warriors or those written here by the poet, which merge together here at
the end.
For Beowulf, who “of the kings in this world” was, as the poem concludes, “most
eager for fame,” the audience is the final keeper of that fame. Through the account of his
funeral, the text has constructed a textual barrow to contain the body and the memories of
Beowulf and the Geats, leaving it in the care of those who read the text. Beowulf’s story,
the story that the warriors circling his grave had attempted to preserve in their lay, is
interred there, making the audience the keepers of his memory and story. Like the
builders of the hall and mound at Lejre, which derived their gravitas from the
appropriation of the mounds of those who preceded them, the text of Beowulf transmutes
the memories of Danish and Geatish cultural heroes into a distinct Anglo-Saxon narrative.
Moreover, this new narrative succeeds where the original communities of the text failed,
passing down the memories of Beowulf’s exploits and the history of the Geats to a new
community of readers today, about a thousand years after the Geats themselves and many
of their neighbors, along with the barrows in which they buried their stories, have
disintegrated into anonymity.
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CHAPTER 2. CORPSES, DEFINING AND DEFYING THE LANDSCAPE, IN
LA܋AMON’S BRUT

When King Locrin rejects his Briton queen Gwendoleine and their son in favor of his
foreign lover Æstrild and their daughter Abren, Gwendoleine leads an army against him,
and he dies in battle. Not content with this, however:
And heo ferde to þan castle
heo nome Æstrild and Abren
and lette heom worpen
þer heo adronken

þer Æstrild wes inne;
& lette heom ibinden

in ane deope watere

and þer heo deað þoleden.149

Æstrild and Abren’s corpses are lost in the water, but Gwendoleine seems to know the
power of an absent body, because once the sole ruler of the landscape that she and Locrin
once ruled together,
Þa hehte heo ane heste

mid hai܌ere witte

þat me sculde þat ilke water
149

þer Abren wes adrunken
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or Chronicle of Britain. (London: Society of Antiquaries of London, 1847; Rpt. New York: AMS Press,
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and Weinberg base their edition on the Cotton Caligula version and all quotations are from their edition. On
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1994), 89-102 and Elizabeth J. Bryan, Collaborative Meaning in Medieval Scribal Culture: The Otho
LaɁamon, Editorial Theory and Literary Criticism (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1999).
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clepian hit Auren

for þane mæidene Abren

and for Locrines lufe.150
While other lost corpses are commemorated by their killers without comment, here
La܌amon gives a clue as to why the victor would memorialize the victim. Gwendoleine is
explicitly motivated by love of Locrin. Yet instead of naming a portion of the landscape
after him, she instead selects his daughter’s name. Through her “stern judgement,” she is
able to control the narrative, connecting herself to her beloved through story, while
simultaneously denying him his own memorial, giving it instead to Abren.
Just as Gwendoleine balances her desire to be connected to Locrin with her desire to
dominate the narrative and the landscape by shaping their story through Abren’s corpse,
so La܌amon shapes the story of the Britons though the bodies of the dead for his AngloNorman audience. Sometimes the dead in this text have such power that they can seize
control of the landscape, whether the living within the text intend them to or not. Yet the
living can also use this power, inscribing their history on the landscape through the ways
they bury and commemorate the dead, reflecting La܌amon’s own process of interring
corpses within the text to invent a backstory for the names in his readers’ landscape.
In spite of the cultural and linguistic differences among the many groups who have
shared the insular landscape, La܌amon’s text attempts to create continuity between these
groups by showing how the narratives of the past—the conflicts and relationships
between those whose bodies were incorporated into the terrain—are inscribed on the
landscape of the present, enriching the lives of those currently inhabiting it. This
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incorporation of corpse into landscape turns the Britons into almost-ancestors of the
Anglo-Normans, whose lives continue to be influenced by the names and stories of the
corpses La܌amon uses to shape the land in which they now live. While La܌amon
sometimes criticizes the Normans, he does not reject them outright, and they are later
included in his litany of nations whose poets feast on the tales of Arthur.
During the twelfth century, the English nation was emerging from a violent transition
from Anglo-Saxon to Norman rule, in which the majority of the population found itself
under the control of kings who did not even speak the same language as they did.
Ironically, the subjugated population of Anglo-Saxons were themselves colonizers who
had previous pushed the Britons from the country. As the territory changed hands and
languages, however, the landscape itself remained the same, with the names, stories, and
graves of those who had previously inhabited it accruing in layers like an archaeological
site. The communities and political entities that followed one another wrestled with the
tension and the negotiation between unity and dominance—finding themselves sharing
the spaces and stories of the previous group even while in a position of power over them..
La܌amon’s Brut, written at the end of the 12th or beginning of the 13th centuries,
appropriates these layers, using the communal memory function of bodies interred in
graves to propose an English national identity partially constructed from the names and
stories of the dead, which he claims will “nu and aueremare” remain part of the fabric of
the landscape and the identity of those who inhabit it.
This incorporation of identity and story into the land sometimes happens deliberately,
as in the case of graves and other memorials, but it can also be entirely spontaneous,
sometimes even against the will of the living. These corpses influence their surroundings
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to preserve their own names and stories for future inhabitants of the landscape in which
they died, creating a common narrative thread running from Briton to Norman, and from
colonized to colonizer.
(Re)Defining “English”
Social identities such as national identity are complex constructions of the relationships
both within the group and with those outside the group, flexibly shifting depending on
context, “complex and multi-facted.”151 England’s relationships during the composition
of the Brut had many, many facets. Besides the memories and narratives layered into the
insular landscape , the relationships among the different group identities inhabiting that
landscape were also complex. The Anglo-Saxons, previous to the Conquest, had had a
strong sense of national identity,152 yet as Michael Evans has noted, England during the
likely time of composition of La܌amon’s Brut “was only part of a conglomeration of
mostly French political entities, dubbed retrospectively the ‘Anglo-Norman Empire’ or,
after the succession of Henry Plantagenet, count of Anjou in 1154, the ‘Angevin
Empire’,” and even after the ‘Empire’ was broken in 1204, England remained closely
connected, politically, anyway, to the Continent.153
While the ruling class was Norman (twenty years after the Norman Conquest, only
two of the highest-level aristocrats were Anglo-Saxon),154 those below them retained
their English identity and language that rulers like Alfred had been so conscious to
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preserve. Meanwhile, the Conquest may have caused the Normans themselves to have an
identity crisis, in a new landscape and surrounded by other languages.155 Linguistic
differences among inhabitants of the same nation is not a minor complication. Some,
such as Derek Pearsall (although writing about the England in the fifteenth century) have
argued that because national identity is so dependent on a shared language, even by
Chaucer’s time England had not developed a distinct sense of “Englishness.”156 French
was still the dominant literary language, in spite of the efforts of English kings like Henry
V to promote the English language.
Yet Laura Ashe, Thorlac Turville-Petre, Ardis Butterfield, and others have argued
that the connection between language and national identity is not so straightforward.157
Arguments have been made for a distinct English national identity that included both the
Anglo-Saxon and Norman communities that may have begun to coallesce as early as the
1130s, though perhaps not fully apparent until the thirteenth century.158 As a late twelfth,
early thirteenth-century author, La܌amon would have been affected by this new shift in
identity, however complete or incomplete it may have been at the time.
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La܌amon’s choice to use English in his own national history (unlike the French and
Latin that Ashe has shown were commonly used even in self-consciously English
literature) does suggest that La܌amon was conscious of the significance of the
relationship between language and identity, and his repeatedly expressed interest in, and
occasional concern over, name changes throughout his history makes that clear. The oftrepeated phrase, “nu and aueremare

þe nome stondeð þere” becomes a comforting

refrain in an account of bloodshed and conquest, and many of these enduring placenames are the names of those who died or were buried in those locations. However, for
La܌amon the question of which language and identity should endure “nu and aueremare”
is not an either-or proposition, but a both-and. Kelley M. Wickham-Crowley argues that
La܌amon’s complex relationship with these different cultural groups and languages is not
ambivalence but “fluctuation, or (better) fluidity,” in which “[a]cknowledging differences
and maintaining them need not imply an ambivalent inability to choose, but a keen eye
for individuality.”159 I argue that La܌amon’s Brut attempts to draw these multiple
languages and cultures together into a single text, using the remains of the dead from
these different groups to shape their shared landscape, their names and thus their various
languages also being bound to that shared landscape.
As Kenneth Tiller notes, La܌amon’s Brut is, in many ways, a hybrid text negotiating a
complex interplay among cultures and languages sharing a single space, a product of a
“hybrid community in active dialogue.”160 I would add that La܌amon himself is
something of a hybrid figure as well, living in the space where sovereignties and
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identities overlapped and deeply concerned with negotiating the relationships among the
groups sharing the island. He wrote while situated on the Severn River between England
and Wales, and he reveals mixed feelings toward the Normans as conquerors in his
narrative, at one point referring to their actions as conquerors as “nið craften”—evil
deeds.161 He acknowledges, and even celebrates, the natural shifts of language through
his recognition of the diverse ways names are given and his use of the vernacular to
construct his text.162 Yet he also scolds the Anglo-Normans for their appropriation of the
British landscape and obliteration of the British identity of the island by changing many
Briton place names, reinforcing the significance of the names and stories that had been
lost over the years and bringing new significance to likely already-familiar locations to
the Anglo-Normans.
This ambivalence toward the linguistic changes made over the years is especially
clear when he tells his chosen version of the naming of London, supposedly first named
Troye þe Newe, (line 1017b), next Trinovant (line 1020b), then renamed Kaer Lud by the
Briton King Lud (line 1026). As the city, a familiar site both to La܌amon’s
contemporaries and to modern audiences, is conquered and populated by different
cultural groups, the name changes from Lundin (line 1028a) to Lundene (line 1029b) to
Lundres (line 1031a). La܌amon grieves that
161
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“Þus is þas burh iuaren
þus is þis eitlond

igon from honde to hond

þet alle þa burh܌es
and heora noma gode
beoð swiðe afelled

seððen heo ærest wes areræd;

þe Brutus iwrohte
þa on Brutus dæi stode
þurh warf of þon folke.163

The names are associated with the identity of the people, and the loss of the name is
equivalent to the character of the people.164 In fact, the change of name from Kaer Lud to
Lundres disturbs La܌amon enough that he returns to it about five thousand lines later.
King Lud had named the city after himself, La܌amon explains. “Þat he duden al for þon
þat seoððen sculden moni mon / þennen þe king weoren dæd
165

demen of his weorken.”

The name is inextricably bound with Lud’s identity, intended to preserve his story

even after his death. Once again La܌amon recounts the series of changes in the name,
from the “foreign folk” who called it Lundin, to the Saxons who called it Lundene,
concluding when “comen Normans

mid heore-nið craften / and nemneden heo Lundres

ʊþeos leodes heo amærden!”166 The loss of name and the associated memories equals
loss of national identity, through craftiness and destruction. They are “uncuðe leoden /
þeo þis londe habbeð biwunnen” not only through military force but through erasure of
the original identities incorporated in the landscape, when “æfter heore willeof gode þe
bur܌en
163

and wenden heore nomen, / swa þat nis her burh nan

in þissere Bruttene / þat
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habbe hire nome æld

þe me ærst hire onstalde.”167 The foreign Normans have

apparently attempted to destroy all evidence of the previous languages and communities
that held the land earlier, which La܌amon, lover of names and language that he is,
considers a great loss.
Yet La܌amon leaves space for these conquerors in the topography of the text by not
only acknowledging their presence and the changes they have made since the time of the
events in the text, but also through his scolding throughout the text demanding that they
recognize and value the British identities bound to the landscape. La܌amon gives the
bodies of the Britons within his text a tremendous amount of influence over his audience,
because these bodies and the memories attached to them are what define the landscape in
which the audience lives.
Although many of the etymologies to be discussed below are a bit of a linguistic
stretch, La܌amon is compelled to connect the bodies of his audience’s predecessors and
the shared land, even if it means force-fitting two names with no real relationship. As
Kenneth Hodges writes, regarding the significance of place names to narrative when
studying medieval literature, “Geography permeates narrative. The space of action
determines what actions are possible and what they mean (…) Maps add place names,
names whose meanings accumulate through so many other uses in so many kinds of text
and speech, and maps put places in relation to each other.”168 La܌amon’s text attempts to
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use these names to bring these communities into relation with each other through their
shared places. The reshaping of boundaries upon colonization sometimes requires a bit of
pulling and wrenching to make the pieces fit, and the struggle to force story and identity
onto a pre-existing name and piece of landscape is itself a kind of colonization—Tiller’s
act of “translating the land” that “give the appearance of a unified origin for the new
dynasty.”169 Yet the text reveals a vibrant diversity of influences nevertheless, in the form
of the various individuals whose bodies become part of the landscape.
Landscape and Language
La܌amon ’s text is one of many translations of Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Latin history of
Britain, Historia Regum Brittaniae,170 a narrative exploring the complexities of
colonizing a nation of former colonizers,171 Geoffrey’s Historia and its translations are a
history created by Geoffrey and his translators for, rather than by, the Britons, who
become “the people who prepared a land fit for those who followed them,” (that is, for
the Anglo-Saxons and Normans) “bringing civilization to wild nature, imposing firm
control over the homeland, extending its territory through foreign conquest.”172 This
historical vision of La܌amon and other English authors of that period was imposed upon
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the now-absent Britons as these authors tried to define a clear English national identity
through their texts, a definition that necessitated “reconstruction of an English identity in
Norman terms,”173 but on the foundation of the history of the Britons and their noble
heroes. The corpses of these Briton heroes define Briton history within the text through
the accounts of how they “prepared a land fit for those who followed them,” a process
directed by La܌amon, preparing the Briton textual landscape to make room in the
contemporary thirteenth-century landscape for the nation of colonizers.
These stories, as bound to their graves and thus to their landscape, are the evidence of
their suitability as ancestors of a sort for the new rulers of that landscape. It was not
uncommon for families newly risen to positions of authority to bury their own dead in the
same place as the previous family had, in order to attach that family’s authority to
themselves.174 This is a similar process to that performed in La܌amon’s narrative—the
greatness of the Britons interred in the shared landscape lends nobility and heroism to the
groups who follow them.
This appropriation of other landscapes and other graves in order to enhance the
prestige and enrich the narrative of a new group is reflected in the most famous burial site
in the text—the Giants’ Ring, Stonehenge, set up on the plain of Ambresbury. On that
plain the Saxon invader Hengest slaughtered a large group of British nobles, and there
they were buried. Their relative Aurelius wants “mid sælcuðe wærcken
dæde / þat þer scal stonden

wurðien þa

to þere worlde longe”—to preserve their story for all time

by means of an enduring grave monument—and learns from Merlin about a circle of
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massive stones in Ireland called the Giants’ Ring, said to have been originally lifted from
the African landscape by some now-forgotten ancient colonizer.175 After Merlin
magically transports the ring from the Irish landscape (after a brutal war fought against
the Irish army attempting to protect their landmark) to Ambresbury plain, the circle is
referred to as Stonehenge, the name known by La܌amon’s audience.
This site becomes such a significant landmark that later Aurelius and his younger
brother Uther are also buried there with their murdered relatives.176 King Constantine’s
later internment is referred to as being buried with his ancestors, with no mention of the
massacre.177 These kings choose to be incorporated into a highly visible area of the
landscape—a portion of the landscape originally stolen away from another landscape and
colonized into their own as a symbol of power. In so doing they shift the focus of the
story attached to that landmark from the massacre to the broader narrative of their own
family, a story about the line of great kings who unified Britain and dominated the
surrounding nations for a time.
The relationship of the ruler to the land is key to La܌amon’s narrative. “[I]n the older
imagining, where states were defined by centres” notes Benedict Anderson, “borders
were porous and indistinct, and sovereignties faded imperceptibly into one another.”178
As Thorlac Turville-Petre describes La܌amon’s England, “the borders with Wales and
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Scotland in the thirteenth century were fuzzy, and the practical limitations of English
lordship over peoples who had their own cultures and languages, their own legal practices
and indeed their own origin myths, were all too apparent.”179 Rather than being contained
within the borders drawn on a map, with all points within those boundaries equally
representative of state authority and national identity, the nation radiated out from the
center—that is, the king.180 In this construction, it is not only the idea of the king but also
the body of the king that holds the center of the nation.
Anderson notes the sexual politics inherent in the getting of heirs for the building of a
dynasty—without the body of the king, there would be no nation. The presence of the
king in the land, both physically, in the form of the body, and metaphorically, in the form
of name and narrative, binds the presence of the nation to the land, and the identity of the
king defines the identity of the nation.
But while this close connection between king and land may have been the ideal, the
Norman rulers of England were originally transplants from Continental landscapes. In the
face of this apparent disconnect between lord and land, William the Conqueror portrayed
himself and his successors not as powerful colonizers but as rightful heirs to the throne
and the land.181 La܌amon’s translation of Geoffrey’s text, composed around the beginning
of the thirteenth century, participates in this process by showing the continuity of the
Turville-Petre, England the Nation, 7
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Britons, Angles, and Normans as the Angles and Normans both strive to frame the
Britons as their own kin, so as to lay claim to both their heroes and their island. The
Normans reasoned that they, like the Britons, were descended from the Trojans and used
written histories too show that they therefore had the right to retake Briton lands from the
Anglo-Saxon groups who had stolen it.182 The Anglo-Saxons, chafing under their
Norman rulers and not to be outdone by their rhetoric, also used histories of the island to
shape themselves into the successors of the Britons rather than their colonizers.183 The
process of writing histories of the island, which Kenneth Tiller argues is a kind of
translation, shifting the significance of the stories from the possession of the colonized to
the colonizer, “served as a master metaphor for the process of transferring imperial power
from one entity to another,”184 with “the land itself as the object of the translation.”185
However, the influence of the colonized cannot be completely effaced by translation, and
the two entities remain in tension throughout the text.
La܌amon’s text makes room for all three nations on one island in several ways. For
example, Christopher Cannon has argued that La܌amon’s narrative demonstrates an early
form of constitutionalism, the belief that English law was a permanent element of the
nation across governments and languages. By showing this continuity La܌amon
reinforces the notion that “William had not simply affirmed precedent, but the precedent
of precedent: his conquest assured a stability of very long standing.”186 In order to share
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the same landscape, these distinct groups must also share the same law, yet La܌amon is
able to also use the landscape itself to shape a closer relationship between the AngloNorman audience and their Briton predecessors, giving Briton names and stories to the
countryside now inhabited by the Anglo-Normans.187
Within the narrative countless kings and heroes rise swiftly and fall even faster,
buried and absorbed into the land they once ruled, their names and stories permanently
inscribed on the landscape. Catherine Clarke argues that many of England’s medieval
texts, beginning with Bede’s Ecclesiastical History, treated the island’s landscape as a
neatly enclosed and easily-defined space, a sort of new Garden of Eden functioning as an
idealized “point of origin” for medieval English identity.188 Yet as Clarke adds,
La܌amon’s text does not describe an idealistic garden space, but instead the negotiation of
the multiple warring identities that have been built upon it, a conflict that the word
“English” often elides.189 La܌amon’s focus on the landscape and the violence that fills it
with corpses recognizes the hybridity of the island and its history, instead of
presupposing edenic unity, with gestures towards making a clearer space for the AngloNormans and their nation within the hubbub of other nationalities who have inhabited the
same space.
The text itself lies at the intersection between the Briton nation described in the
narrative and the Normans who ruled during the time of its composition, requiring a more
187
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nuanced construction of national identity. These nations are shaped out of narrative, as
exemplified first by the shaping of the Briton nation within the Brut and second the
shaping of the Norman nation as they created their own narrative on top of the Briton
narratives that precede them. So while the text recognizes that this identity is primarily
built on those whose presence has shaped the narrative of the nation, it broadens its
definition of whose narratives are significant to national identity beyond merely the kings
who ruled the landscape. The text “shapes a community with many voices: British,
English, Danish, Christian, non-Christian, past, present, and future,”190 and not only does
La܌amon shape the British landscape out of the identities of many other figures
(including enemies and monsters such as giants) but he also used the corpses of these
individuals as anchors of national identity within the landscape.
This violent process of redefining the geographic and chronological boundaries that
divide and bind the colonized Britons of the text and colonizing Anglo-Norman audience
eaves a text strewn with corpses.191 These corpses are not merely collateral damage in a
tale of conquest and colonization but are key elements in La܌amon’s construction of his
audience’s landscape, which forms a stable matrix into which La܌amon can write these
corpses, and thus their stories, for future readers of the land. As Christopher Cannon
notes, “the land’s stability through time comes to be its most important characteristic, as
if its principal use and interest to people was its capacity to remain unchanged through
continuous waves of human happening.”192
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In fact, Cannon suggests that the real hero of the text is the island itself rather than the
Britons who rule it and whose actions dominate the story. By the time La܌amon is writing,
even the Angles who evicted the Britons from the landscape have themselves been
pushed out of power by the Normans, and his Anglo-Norman audience could claim no
direct descent from the heroes of the narrative. Yet the landscape of La܌amon’s text is
still a familiar one to his audience, and it is through the names dotting this familiar
landscape and the bodies that La܌amon creates in the text to accompany those names that
the Britons are made present to the Anglo-Norman audience. Not only do many placenames within that landscape remain the same even as the people inhabiting those places
change, but when they do differ, La܌amon gives both names so that the audience can
continue to see the relationship between these distinct communities.
To ensure that the readers see these bodies as part of the shape of the landscape they
live in, La܌amon often punctuates his narrative with variations of the phrase, “nu and
aueremare

þe nome stondeð þere,” linking the stories of the past to the present known

by his readers.193 Sometimes he is even more specific, noting with regard to a particular
stream that “ʊat Cristeschirche heo falleð i þare sæ.”194 As Warren argues, his use of the
present tense to refer to these corpses and their locations “impl[ies] that any thirteenthcentury Englishman can see what historical persons saw, that any reader can experience
the continuing presence of the past.”195 Furthermore, this phrase promises not only that
the name currently still stands, but that it will stand “evermore.” While, as Warren has
193
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noted, the existence of the Britons as a powerful and independent nation had been all but
forgotten by La܌amon’s audience, through his text the presence of these bodies, and by
extension their stories, is rendered tangible to the readers, a presence they can walk over
or swim through as part of their ordinary existence.196 However, the constant name
changes discussed above give the lie to La܌amon’s repeated claim that “nu and aueremare
þe nome stondeð þere,” and the narrative maintains tension between the two constants of
the text—the landscape and change.197 .
Corpses and Landscape
In La܌amon’s text, the dead shape the landscape in two primary ways—the incorporation
of the matter of the body into the earth, and the incorporation of the body’s identity into
the geographical feature or region. These two ways are not mutually exclusive—in fact,
they often occur together—but they are two distinct processes in La܌amon’s text
performing different functions, and one can happen without the other. On the battlefield,
bodies dismembered in combat often anonymously disintegrate into the landscape, their
names and stories left untold. As the conquering army takes control of the landscape, the
defeated become the landscape itself, both body and land dominated simultaneously. In
several striking battlefield scenes the bodies begin as living warriors, then, as the text
progresses, gradually become less and less individuated, reduced to a clamor of weapons
and pieces of armor, then free-flowing blood. Finally they merge entirely with the field
on which they have fallen and disappear. In Arthur’s battle against the Roman emperor
Luces, what begins as two distinct armies quickly becomes a chaotic mass of violent and
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disjointed images, to the point that even the armies themselves can no longer tell each
other apart:
Seoððen speren chrakeden,

sceldes brastleden

helmes tohelden,

he܌e men uellen,

burnen tobreken

blod ut ܌eoten;

ueldes falewe wurðen

feollen here-mærken.

Wondrede ܌eond þat wald
sixti hundred þar weoran

iwundede cnihtes oueral
totredene mid horsen;

(…)
þat at þan laste

nuste nan kempe

whæm he sculde slæn on

and wham he sculde sparien

for no icneou na man oðer þere

for vnimete blode.”198

The passage begins with weapons clashing together in active opposition, but immediately
things begin to fall apart—first shields, then helms, and now the warriors themselves fall.
Their blood “gushes forth” and soaks into the earth, each individual body’s source of life
absorbed into the soil. What had been a battlefield becomes a dark pastoral scene as
“stræhten after stretes

blodie stremes.”199 The anonymous blood is no longer

associated with human bodies and merges seamlessly with the landscape, turning the dirt
red with the blood that had once filled their arteries, overflowing into a parody of clear
wayside brooks.
198
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The equation of domination of the body with domination of the landscape is made
even clearer in the Britons’ assault on Ireland, when they explicitly intend to possess and
relocate a prominent feature of the Irish landscape—the Giants’ Ring, renamed
Stonehenge by the Britons. After the Britons defeat the Irish army, the corpses of the
Irish “wri܌en al þa feldes.”200 Later, the Irish bodies become further subjected to the
Britons, when the “Bruttes biheolden

þa dede ܌eond þan vælden,” dominating both the

bodies and the landscape with their gaze.201 After subjugating the Irish visually, “Bruttes
܌eond þan uælden

ferden to heore telden,” the bodies no longer distinct from the fields

but entirely absorbed into them, together subjected to the tromping feet of the colonizing
Britons who can no longer see the bodies for the land.202 They follow up this victory by
claiming the Giants’ Ring and placing it in their own landscape, where it appears multiple
times throughout the text as a potent symbol of their own power over the landscape as
colonizers. But while bodies without names can be physically absorbed into the
landscape, the names of the dead whose bodies have been lost can also become
incorporated into the identity of the landscape, as long as the landscape retains some
close association with the absent corpse. The presence of a body is so significant that its
removal, like those of Rodric and Hamun discussed below, leaves something like a scar
on the landscape, including the name and identity that had been bound to the body. Now
adrift and without a body, the identity anchors itself to the body-shaped scar left behind.
On multiple occasions in this text, a defeated enemy is pulled apart by horses, then the
spot upon which the body was destroyed is marked in memory of the dead one, even
La܌amon, Brut, line 8659b: “covering all the plains.”
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though there is apparently no body left to be buried there. Arviragus has his brother
Hamun torn apart, then on that same spot he founds a town, “For Hamundes dæðe
Hamton heo hit hæhte; / nu and aueremare

þe nome stondeð þere.”203 Once more the

line is repeated—“Now and evermore the name stands there,” impressing upon the
readers the mark left on their landscape by this body and name.
A few hundred lines later, on the spot on which King Maurius has Rodric pulled apart,
Þer dude Maurius þe king

a wel swuðe sællech þing:

uppen þen ilke stude

þer he Rodric uordude

he lette aræren anan

enne swuðe sælcuð stan.

He lette þer on grauen
hu he Rodric of-sloh

sælcuðe run-stauen
and hine mid horsen todroh

(...)
Vp he sette þæne stan
swa he deð al swa longe

܌et he þer stondeð
swa þa woreld stondeð.204

Though he was the one who had Rodric killed, and in a particularly gruesome way,
Marius nevertheless chooses to commemorate the point at which Rodric’s body was
destroyed, as though an event of this magnitude could not be erased from the scenery
even if Marius wanted to, so it might . The poet notes that this is “a wel swuðe sællech
þing,” yet in the terms of the narrative it is almost to be expected, and the memory of that
destruction will remain “al swa longe swa þa woreld stondeð.” Even without a corpse
203
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present, Rodric and Hamun’s bodies and their destruction are still inscribed on the
landscape of the text, which cannot forget that a body was once there, and now is not.
Most commonly, however, the incorporation of the corpse and the identity happen
concurrently. This can be most easily seen in the many memorials and graves established
throughout the text, which La܌amon frequently describes in terms that suggest that he
assumes his readers are familiar with these locations, as he does with the rest of the
bodies here. Often the mourners who inter the deceased deliberately make these graves
public, so that the body of the dead will be as present to the living as possible. When
King Dunwale dies, his earls have him buried in a temple of gold in London, constructing
a public space of worship around the corpse.205 The text does not say to whom the temple
is dedicated, suggesting that perhaps the one worshipped there is Dunwale himself. At
least, his is the only identity associated with that temple, and his burial in a sacred space
within London surrounds his body with the living community, who would likely be
expected to participate in various rituals associated with that temple and therefore
brought into even closer proximity of his body.
When Dunwale’s son Belin dies, his grieving people place his corpse in a golden
tomb in a tower so “þat me mihte hine bihalden

wide ܌eon þeo londe.”206 And both

King Lud and his son Nennius are buried beside different city gates of London, so that all
who enter or exit must pass their bodies and be reminded of them.207 As they enter the
city, the living are reminded of those who established it, and as they leave, they carry that
reminder out with them into the broader landscape. The gate beside which Lud is buried
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is later known as Ludes-gate, a name which La܌amon notes it still holds in his day, and
which it, in fact, continues to hold, making this grave present to both 13th and 21st century
audiences as well.208
Another compelling memorial is that which King Arthur establishes for Sir Kay:
Bibured he wes þere,

bi-halue þan castle

imong heremiten;

þat wæs þe riche mon!

Kæi hehte þe eorl,

Kinun þe castle.

Arður ܌æf him þene tun

and he þer to tumbede,

and sette þer þene nome

after himseoluen;

for Keises dæðe
nu and auere mare

Kain he hit hehte
swa hit hehte þere.209

As has become a common practice in this text, the town in which Sir Kay is buried is
named after him and called Kain (Caen), and La܌amon notes that this is the name that the
town still holds. This town was given to Kay by King Arthur while he was still living,
and after his burial there is no indication that it ever ceases to be Kay’s town. In fact, by
having his name and body incorporated into the town, it is more closely associated with
him than before. For the living Anglo-Normans in that town which still bears his name,
the dead Briton Sir Kay is both their neighbor and their landlord and retains his influence
on that space long after his death. So far as the text is concerned, no one else comes to
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take possession of the town after Kay’s death, and the living share the town and its name
with the dead.
Yet many of the dead whose bodies and identities jointly form the fabric of the
landscape were not incorporated by the Britons in such a deliberate way. These namings,
unlike many of those discussed earlier, seem to erupt spontaneously out of the presence
of the body and the story, since the text seems utterly uninterested in how the name
comes to be popularized. Other names are described as being bestowed upon a location
by the living in honor of the dead, but the names below are not. Instead of the landscape
being consciously shaped around their bodies in such a way as to preserve the stories,
many of them have such compelling stories that their identities simply could not be
separated from the landscape into which their bodies were absorbed. The power of the
corpse to maintain its identity is shown to be more significant than the power of the living
to define their landscape. For example, after Morgan, the ruler of Wales, is defeated and
decapitated by his cousin, Cunedagis, the few survivors from his campaign return secretly
to recover his body: “Heo nomen Morganus liche
buriden

and leide hit on vrþen / wel heo hine

þe wes þes Wales lauerdʊ / wes þet lond þurh Morgan

Margan ihæten.”210

Though the survivors who cared enough about the body to return and bury it were few
and the landscape was now under the control of his opponent, somehow Morgan’s name
is perpetuated throughout the landscape anyway. Similarly, the Humber River was named
after king Humber, who drowned in that river along with his entire army.211 In this case
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there appear to be no surviving supporters of Humber at all, yet his name remains bound
to the river anyway.
Both winners and losers, the dominators and the dominated, participate in this
defining of the landscape, and the layers of identity built into the place-names of England
include both insiders and outsiders. Even the story of an executed Roman general
becomes part of the landscape after his defeat.
And Gallus heo nomen

and þat hafd him of slo܌en

and wurpen hine in ænne broc
and al þæt wal heo brohten

þe þer heom bi stod,

into þan broke;

at grunde was biburied.212

þer Gallus i þan broke

The failed colonizer Livius Gallus’ body is discarded in a brook like trash, and La܌amon
immediately follows this account by declaring that “[þ]a wes þas þeode

iclansed of

Rom-leode,” denouncing Gallus and his soldiers as a contaminant that must be purged.213
However, he adds:
And Bruttes þan broke

nome bi-tæhten

for Gallus wes isla܌en þerbi
and a þere Ænglisce boc
Nu ch habe þi iraht
for nu and aueremare

212

hæhte hine nemni Galli;

he is ihaten Walebroc.

hu he hauede þene nome icaht;
is þe nome þere.214
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A Roman, from whom the country was “cleansed” becomes part of the identity of the
landscape when those who defeat him assign his name to the brook in which they have
pitched his body, choosing his name and narrative as the most appropriate for preserving
the account of their victory. Like Gwendoleine in her execution and commemoration of
Locrin’s daughter Abren, the Briton victors deliberately incorporate this name into their
landscape in order to commemorate their own victory and control the narrative. Gallus’
body and his name, and not the name of the Briton winner, is permanently joined to the
brook as a reminder of his defeat and death, his body lost in the water rather than
entombed properly.
Yet Gallus’ story remains, signalling the complexity of the question of identity, which
is constructed out of both victory and defeat, and out of the narratives of both insider and
outsider. Here in this enclosed island space, in which disparate national identities wrestle
and in which the colonizers struggle to find their place in a landscape originally defined
by the colonized, these bodies lie at the intersection of the desire for a sense of unity and
community with the other groups who have shared the same space by recounting their
names and stories, and the desire to dominate these other groups and define the stories
themselves.
Arthur
However, the most memorable corpse in La܌amon’s text and the one which most
effectively makes space within the geography of the text for a non-Briton audience never
becomes part of the landscape—in fact, the body never quite becomes a corpse at all. But
it is this body’s ambiguity that makes it so effective. By disassociating the body and all
its associations from the landscape, the most famous Briton of all—King Arthur—is
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transformed into narrative, free to belong to all who tell the story, not just those who are
in possession of the place in which the body lies. La܌amon anchors the nation(s) he is
building on the bodies interred within it, which means that the removal of Arthur’s body
from the text—the greatest king and center of the narrative—de-centers and de-stabilizes
the Briton nation. There are certainly other kings who come after Arthur, and their
physical presences continue to hold the center of the nation for a time in the role as king,
but Arthur also holds the position central to the Brut as well. Although he is only one of
many kings, nearly a third of the text is dedicated to his story, and much of the story on
either side refers forwards or backwards to his reign. By excising his body from the
textual landscape, Arthur’s nation, the Britons, begins to dissolve in preparation for its
absorption by the Anglo-Norman readers. Meanwhile, Arthur himself becomes story,
liberated from his Briton context and free to be appropriated by those same readers.
King Arthur is famously described in Malory’s Morte as rex quondam rexque futurus—
the Once and Future King.215 In many versions of his legend, including the one here in
La܌amon’s account, he is taken away to the Isle of Avalon after being mortally wounded
in the battle against Mordred, but while many famous versions end with Arthur being
dead and buried216, in La܌amon’s version Arthur’s body, whether dead or alive, is
thoroughly excised from the narrative. The narrative begins with Arthur as a physical
presence in the text and the landscape, his body in position at the center of the nation, yet
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when his narrative closes and transitions to that of the next king, he dematerializes,
transformed from body to figure of prophecy. He promises to return in one way or
another when Britain needs him again, but this is never shown either true or false. There
is no corpse and no grave to which his memories can be bound. According to the terms of
La܌amon’s version of Arthur’s story, without the anchor of a corpse, his legend is
disentangled from the landscape, belonging nowhere and everywhere, even outside
Britain. While the events of Arthur’s life are closely associated with the landscape and
framed as history, the treatment of Arthur’s corpse (or lack thereof) in La܌amon’s text
shows Arthur’s transformation from historical Briton to universal mythic figure.
However, La܌amon’s text begins liberating Arthur’s story from his body and the British
landscape long before his disappearance. When Arthur first appears in the narrative, he is
firmly anchored to the landscape by virtue of his kinship to those buried in the mass
grave under the Giants’ Ring on the plain of Ambresbury. The royal family and their
story have chosen to become inextricably bound to the landscape through their decision
to have later rulers such as Ambrosius and Uther buried there, and the reader would
expect Arthur and his own legend to also be buried there. After all, Arthur is the
centerpiece of this family line. Moreover, Arthur is dedicated to expanding his own
physical boundaries and circle of influence through conquest, and from the beginning his
value as a king is also bound to his power over the landscape, just as it is with every other
ruler in this narrative who wants a piece of Britain. When Arthur is summoned to the
throne, he is greeted with the command of his dead father Uther who
and bæd þat þu sculdest
halden la܌en rihte,

a Brutten þe seoluen

and hælpen þine folke,
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and witen þisne kinedom
þine feond flæmen

swa god king sculden don,

and driuen heom of londen.

Those who have come for him then pray that he would “þat lond of Godde afon.”217
According to the representatives of his father, his kingship is intimately bound to his
relationship with the land—specifically, his responsibility to hold the land from God and
to drive his enemies out of it. Again, this is not particularly remarkable, except for how
Arthur’s kingship and particularly his relationship with the landscape, is transformed later
in his story. Furthermore, his opponents even visualize Arthur as a physical part of this
landscape. In the course of this conquest, he encounters Childric, an ally of the Saxons
who has come to help them retake all the territory that Arthur has conquered from them,
which they had earlier taken from the Britons. Childric boasts that:
܌if Arður weoren swa kene

þat he cumen wolde

to fihten wið Childrichen,
heo wolden of his rugge
and nimen þa ban alle

þan strongen and þan richen,
makien ane brugge,

of aðele þan kinge

and teien heom to-gadere

mid guldene te܌en,

and leggen i þare halle-dure
to wurðscipe Childriche,

217

þer æch mon sculde uorð faren

þan strongen and þan riche.” 218
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Childric’s aggressive rhetoric attempts to transform Arthur’s body into a piece of
landscape and part of the territory over which they are competing, to be walked on and
dominated as thoroughly as the disputed fields on which their armies are encamped.
However, the image of Arthur as a bridge, a means of crossing boundaries such as rivers
or other obstacles, is apt. It comes near the beginning of Arthur’s reign, as he is
establishing himself over the land, shortly before he begins to extend his rule beyond
Britain and into other nations. And when he actually encounters Childric in battle, not
only does Arthur turn the tide of the battle against the Saxons, but he turns the bridge
imagery against them as well. In the face of Arthur’s overwhelming onslaught, Childric
and his army flees across the Avon river:
And Arður him læc to

swa hit a liun weoren,

and fusde heom to flode

ʊmonie þer weoren fæie!

Þer sunken to þan grunde

fif and twenti hundred;

þa al wes Auene stram

mid stele ibrugged.219

By “bridging” the Avon river with the steel armor of his fallen enemies, Arthur reverses
their attempt to turn his own body into a bridge. While his enemies attempt to dominate
Arthur through his body by binding it metaphorically to the contested landscape, Arthur
evades the metaphor and turns it on them, dominating both the landscape and the bodies
of the Saxons that have become part of it. Later, after Arthur’s rule has been thoroughly
established, he sets up the famous Round Table, big enough to seat 1600 knights, and
hosts a magnificent feast. It is so magnificent, in fact, that the text is compelled to turn to
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La܌amon, Brut, lines 10613-16: “And Arthur pursued him like a lion, and drove them all into the
ULYHUʊPDQ\PHWWKHLUGRRPWKHUH7KHUHILYHDQGWZHQW\KXQGUHGVDQNWRWKHERWWRPWKHQWKHULYHU$YRQ
was all bridged with steel!”
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the audience and begin to rhapsodize on Arthur and his court, and in particular the
legends that have sprung up around it—
Ah Bruttes hine luueden swiðe

and ofte him on li܌eð,

and suggeð feole þinges

bi Arðure þan kinge

þat næuere nes iwurðen

a þissere weorlde-richen

(…)
Þa wes Arður swiðe heh,

his hired swiðe hende,

þat nas na cniht wel itald,

no of his tuhlen swiðe bald,

inne Wales no in Ænglelond,

inne Scotlond no in Irlond,

in Normandie no inne France,

inne Flandres no inne Denemarc,

no in nauere non londe

þe a þeos halfe Mungiu stondeð,

þet weoren ihalde god cniht

no his deden itald oht

bute of he cuðe of Ardure

and of aðelen his hirede,

his wepnen and his weden

and his hors-leden.220

The reason for this international renown, the text claims, is that before Arthur’s birth,
Merlin prophesied:
Þat a king sculde cume

of Vðere Pendragune,

þat gleomen sculde wurchen burd
and þerto sitten

220

of þas kinges breosten,

scopes swiðe sele

La܌amon, Brut, lines 11471-73, 76-83: “But the Britons loved him greatly, and tell lies about him, and
say many things of King Arthur which never happened in this mortal world. (…) Arthur was then supreme,
his court resplendent, so that there was no knight so bold in his deeds, in Wales or in England, in Scotland
or in Ireland, in Normandy or in France, in Flanders or in Denmark, or in ever any land lying this side of
the Great St Bernard Pass, who was reputed a good knight or his deeds accounted valiant unless he could
discourse ...that were esteemed good knight, nor his deeds accounted (brave or aught), unless he could
discourse of Arthur and his noble followers, his weapons, and his armour, and his horsemen.”
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and eten heore wullen

ær heo þenne fusden

and winscenches ut teon

of þeos kinges tungen,

and drinken and dreomen

daies and nihtes;

þis gomen heom sculde ilasten

to þere weorlde longe.221

This passage is notable for being both deeply strange and remarkably beautiful. Arthur’s
body, instead of belonging to the British landscape and being defined by its borders, is
described as a table, paralleling the egalitarian Round Table introduced just a few lines
before. The Round Table (which isn’t actually referred to as the Round Table here) has
been designed by Merlin to avoid the sorts of ego-driven conflicts to which knights
arranged by rank at traditional long tables are prone. Instead of merely connecting two
points, like a bridge, or being closed off by contested national boundaries, like his
kingdom, he is open and inclusive, a place to gather rather than compete. He becomes
wine to be enjoyed, transformed into a feast for poets. And of course, the thing about
poets is that they don’t just sit and drink the wine from the king and revel by themselves.
The text says that the poets will sit and “eat all they wished before they went away”
(emphasis mine)—the job of a poet is to tell stories, often repeating them at feasts very
like this one. From Arthur the poets will satisfy themselves with story, then leave, taking
that story and carrying it to other tables and feasts to share it with their own audiences.
Like the knights described earlier, who are judged based on their ability to tell stories
of Arthur, these poets are, by definition, the ones whose job it is to spread the stories of
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La܌amon, Brut, lines 11493-99: “a king should descend from Uther Pendragon, that minstrels should
make a table of that king’s breast, and most excellent poets sit down thereat and eat all they wished before
they went away, and draw draughts of wine from that king’s tongue, and drink and make merry both day
and night; this entertainment should suffice them to the end of the world.” This section is original to
La܌amon and not found in his source materials. Contexts, 286.
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this great feast all around the world—Wales and England and Scotland and Ireland and
Normandy and France and Flanders and Denmark and pretty much everywhere that
mattered to La܌amon’s audience, who are, of course, not Britons like Arthur, but
originally from Normandy. While the story of the Brut is all about the Britons, and often
seems critical of the Normans and the changes they have made to the names and the
language of Britain, this prophecy welcomes them into the tales of Arthur—even an
Anglo-Norman poet like La܌amon is welcome at the table. This account of Arthur’s
future international fame is followed by the prediction that after his wounding in battle:
þat he uaren wolde
sculde mid haleweie

into Aualune, / in to æitlonde

to Argante þere hende, / for heo

helen his wunden / and þenne he weore al hal

he wolde sone

comen heom.222As is Merlin’s custom, both in La܌amon’s text and others, he tells the end
of the story long before it actually arrives, refusing, superficially anyway, to leave any
mystery of narrative unrevealed. However, his very unveiling of the future only adds to
the mystery of Arthur’s final end, because what Merlin prophecies is not what actually
happens to Arthur, historically-speaking. Rather, he foretells only the narrative that
Arthur will become. The above quote is actually preceded by the Merlin’s qualifier that:
and of þas kinges ende

nulle hit na Brut ileue

buten hit beon þe leste dæð
þenne ure Drihte

demeð alle uolke.

Ælles ne cunne we demen
for he seolf sæide
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at þan muchele dome

of Arðures deðen

to sele his Brutten

La܌amon, Brut, lines 11511-14: “that he would journey to Avalon, to the island, to the fair Argante, for
she would heal his wounds with healing balm, and when he was fully recovered, he would soon come back
to them.”
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(…)
þat he uaren wolde

into Aualune,223

The assurance of Arthur’s return is actually a prediction of the story that Arthur will tell
and that the Britons will believe about his ultimate fate. Merlin prophecies only the
narrative, and neither he nor La܌amon venture to pass judgment on its veracity. Merlin’s
words, both here and in the image of the table for feasting poets, foretell Arthur not as a
hero of history, but instead as a hero of narrative, whose power over the Britons
ultimately comes not from his doomed empire but from the stories he dominates and
which retain their influence hundreds of years later. Until the end of the world, the
Britons will continue to believe in Arthur’s return from Avalon. Just as Merlin foretells,
after an illustrious reign comes Modred (known in others accounts as Mordred), who
attempts to take both Britain and the queen from Arthur and launches a brutal civil war.
The empire falls to pieces—everyone in both armies dies except for Arthur and two of his
knights, and Arthur himself is severely wounded. In the face of apparent mortal wounds,
Arthur tells Constantine, his heir:
And ich wulle uaren to Aualun
to Argante þere queen,

aluen swiðe sceone;

and heo scal mine wunden
al hal me makien

makien alle isunde,

mid halewei܌e drenchen.

And seoðe ich cumen wulle
and wunien mid Brutten
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to uairest alre maiden.

to mine kineriche

mid muchelere wunne.224

La܌amon, Brut, lines 11504-08, 11: “and no Briton would believe it, believe in this king’s death unless it
should be the ultimate death at the great judgement when our Lord shall judge all mankind. In no other
circumstances can we believe in Arthur’s death, to his noble Britons (..) .that he would journey to Avalon.”
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Arthur claims that Argante, the fairy queen, will make him “al hal,” after which he will
return to his kingdom and to the Britons, resuming his position as the king at the center of
the kingdom. While Constantine will take that position during his absence, the promise of
Arthur’s return indicates that Constantine is only a placeholder until the rightful ruler
returns. As he speaks a little boat comes out of the sea with two women, who take Arthur
and float off. Arthur is never seen again, though the text follows up this moment by
reminding the audience of Merlin’s prophecy that the Britons would believe in his
eventual return. La܌amon himself refuses to deny this possibility, only referring to
Arthur’s departure (“forðfare,” “passing,” line 14289) which contains within itself both
the metaphorical meaning of death and the literal meaning of going forth as on a journey.
Arthur becomes one of Schrödinger’s kittens, as John Gribben would say, or perhaps
Schrödinger’s king,225 perpetually existing in multiple states at the same time. His body is
fragmented by massive wounds that are supposedly healed by the elf queen, but are never
seen healed and whole afterwards, and while the narrative allows that he could still be
alive, his absence is as complete as death. Without his body reappearing before the
audience, he is left simultaneously whole and in pieces, alive and dead, nowhere and
everywhere, transformed from history to narrative. Previously Arthur’s role within the
text had been that of a physical presence enacting historical events—leading charges on
battlefields and making official declarations within a concrete landscape and
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La܌amon, Brut, lines 14277-82: “I will go to Avalon, to the loveliest of all women, to the queen Argante,
fairest of fairy women; and she shall make well all my wounds, make me all whole with healing\draughts.
And afterwards I will return to my kingdom and dwell with the Britons in great contentment.”
225
For an introduction to the paradoxes of contemporary quantum mechanics, see: John Gribben,
Schrödinger’s Kittens and the search for Reality: Solving the Quantum Mysteries (Boston: Little Brown,
1995). On the “cat in the box” conundrum, see 19-30.
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contextualized by other historical figures—yet now he has become an undying and
disembodied source of poetic inspiration.
Fascinatingly, La܌amon’s text actually refers to the return of “an Arthur”—“Bute
while wes an wite܌e

Mærlin ihate; / He bodede mid worde

soðe— / þat an Arður sculde ܌ete

—his quiðes weoren

cum Anglen to fulste.” Arthur becomes a type rather

than an individual. Rather than the definite “Arthur,” the figure spoken of is
grammatically indefinite—“an Arthur,” suggesting the possibility of multiple Arthurs,
like the Arthur now vanished in Avalon, yet distinct from him.226 And thus his body, and
its stories, which are both fact and fiction, myth and history, can belong to no one and
everyone, including La܌amon’s audience.
Cadwalader
Meanwhile, without this central figure, and with all subsequent kings framed as mere
placeholders until Arthur’s promised return, the Briton nation as a cohesive unit begins
unraveling swiftly. Kings appear one after another, whole lifetimes dismissed in a matter
of a few lines, until finally the Saxons overrun much of the landscape, destabilizing the
remains of the Briton nation by driving the Britons to the raw edges, ultimately giving a
large portion of the island to the Angles. Once more La܌amon considers the loss of the
Briton identity of the landscape as a reflection on the failures of the Britons, allowing the
country to be conquered by the pagan African, Gurmund, who then hands the country
over to his allies, the Angles. They set about imposing their mark on the landscape:
And monie of þan bur܌en
226

…

La܌amon, Brut, lines 14295-97: “But there was once a seer called Merlin who prophesied—his sayings
were true—that an Arthur should come again to aid the people of England.” Again La܌amon distances
himself from the prophecy even as he affirms it by putting it in Merlin’s mouth. Also see WickhamCrowley, Writing the Future 60.
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...

and monie of þan tune

and monie of þan londen
heo binomen heore namen,

and of þan hamen
al for Bruttene sceome.227

The colonizers actively erase British names from the geography (though given how often
La܌amon has earlier repeated that this or that name remains to this day, the effectiveness
of this erasure seems doubtful). Regardless, the Britons are now relegated to the margins,
both geographically and narratively, the narrative increasingly dominated by the Angles.
Rather than being demonized, they are treated by the narrative in the exact opposite
manner, described as “swiðe fair” (very handsome, line 14706), called “englen” (angels,
line 14713) by Pope Gregory,228 and shortly thereafter converted to Christianity by St.
Austin.
For a brief period, the landscape and the narrative are shared equally between the
Britons and the Angles. Then war inevitably breaks out, summoning the now-familiar
image of brooks running with red blood.229 Once more the dead become landscape as
their blood is conflated with pastoral scenery, becoming part of that over which they had
battled shortly before. And finally the last Briton king, Cadwalader, is ultimately driven
out for the last time, not by war with the Angles but by the land itself.
Ærst aswond þat corn here

܌eond al þas kineriche;

þerafter his wes swa deore

and al folc gon to de܌en,

(…)
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La܌amon, Brut, lines 14680-81: “And they [the Angles] removed the names of many of the cites and
many of the towns, and many of the regions and the homesteads, all because of the downfall of the
Britons.” 
228
La܌amon, Brut, lines 14699-715.
229
La܌amon, Brut, lines15178-79.
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Þa þat wes idriuuen

longe ܌eond þas leoden

þa com þer an oðer sor܌e
þat qual com on orue

þerafter ful sone,

vnimete swiðe.

(…)
And swa hit on leode

laste wel longe.230

In fact, there are so many dead that the burials that are so significant earlier in the text
now become significant through their absence, as the plague overwhelms the ability of
the survivors to care for the dead as they had been accustomed.
þat no mihte on þan ende
burien þa dede;

þat folc on þan londe

swiðe heo gunnen de܌e

þat ofte in þan putte

þer me þene dede isette

þer dei܌ede þe quike

uppen þen dede.231

Not only is the king gone, but most of the Britons are now dead or fled after him, leaving
the land empty. At this point those who remain can no longer even bury the dead properly,
violating the trend established throughout the earlier portion of the narrative that the
identities of the dead, especially Britons, should be treated with respect. Instead, the dead
are simply piled into a pit. Moreover, the living throwing the bodies in often die of the
plague and fall on top of them. The connection between the story and identity of the dead
and the landscape in which they are buried becomes distorted, if not outright severed. Not
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La܌amon, Brut, lines 15871-72, 15877-79, 84: “First the crops failed here, failed throughout the land;
thereafter grain was very dear and people everywhere began to die (…) When that had long continued
throughout this country, there came, all of a sudden, another calamity, in that a pestilence afflicted great
numbers of cattle (...) And so things continued like this in the country for a very long time.”
231
La܌amon, Brut, lines 15892-95: “so that, in the end, the people in the country could not bury the dead;
they died so suddenly that often in the pit where the dead were being buried the living fell dead on top of
the corpses.” 
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only are the memories of individuals lost, but unlike the mass grave at Ambresbury, there
is no record of where these pits are. The bodies seem to vanish into a void, leaving no
trace of their influence on the narrative or landscape. This is the final stage of the
disintegration of the relationship between the Briton nation and theisland of Britain.
Into the vacancy at the center left by Cadwalader’s absence, both in the landscape and the
narrative, steps the Saxon king Athelstan. The Britons have shown their inability to
maintain their dominance, making the highly competent Athelstan their rightful successor.
He takes charge of the landscape and purposefully begins to shape the landscape,
stamping it his own national identity, so that Cadwalader soon learns
…hu he al Anglelond
and hu he sette moting,
and hu he sette sciren

sette on his a܌ere hond;
and hu he sette husting,
and makede frið of deoren,

and hu he sette halimot,
and þa nomen of þan tunen

and hu he sette hundred,
on Sexisce runen.

(…)
and Sexis he gan kennen

þa nomen of þan monnen232

David Rollason has shown how the authority of medieval kings was closely connected
the landscape through the establishment of palaces and, more pertinently to Athelstan’s
projects, parks and forests.233 While castles and palaces were certainly “places of power,”
Rollason asserts that frequently the symbolic power of these sites was augmented by the
232

La܌amon, Brut, lines 15970-74, 77: “and that he [Athelstan] had taken the whole of England into his
possession, telling how he had established courts of law and set up assemblies, and how he had established
shire courts and made enclosures for game, and how he set up manorial courts, and how he had founded the
courts of the hundreds and established the names of the towns in the Saxon tongue (...) and given the
inhabitants Saxon names.” 
233
Rollason, “Forests, Parks, Palaces” 428-49. 
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proximity of forested areas behind or even surrounding them. These are ostensibly wild
spaces that nevertheless bear the mark of the king’s power, marking the margins of the
landscape and showing the king’s dominance over even those margins. Athelstan has not
only conquered the landscape but has thoroughly redefined it as his own through the act
of reshaping and renaming it.234 Not only has Arthelstan drawn new boundaries defining
the landscape—dividing and classifying it into new legal and political categories—but
the names of the towns and even of the people themselves are now “on Sexisce runen.”
Every inch of the landscape is identified as Saxon, leaving no room for the Britons.
Cadwalader learns of Athelstan’s reshaping of the landscape while still living in Brittany
because of the famine, and he attempts to return to Britain with an army to reclaim his
land. But instead he is ordered in a dream to give up on reclaiming the land and instead
go to Rome for absolution from the Pope.
The final body of the text is that of Cadwalader himself, whose removal from
Britain marks the end of the narrative and the end of the Britons as a nation. The man in
his dream tells him that “for no most þu naueremære
men

Ænglelond a܌e. / Ah Alemainisce

Ænglen scullen a܌en, / and næuermære Bruttisce men

bruken hit ne moten”235

However, the man goes on, and just as Arthur’s departure from the landscape is tied to a
return and revival, Cadwalader’s body also becomes part of this apocalyptic vision.236
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Also see Tiller, Vision of History, chapter four “Translating the People: the Body of the King as
Historian and Historical Text.”
235
La܌amon, Brut, lines 16017-19: “for you are never again to possess England. But men from Germany
shall possess England and the Britons shall never again have it in their keeping.”
236
For more on the apocalyptic conclusion of the Brut, see Marie-Françoise Alamichel, “ދænne swiðe
sellichne monތ: Arthur and the Apocalypse in La܌amon’s Brut,” Allen, Perry, and Roberts Laвamon:
Contexts, Language, and Interpretation, 335-50.
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Although “næuermære Bruttisce men

bruken hit ne moten / ær cume þe time,”237 the

man continues,
…

þe iqueðen wes while

þat Merlin þe witi܌e

bodede mid worde.

Þenne sculle Bruttes sone

bu܌en to Rome

and dra܌en ut þine banes alle

of þene marme-stane

and mid blissen heom uerien

uorð mid heomseoluen

in seoluere and in golde

into Brutlonde.

Þenne sculle Bruttes anan
al þat heo biginneð to done

balde iwurðen;
iwurðeð after heore wille.238

The land of the Britons has become not just a lost home but the Promised Land itself, a
lost earthly paradise. The last king, Cadwalader, is Joseph, whose bones will trigger the
rebirth of the nation by finally being brought back into the landscape of his birth. Unlike
Eden, Britain only achieves the status of paradise once it has been lost altogether, with
the ideal of the British nation remaining centered on the body of the king while the
landscape itself is definitively severed from that ideal and that body. Here at the end of
the narrative, La܌amon finally gestures towards England as mythic “point of origin,”
concluding the narrative by noting that “Þa ܌et ne com þæs ilke dæi,
alse hit mæi; / iwurðe þet iwurðe,

237

beo heonneuorð

iwurðe Godes wille. / AMEN.”239 Through Merlin,

La܌amon, Brut, lines 16019-20a: “ the Britons shall never again have it in their keeping until the time
comes.”
238
La܌amon, Brut, lines 16020b-29: “which has been foretold, which Merlin the seer prophesied. Then the
Britons shall go at once to Rome and remove all your ones from the marble tomb, and joyously bear them
away with them to Britain, enclosed in silver and gold. Then the Britons shall soon grow bold; everything
they undertake shall turn out as they desire.”
239
La܌amon, Brut, lines 16094-95: “Such a day has not yet come, whatever may come to pass hereafter;
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he forecasts an apocalyptic rejoining of landscape and ideal by means of the body of the
king, even while resigning this restoration to the realm of ambiguity alongside Arthur’s
liminal body.

come what may, let God’s will be done. Amen.” For more on the role of prophecy in the Brut, see
Wickham-Crowley, Writing the Future 127ff.
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CHAPTER 3. CHAPTER 3. MAPPING WITH THE DEAD IN THE
ÍSLENDINGASÖGUR

As the apology at the end of the Þórðarbók version of Landnámabók states,
Þad er magra manna mál ad þad sie uskilldur frodleikur ad rita landnam. Enn uier
þikiunst helldur suara kunna utlendum monnum. þa er þeir bregda oz þui, at uier
sieum komner af þrælum eda illmennum, ef vier vitum vijst vorar kynferdir sannar.
Suo og þeim monnum er vita vilja fornn fræde eda rekia ættatolur, ad taka helldur ad
uphafi til enn högguast i mitt mal. enda eru suo allar vitrar þioder ad vita uilia uphaf
sinna landzbygda eda huers huerge tilhefiast eda kynsloder.240
In the face of outsiders attempting to define their nation as “slaves or scoundrels,” this
scribe claims to have copied Landnámabók in order to help the Icelanders reshape their
perceived identity. During the time of Landnámabók’s composition, Icelanders were
awkwardly trying to find their place in “the commonwealth of Christianity and Latin
learning” after their late conversion, with the added complication of being the only nation
in said commonwealth without a king or other aristocratic class to give them
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Finnur Jónsson, ed. Landnámabók, Melabók AM 106. 112 Fol. (Copenhagen: Gyldendal, 1921), 143.
Translation by Hermann Pálsson and Paul Edwards. The Book of Settlements: Landnámabók. University of
Manitoba Press, 1972. 6. “People often say that writing about the Settlements is irrelevant learning, but we
think we can better meet the criticism of foreigners when they accuse us of being descended from slaves or
scoundrels, if we know for certain the truth about our ancestry. And for those who want to know ancient
lore and how to trace genealogies, it's better to start at the beginning than to come in at the middle. Anyway,
all civilized nations want to know about the origins of their own society and the beginnings of their own
race.”
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legitimacy.241 Instead, they turned to their literature to validate and even valorize their
identity as Icelanders.
As a text intended to define for the audience what it means to be an Icelander,
especially the relationship between Icelander and Iceland, Landnámabók offers clues as
to how to read the same landscape elements in other texts. By first examining how these
landmarks function in Landnámabók as part of an explicit mapping of Iceland, we can
see how similar landmarks function for textual mapping within the Íslendingasögur,
specifically Grettis Saga and Njáls Saga, which, while more narrative focused,
nevertheless are portrayed as historical accounts from Iceland's history. Pernille Hermann
has shown how the sagas reconstruct the past through narrative, particularly by means of
the “text-external memory discourses to which [the text] is indebted”242 and while this is
primarily in reference to other written texts used to construct the sagas, such as Latin
histories, it holds true for other communal memory sites.
One text-external memory discourse frequently featured in the sagas is the grave,
which typically took the form of a mound or cairn. As graves and funeral rituals are
known to be mechanisms for creating and transmitting communal memories to help
define social identity,243 these mounds function as a kind of narrative shorthand jotted
across the Icelandic landscape. These highly-visible constructions serve to trigger the
memories of the narratives and identities of the dead for those “readers” who have
241

Margaret Clunies Ross, “The Development of Old Norse Textual Worlds: Genealogical Structure as a
Principle of Literary Organisation in Early Iceland,” The Journal of English and Germanic Philology
(JEGP) 92.3 (July 1993): 372-85 at 372. This effort to legitimize their origins through historical writing
took a familiar turn when, like Geoffrey of Monmouth, they traced their nation’s origins back to Troy
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Pernille Hermann, “Saga literature, Cultural Memory, and Storage.” Scandinavian Studies 85.3 (Fall
2013): 332-54 at 341. 
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Howard Williams, Death and Memory in Early Medieval Britain (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 2006), 3.
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participated in rituals associated with communal memory. This reinforces the social
identity constructed through these rituals. Clunies Ross has suggested that “there is good
evidence that Icelandic genealogies (kynslóðir or œttartІur) were one of the first
branches of learning to be committed to writing,” and the mounds in which these
ancestors were buried would have reinforced that learning as an alternate record inscribed
on the landscape itself, marking the site where the body and the site on which the
narrative took place intersect. As Howard Williams and Duncan Sayer explain, social
identities—such as those constructed through the Íslendingasögur—are “inherently social,
complex and multifaceted; they reside less within individuals and groups and more in the
fields of interaction and boundaries between them.”244 While Williams and Sayer are
particularly concerned with the intersections manifested in material culture finds,
particularly graves and grave goods, texts such as the Íslendingasögur, which record the
community’s own experiences of those interactions between people and landscape as
mediated by the grave, are also productive sites for constructing social identity.
Landnámabók, as we have already seen, was written for members of the “civilized
nation” of Iceland who “want to know about the origins of their own society and the
beginnings of their own race.” It recounts the names and landholdings of the first
generations of settlers, along with tantalizingly select fragments of their narratives.
Landnámabók is filled with intersections—as religious perspectives conflict, bodies
become landscape, and as narratives meet body and each other in the landscape.245
Landnámabók thus becomes a site for mapping the narrative landscape of the sagas—the
244

Howard Williams and Duncan Sayer, “‘Hall of Mirrors’: Death and Identity in Medieval archaeology,”
Sayer and Williams, Mortuary Practices and Social Patterns, 1-22 at 2.
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One such intersection is between texts, as the families of many of the individuals in Landnámabók have
their own sagas as well, such as Njáll, to be discussed below.
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ways in which their paths cross as they traverse the broader story of the Icelanders
themselves.
Questions of the historicity and even chronology of the sagas are fraught with
difficulty, but these texts—specifically the Íslendingasögur, or Sagas of Icelanders, are
not considered fiction, especially by their earliest audiences. The word “saga,” after all,
means “history.” Jónas Kristjánsson argues that the sagas were written to be and were
treated as histories by the author and contemporary audiences246, and one of his prime
evidences is Landnámabók, whose author apparently lifted material directly from those
sagas for the text. To Jónas, the veracity of the stories as sources of pride in Icelandic
identity is vital—he claims that analyses of the sagas that assume they are pure art rather
than history result in a significant loss for the reader.
“[T]he historical element—whether real or operating as a control over the
imagination—is also

a compelling source of narrative strength. However much

may be well and wisely said about the art of sagas, it can never compensate the reader
for the loss incurred by stripping from them their panoply of truth.”247
The Íslendingasögur function like family myths that connect newer generations to the
long-dead by mediating the transmission of shared memories, spaces, and values. As
Jónas, himself an Icelander, affectionately notes about this group of sagas,
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They have meant much to Icelanders of later generations, medieval and modern, and
they merit all the attention we Icelanders of the present day can devote to them. The
best of the kings' sagas and of the eddaic poems are also great works of art—and one
would not like to have to judge the relative merits of any of this literature—but these
are not as close to our hearts as the sagas of Icelanders are: their settings are foreign
and their characters alien. We still have the physical background of the Íslendinga
sögur before our eyes, landscape and place-names are still there. We can even trace
our ancestry to the great men of valour and wisdom, though seldom to the scoundrels,
who people the sagas.248
The saga narratives define the nation, both the nation's values of valor and wisdom as
well as the very DNA of the Icelandic readers. This chapter analyzes the intersection
between two powerful and interrelated sites for preserving memory—the corpse and the
text—to consider how these textual interments are used within the sagas to shape the
identity and community of the Icelanders.
This community is defined both by their relationship with their landscape and by the
new faith they chose, as a nation, to adopt as their own. The sagas, like the graves within
and without them, and the resulting modified landscape, together preserve and convey
cultural memories that define Icelandic identity. A word of caution, however, from Gísli
Sigurðsson:
It is thus important to keep in mind that what we are dealing with are not, strictly
speaking, memories, but rather stories and poetry that individual people heard,
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remembered, and told or recited again—cues that evoked their own memories about
other individuals and their aural performances of similar material.249
The narratives and mounds work together to create and reinforce the memories of these
stories, with the landscape providing cues that evokes them even outside a traditional
written text or performance.
Land
Before the sagas, before conversion, there was Iceland itself—its shoreline, glaciers, and
volcanoes. Much of the drama in the sagas is as dependent on the familiar Icelandic
landscape as it is on the characters inhabiting it. The glaciers are filled with outlaws and
giants, the hills hide clandestine rides on prized horses, and the waterfalls and lava give
birth to monsters. Significantly, Jónas Kristjánsson’s affectionate description of the
Íslendingasögur gave equal weight to the landscape and the people inhabiting it when
explaining the vitality the sagas enjoy within Icelandic culture. For the Icelanders, their
social identity is inextricably linked to the landscape they inhabited. This mutual
reshaping means that the Icelanders' relationship with their landscape as described in
their narratives also appears different, closer and perhaps even more intimate than in
Beowulf or the Brut. The national identity of the audience of La܌amon’s Brut and, to a
lesser extent, the audience of Beowulf, is partially defined by their relationship with those
groups whose influence preceded them in the landscape, as well as by the king enthroned
at the center of their community. But the Icelanders are the first nation to inhabit their
island, having rejected a king altogether, and their identity reflects the seemingly-
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decentered community and those initial impressions of the landscape and the settlers on
each other.250
In the beginning of their association, the nation and its inhabitants were named after
the landscape, not the other way around. As Edda R.H. Waage points out,
Iceland differs fundamentally from other European countries in that its settlement is
recorded and accounted for, and hence also its emergence as a country, whereas most
other regions of Europe have been inhabited since prehistoric times.(...) What both
defined and united Icelanders was simply the island they all inhabited. The
boundaries of Iceland as a country were never

negotiated or fought over, but

coincided with the natural boundaries marked by sea.”251
As Kirsten Hastrup has shown, in the beginning the definition of an Icelander was simply
“one who inhabits Iceland”—in the early years of settlement there were few if any ethnic
or cultural markers to define who was “in” and who was “out.” Instead, the definition
was simply that those who were “in” the land are inlanders, and those were “out” of the
land were “outlanders”—foreigners—but the process to transform oneself from an
“inlander” to an “outlander” was very simple, and simply required changing one’s
physical orientation with respect to the land. Any newcomer who spoke the right
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language could run for office immediately—everyone else needed merely three years’
residence on the island. She points out that in Grágás, this early law code distinguishes
between the inhabitants of Iceland and foreigners. In the terminology of the law,
foreigners were útlendir menn ('out-landers'). In its specific reference to the land,
the distinction between in-landers and out-landers was based primarily on a
definition of boundaries, and it gives us no clue to politico-geographical definition
of boundaries, and gives us no clue to the specific cultural content of the category
of in-landers. The latter were merely those individuals who lived in Iceland and
who were subject to the Icelandic law, laid down 930 and after.252
As Waage points out, the external boundaries of Iceland were never up for debate—it
was simply the edge of the island. The definition of Icelander was deceptively simple,
and the focus of their efforts to define themselves as a nation was on their relationship
with the landscape contained within those natural boundaries.
While the landscape defines the settlers, the Icelanders within the texts return the
favor, reshaping the landscape in their own image and with their own stories and bodies.
Landnámabók most clearly illustrates this relationship between the landscape and the
people, recounting those first years, and even sometimes the first moments, when the
vibrant personalities of the settlers encountered and responded to the landscape and its
own distinct personality. Sometimes the land’s personality manifests itself in vivid forms,
as when Þórir Grimsson sees “at maðr røri útan í Kaldárós á járnn۠kkva, mikill ok illiligr,
ok gekk þar upp til bœjar þess, er í Hripi hét, ok gróf þar í st۠ðulshliði.” That night there
is an eruption at that very spot, forming a mountain and lava field where the farm had
252
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been.253 The land had taken on a human shape in this visionary interaction with a settler,
anthropomorphizing itself. These encounters and responses shape not only the stories that
define the Icelanders, but, in a narrative symbiosis, also the landscape itself, which bears
both its own marks of volcanoes and glaciers and the memorial marks of the community
that has made it their home.
The reshaped landscape of the island as described in these sagas is a sign of mutual
possession, both in the broader sense of Icelandic identity and the more narrowly defined
local communities that inhabit their own self-defined corners of the landscape. As will be
shown, this reshaping could develop in many ways, but most commonly took the form of
the mounds or occasionally other types of grave. The integration of the body into the
landscape is a particularly potent form of merging identities, and medieval Iceland was a
particularly fertile landscape for doing so. As Sverrir Jakobsson claims, in medieval
Iceland “[i]deologies of the body were mirrored in the social and political uses of
architectural space and landscape,”254 a mirroring that allows these two concepts—the
body and the landscape—to collaborate in powerful ways. Sverrir Jakobsson is
particularly focusing on the connection between the sacred space within the church and
the body of the priest who inhabits it, but I suggest that this mirroring also occurs
between the body and the landscape. The communities to whom these bodies belong
construct mounds, reshaping the landscape for each other as one of the responsibilities of
community members towards each other. This responsibility is clearly articulated by
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Þórgrimr regarding the murdered Vésteinn in Gisla saga. “[V]ér erum allir skyldir til
virðing að veita og gera hans útferð sem sæmilegasta og heygja hann.”255 While this is
spoken ironically, since the speaker is also among the murderers, the statement reflects
the community's deep obligation to honor the dead, even by those who feel no obligation
to grieve the loss. In Njáls saga, for example, Gunnar's mother Rannveig gives
permission to her son’s killers to bury their comrades who were killed in the attack on
Gunnar's home.
“Síðan gekk hann [Gizurr] til fundar við Rannveigu ok mælti: “Villtú veita m ønnum
várum tveimr jørð, er dauðr eru, at þeir sé hér heygðir?” “At heldr tveimr, at ek
munda veita yðr øllum,” segir hon. “Várkunn er þér til þess, er þú mælir,” segir hann,
“því at þú hefir mikils misst,”—ok kvað á, at þar skyldi engu ræna ok engu spilla;
fóru á braut síðan.”256
Rannveig seems to accept this request as reasonable—it is not the use of her land for the
burial of her enemies that offends her, but the fact that not all of Gunnar's attackers are
dead like those who will be interred there. And given her venomous response, this
permission is not given out of fear of violence from Gizurr. The entire exchange is
marked by a bitter civility, the participants both fully conscious of their responsibilities
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towards each other and towards the dead in this time of grievous loss of comrades and
children, even while they indirectly threaten one another.
However, these obligatory mounds did not simply reflect the identities within and the
stories defining the community from which they arose—they also shaped that community
and its stories and identities. The ritualized construction of the mounds on that landscape
are examples of what Fredrik Svanberg describes as “phenomena that actually created
community,” and, in fact, Scandinavian burial sites were frequently connected to entire
communities, not simply family groups.257 Svanberg's study of Viking Age death rituals
is limited to south-east Scandinavia, and does not include later Icelandic practices.
However, the practices of the Icelanders derive from those performed in their areas of
origin, and his overall argument about the significance, nature and function of these
rituals remains useful for considering the role played by burial sites in the sagas:
...there is a strong collective aspect in south-east Scandinavian death rituals. This
collective aspect—that such rituals were to a very significant extent determined by
collective norms—becomes very interesting when it can be demonstrated that the
norms in question differed a great deal between groups of people living in different
geographical areas. (…) In addition to this, burial monuments in this time were
obviously made to be seen. They were constructed in

specific places—

cemeteries—which were predominantly placed in the landscape at sites such as ridges
or hills in order to be clearly visible. Considering that in the time discussed the
cemeteries must have been very densely situated in the well-populated small
settlement areas in south-east Scandinavia, and that the differences between the
257
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outward appearance of cemeteries in different areas were most considerable, these
cemeteries must have been a cultural feature that certainly socialized the inhabited
landscapes. A traveler passing through different areas must have been able to
perceive the cultural differences clearly.258
While the cemeteries of Iceland were not quite as “densely situated in well-populated
small settlement areas,” their mounds did “socialize the inhabited landscape,” preserving
the community's bodies and stories within the landscape that they considered their own so
that the identity of the community and the landscape become inextricably bound
together.259 Further, the differences between the communities and their shapings of their
landscapes are as important, if not more important, than their similarities.
It is in these unique particularities that the mounds most fully present communal and
individual identities. The construction of these mounds and the infusion of memory into
landscape transform the desolate countryside into social space—that is, enmeshing the
space into a network of relationships between humans and their communities, and, more
specifically, particular human memories as well. As Henri LeFebvre explains,
“Social space contains a great diversity of objects, both natural and social, including
the networks and pathways which facilitate the exchange of material things and
information. Such ‘objects’ are thus not only things but also relations. As objects,
they possess discernible peculiarities, contour and form. Social labour transforms
them, rearranging their positions within spatio-temporal configurations without
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necessarily affecting their materiality, their natural state (as in the case, for instance,
of an island, gulf, river or mountain.”260
Each mound is constructed for a specific person out of the unique soil and rocks which
were convenient to it and containing an individual body within it, possessing “discernible
peculiarities” that prevent any mound from being interchangeable with another. The
construction of the mound “engenders and fashions” its space, each body within each
mound still enmeshed in its relationships to the living who construct the mound, within
what had been empty natural space. In so doing, this space also becomes locked into a
narrative and geographic network as well, part of Landnámabók's outlining of the
property settled by the individuals who developed Iceland into a nation. For example,
Einar’s mound, to be discussed below, is always green and could thus always clearly
identified as his. However, these spaces do not lose their naturalness, either—each space
is a unique existence shaped by both the Icelandic community and the Icelandic
landscape as well as the community and landscape's relationship to each other.
These mounds were simultaneously significant and commonplace in the Icelandic
landscape and could in theory be erected nearly anywhere. When Hrafnkel kills Eyvindr
for his forbidden ride on Freyfaxi, he buries him right where he falls. The slaying was not
a secret and there was no need to hide the body, and while Eyvindr’s family is
understandably furious, they do not dispute the burial site or move Eyvindr’s remains.261
There was no requirement that the dead be carefully contained within the sacred ground
of a holy site like a church, nor, with the exception of potentially dangerous figures who
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could not be counted on the rest quietly, were they expected to be buried far from the
living community. As recorded in Landnámabók, most are buried near their homes or, if
they died violently, on the place where they are killed.262 Some were reportedly even
buried within their houses. 263 While the barrows of Anglo-Saxon literature, such as
dragon-haunted one in Beowulf or Guthlac's demon-infested hermitage, are portrayed as
sites for evil and terror to be shunned by the living, especially Christians, the majority of
mounds in Icelandic literature have no such association. Instead, within the saga accounts
they are treated as public spaces significant to the identity of the community to which
they belong. 264 After all, if the mounds were intended to be private spaces segregated
from the living, how would Gunnar share his posthumous self-eulogy in the moonlight
with all who pass by? The dead in the sagas continue to tell their stories to the living long
after they are buried, whether directly—in the form of aftergoers—or indirectly, through
the memories attached to their mounds.
Unlike other landmarks mentioned in Landnámabók to mark the division of the
landscape among settlers—the glaciers, rivers, valleys and mountains—memorial sites
such as mounds and barrows are manmade, deliberately raised on the landscape for a
specific purpose. They mark not only space but story—stories that, unlike those barrows
punctuating the English landscape of the Beowulf audience in Chapter One, are known to
the living. As Landnámabók illustrates, these stories associated with the barrows are both
Davidson, Road to Hel 37 
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the stories of the construction of the barrows and the stories of the ones who are interred
within them. Perhaps the living audience can even claim kinship to those who constructed
them or interred within them, so that these mounds continue to serve as active sites of
communal memory. Thus the landscape has been and continues to be shaped by the
known community, not by ancient myths. Aaron Gurevich has shown how the mutuality
of the relationship between the landscape and its inhabitants as understood by Northern
Germanic cultures shapes both:
Man thought of himself as an integral part of the world. This relationship with
nature can be described as magical. In the magical system of thought and action,
nature was not thought to be external in relation to man; it was comprehended as an
all-embracing, living element, permeated with deep, mysterious power. Man was
included in this element. His interrelation with nature was so intensive and thorough
that he could not look at it from without; he was inside it.265
The sagas portray the relationship between the Icelanders and their landscape as so
intimate that their effects on one another define one another. Though the mounds
mentioned above are the most common mark of interactions of the settler community
with the landscape, sometimes the landscape takes the active role in their interactions.
The prominence, both physical and metaphysical, of burial mounds, means that they
play a significant role in the definition of the Icelandic landscape and the relationship of
the Icelanders to that landscape. Landnámabók is punctuated by the mounds of the
characters who populate both the text and the landscape. While the mounds of the sagas
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of Icelanders do not, at first, seem to have the same metaphysical significance, they
remain foundational to the story, sources of direction and demarcation of the landscape
and the characters. Just as early English land charters used ancient barrows to mark out
the boundaries and to define the shape of the geography they describe, the more recently
constructed mounds and barrows in Iceland were also used to define ownership of land
claims. However, their function was not limited to marking mere geographical
boundaries. These constructions and their role in defining the shape of the landscape were
absorbed into a larger project to define the national identity of Icelanders.
The bodies buried in the landscape are the most clear and common means of uniting
Icelanders and Iceland. However, the use of the bodies of the dead to give form to the
landscape is not limited to simply demarcating physical geography. They perform a vital
role in interring the communal memories and values of the Icelanders into the landscape
they inhabit. Moreover, though barrows and mounds are the known as sites for communal
memory, those same stories are still recorded in the sagas, a matrix of story binding
landscape, body, and text together. After all, the pragmatic Landnámabók is not the only
Icelandic text that participates in this project of shaping the Icelanders and their
relationship with the landscape that defines them—but it is the most explicit in its
concern with defining the origins of the Icelanders and the shape of their landscape and
the one that establishes the pattern for the rest of the sagas.
The mounds of Landnámabók are anchors, binding the settlers and their stories to
their new land and defining the locations of their settlements according to the bodies
entrusted to that landscape. A settler named Kalman, for example,
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nam hann land fyrir vestan Hvítá á milli ok Fljóta, Kalmanstungu alla, ok svá allt
austr undir j۠kla sem grös eru vaxin, ok bjó í Kalmanstungu. Hann druknaði í Hvítá
er hann hafði farit suðr í hraun at hitta friðlu sína, ok er haugr hans á Hvítárbakka
fyrir sunnan.266
The presence of the mound identifies both the vast sweep of his lands and stands as a
placeholder and memorial site for that story.
Many of the mounds mentioned in Landnámabók are similar to Kalman's, in that they
identify the kinship lines with which a given portion of the landscape is associated while
at the same time hinting at a saga's worth of narrative contained within that mound. For
example, after learning the name, property bounds, and descendants of Grímr, the readers
are told about his grandson, “er kallaðr var Stafngrímr. Hann bjó á Stafngrímsst۠ðum. Þar
gagnvart fyrir norðan Hvítá við sjálfa ána er haugr hans; þar var hann veginn.”267 There is
no information given about who kills Prow-Grim or why or in what way—the assumption
seems to be that the reader is already familiar with this information, and the mound
serves as a placeholder for that narrative, binding the story of Stafngrímr’s killing with
the location in which he lived, died, and was buried.
By marking the land and containing a name and body, graves and mounds become a
text themselves, containing unwritten narratives of murder, magic, and paganism, with
Landnámabók serving as a reading guide for an audience who presumably also knows the
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stories and references. Further, some of the bodies mark the human interaction with the
landscape in even more complex ways. In one interesting case described in Landnámabók,
a settler establishes his home on the place where his father's floating coffin comes ashore
and is interred in a rock cairn. The decision to settle there is in response both to the
father's directions to do so and the son's own observation that the land where the father is
buried is suitable for a farmstead.268 The will of the body and the shape of the landscape
coincide, the prophetic and the pragmatic, and on the point where they intersect, a farm is
established. Sometimes the presence of the dead has other, subtler effects on the
landscape as well, such as Einar’s perpetually green mound near his father’s, as
mentioned above, which seems to indicate the landscape’s approval of him, without the
text giving any specific indications as to why this might be the case.269 Once more, the
narrative of the mounds as recorded in the text is tantalizing and incomplete—the text
refuses to stand alone as a narrative, directing the readers towards the original, and likely
familiar, communal memories of those who had first settled Iceland, now situated in the
mounds themselves.
While Landnámabók is concerned with defining Icelandic identity through the bodies
of those who have positively shaped Iceland into the nation known to the audience,
Grettis saga (c. 1320) takes the opposite approach, defining the Icelanders against those
on the outside. Grettir, the hero of the narrative, is the quintessential Icelandic outlaw. As
his saga proudly proclaims, according to Sturla l۠gmaðr “at engi sekr maðr þykkir honum
jafnmikill fyrir sér hafa verit sem Grettir in sterki,”270 and several versions conclude with,
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“Lýkr hér s۠gu Grettis Ásmundarsonar, várs samlandi,”271 that is, “our countryman,”
belonging to the same land as the audience. Foreigners are called “(útlendir) outlanders,”
but Grettir is a “same-lander.” This move identifies the speaker and the audience with
Grettir by way of their shared membership in the Icelandic community, And what has
Grettir accomplished that makes him so superlative an Icelander? According to Sturla
l۠gmaðr, one of the primary reasons for Grettir’s greatness is that “hann var sterkastr á
landinu sinna jafnaldra ok meir lagðr til at koma af aptrg۠ngum ok reimleikum en aðrir
menn.”272 In other words, this story by which Icelanders measure themselves is defined in
part by his interactions with the aftergoers—the undead, liminal beings who tap-dance
along the supposedly-strict boundary between life and death.
These early adventures that establish him as Grettir the Strong—rather than Grettir
the obnoxious punk—are closely associated with those who dwell in the mounds and
barrows that shape the landscape. Grettir’s heroism is based, at least in part, on his ability
to control and suppress those who dwell within the landscape who have gone off the rails,
and force them to submit to their absorption into the landscape. Significantly, these
particular dead over whom he triumphs are also non-Icelanders—outlanders. Grettir is
thus not only the strongest in Iceland but strong enough to overcome even the monstrous
undead Other.
In one of his earliest adventures after reaching adulthood, he encounters Kár on an
island off the coast of Norway.
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“Þar á nesinu stendr haugr,” segir Auðunn, “en þar var í lagðr Kárr inn gamli, faðir
Þorfinns;

attu þeir feðgar fyrst eitt bóndaból í eyjunni, en síðan Kárr dó, hefir hann

svá aptr gengit, at hann hefir eytt at nú á brott øllum bóndum þeim, er hér áttu jarðir,
svá at nú á Þorfinnr einn alla eyna, ok engum verðr þeim mein at þessu, er Þorfinnr
heldr hendi yfir.”273
Grave robbing and mounds with possessive guardians are not uncommon features of the
sagas, though as in Grettis Saga, these mounds are typically located in Norway, not
Iceland.274 Apparently, even given the Icelandic propensity for corpses that refuse to lay
quietly, hanging out in a mound guarding treasure is treated as a distinctly un-Icelandic
behavior. Thus Grettir the Icelander, countryman of the author and audience, triumphs
over a Norwegian corpse and mound, presenting the first hints of his future greatness.275
Afterwards, Þorfinnr remarks to Grettir that “en sýna skaltu n۠kkut áðr, þat er frægð
þykki í vera,” that is, demonstrate that this first victory is not a fluke, “en ek gefa þér
saxit”276 which Grettir had taken from the mound.
Conveniently enough, within the next couple pages Grettir does just that, saving
Þorfinnr's wife, daughter, and wealth from a couple of berserkers and their companions.
These episodes are significant in establishing the promise of Grettir's greatness and status
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as Icelander par excellence. His second, more famous, encounter with a draugr is also
against a foreigner—this time, Glámr the Swede. While Grettir certainly has other
adventures after these early draugr-suppressing battles, for better or worse (mostly for
worse), the consequences of these battles remain with him for the rest of his life.
One consequence of his fight with Glámr will be horrifically bad luck that places him
literally outside the bounds of the law as an “outlaw,” with no legal protection and as
prone to being “rightfully” killed as any of the monsters he defeats.277 Yet, as will be
discussed below, the fight against Glámr reflects another facet of Icelandic identity—the
conflict between their Christian and pagan faith traditions.
Faith
There are hints about pre-Christian or non-Christian cultural practices within many of the
sagas. Landnámabók’s brief account of the life and death of a man named Kalman,
discussed above, is followed by a similarly brief account of the quarrels of his
descendants over the landscape associated with their family, including the very odd detail
that the Hvítá River changes course to favor the possession of a grandson, Bjarni, who
converts to Christianity. Here the text gives a rather different example of how the
presence of the settlers and their individual decisions have a direct impact on the shape of
the landscape. While this sort of geographic transformation is unusual, it is the exception
277
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that proves the rule: while the settlers are defined by their landscape, the landscape is also
defined by its settlers. The decisions of Bjarni to convert and of the Hvitá River to
support that conversion result in a new division of property. Bjarni’s conversion takes
place long before Iceland’s official conversion, but acts as foreshadowing for what the
readers knew would come within a few generations, along with indication of the
geographic support for such a conversion.
Another settler’s son, Þórarin korni, “var hamrammr mj۠k ok liggr í Kornahaugi.”278
Regarding another settler, readers learn that “[þ]eir Sel-Þórir frændr hinir heiðnu dó í
Þórisbj۠rg” perhaps an oblique suggestion about pagan funerary rituals defunct by the
time of the composition.279 Ásmundr in his mound marks an even more detailed narrative
about funerary rituals and their rationales—
Ásmundr var heygðr þar ok í skip lagðr ok þræll hans með honum, sá er sér banaði
sjálfr og vildi eigi lifa eptir Ásmund; hann var lagðr í annan stafn skipsins. Litlu síðar
dreymði Þóru, at Ásmundr sagði sér mein at þrælnum. Þar heitir Ásmundarleiði, er
hann er heygðr. Vísa þessi var heyrð í haug hans:
Einn byggvik st۠ð steina—
Eptir þat var leitat til haugsins ok var þrællinn tekinn ór skipinu.280
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Ásmundr’s ship-burial and the account recording in the text preserve the cultural
knowledge of this particular set of rituals, particularly by noting the inadequacy of this
unique burial through the voice of the dead man, who tells his own story through his
mound, a story recorded in the text.
While Landnámabók and most of the sagas describe the time before conversion, the
extant versions were composed afterwards, and they frequently complicate what Gísli
Sigurðsson termed “[o]ne of the main received frameworks for our reception and
interpretation of the medieval texts”—“the scholarly obsession with the binary opposition
Pagan/Christian.”281 Gísli includes all medieval texts in this questionable framework, but
is particularly concerned with Icelandic texts from the twelfth to fourteenth centuries
such as the sagas. The Icelanders had been exposed to Christianity, at least to an extent,
since the eighth century while still in Norway, and converted as a nation in the year 1000.
However, this conversion was limited to public displays of faith—pagan rituals carried
out in secret were still legal, as well as infanticide and the consumption of horsemeat.282
Scandinavian conversion, and Icelandic conversion in particular, were primarily political
moves, intended to cement their position within the broader Continental sphere.283 Even
after Christianity was securely established in Iceland, local practices varied dramatically
from the rest of the Catholic Church—until the reforms of Þorlákr Þórhallsson in the
twelfth century, for example, it was common for clergy to be married.284
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In Grettis Saga the Icelandic Christianity portrayed in the text is eager to distinguish
itself from paganism. Even Grettir, who becomes a marginalized figure outside the
boundaries of the community never transgresses the boundaries of his Christian faith, an
identification that keeps him within the community in spite of their best efforts to get rid
of him. Grettir is portrayed as the superlative Icelander of Icelanders, whose story helps
define Icelandic identity. Thus, Grettir must also be affiliated with Christian identity and
community as well.
Meanwhile, although Glámr is described as a heathen he never actually does anything
specifically pagan—he is primarily defined as anti-Christian. Like Grettir, when Glámr is
introduced in the narrative, he has a reputation as someone who can deal with
“meinvættr” (threatening presences) as Skapti Þóroddson succinctly describes the
haunting tormenting Þórhallr's farm, Þórhallsstaðir. Þórhallr hires Glámr to take care of
his livestock on Skapti's recommendation, since the haunting has driven away all his help.
He's from Sweden, “stirfinn ok viðskotaillr; ۠llum var hann hvimleiðr,” and stubbornly
refuses to attend the church at Þorhallstaðir or participate in any Christian rites because
he “hann var ós۠ngvinn ok trúlauss,”285 As a foreigner and self-described heathen, he is
an outsider who relishes and even celebrates his alienation from others. Like the stubborn
and troublemaking Grettir, the anti-social Glámr seems to have an affinity for those
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monsters,286 and for months he works without apparently being disturbed by the haunting.
That is, until Christmas Eve.
On that day, Glámr snaps at Þórhallr's wife when she reminds him that Christians are
supposed to be fasting until Christmas day, takes his food and goes out into the snow.
Glámr never returns. Instead, his body is discovered the next morning, “blár sem hel, en
digr sem naut.”287 Nearby are massive bloodstained footprints that disappear into the
rocks at the end of the valley. The haunting, whatever it was, never returns and
presumably dies from the injuries sustained in the fight with Glámr. However, Glámr's
affinity for monsters remains so strong that after he is killed by one, he becomes a
haunting himself. More specifically, he becomes a different kind of monster, a
troublesome member of the undead known as a draugr. Due to the narrative’s emphasis
on Glámr’s irreligiosity and especially his violation of a holy season at the time of his
death, it appears that his final marginalization—his transformation into an undead
monster—is due to his paganism, and his initial postmortem behavior bears this out.
The first sign of trouble is when his body resists the efforts of the living to bring it
into any kind of association with a church burial. At first, the search party's inability to
move his body past the edge of the nearby gully could be attributed to the repulsiveness
of his corpse, for “[þ]eim bauð af honum óþekkð mikla, ok hraus þeim mj۠k hugr við
honum.”288 However, it becomes clear that the recalcitrance of the corpse is unnatural
when the next day even draft horses cannot drag it more than a little distance.289 The next
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day, when they are accompanied by a priest, the body is nowhere to be seen. It is only
after the priest is gone that the body reappears, so they finally give up trying to drag him
to church and just bury him under a stone cairn.
As part of his identification as an extreme outsider, he demands to be interred not
only outside the church, but as far from the community as possible, deep in the wild. His
postmortem behavior embraces the isolation of the restless dead, insisting on the
impromptu rocky cairn usually reserved for the troublesome (as opposed to the more
carefully and deliberately constructed mound).290 This wild space, in which chaotic
monsters like the now-unhuman Glámr dwelled, is the uncontrollable útangarður, the
space outside the civilized innangarður of law-abiding humans. Just as Glámr has
previous been one of the útlendir men, outside the bounds of the Icelandic geographic
and cultural bounds, he is now also outside the bounds of the human landscape and
influence as well. Like a criminal, he is buried far outside community boundaries, and
instead of a grave in a churchyard or even a mound like most pre-Christian Icelanders
were given, he is covered with a pile of rocks.
The church lands that he so stubbornly avoids were sacred spaces in Iceland,
characteristically immune from “outside aggressions” and generally inviolable.291
However, they were also centers of “wealth and social control,” sites of earthly power
and Christian community,292 which a determined outsider like Glámr may have resented.
His refusal to be implicated in that power center is understandable, especially since his
refusal to participate in the Christmas fasting restrictions have already shown his
See Davidson, Road to Hel 37.
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292
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intention to rebel against the church's boundaries. Finally, his battle with the monster
occurs within the sacred temporal space of Christmas, a time which, like the church land,
is supposed to be free of violence and other aggressions. This boundary violation is part
of the reason for his transformation from human to monster—the violation of one set of
boundaries (the religious restrictions around eating and violence during Christmas) leads
to the violation of the boundaries between life and death and human and monster.
The author of Grettis Saga later shows familiarity with the hagiographic genre,
wrapping up the saga with Grettir’s kinsman, Þorsteinn drómundr, and his wife Spes,
giving away their wealth and becoming anchorites in Rome.293 Strikingly, Glámr's early
postmortem shenanigans identifying him as one of those troublesome dead are similar to
a behavior common in hagiographies, in which saints participate in the relocations of
their remains. St. Edmund of Bury, for example, reveals the location of his head after his
decapitation by calling out to the searchers. Glámr’s deliberate concealment from the
priest reverses this—while St. Edmund is determined to be found and brought into a
church, Glámr is determined to do the opposite. Furthermore, in some translationes—
accounts of the relocations of saintly relics, relics were often described as refusing to be
moved until certain requirements were met by those doing the relocation. One of the
ways in which they could accomplish this was by changing their weight in order to either
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help or hinder the relocation.294 When the bishop of London attempts to move St.
Edmund of Bury mentioned earlier from Bury to Poulis, his body becomes “as fyx as a
gret hill off ston.”295 Glámr, then, is a kind of anti-saint, whose sacrilegious behavior
mirrors that of the sacred, further defying the sacred boundaries he had flouted in life.
Like the saints Glámr parodies, even after getting the burial he apparently wants,
Glámr continues to involve himself with the living community. But instead of showering
the community he loves with blessings, his resentment towards that community,
previously limited to sour grumbling, is now unrestrained. Not long afterwards Glámr
reappears, riding the house and generally terrifying everyone in the area. On Christmas
Eve, he fulfills the role of the monster he himself had destroyed when he kills Þorgautr,
who Þórhallr had hired to replace him after his death. So once more, Þórhallr must try to
find another monster killer—this time one who will not fall prey to his own affinity for
monstrosity.
Then Grettir arrives, who like Glámr is grumpy and independent yet, significantly,
not a foreigner or a pagan. He’s heard about the Glámr situation, and though he was
warned by his uncle that it’s better to stick with “mennskir menn”—human-humanbeings—he goes for it anyway, because he’s Grettir.296 Fortunately for Grettir, he has a
number of advantages when dealing with monsters that Glámr did not have. As the saga
author says, Grettir is “várs samlandi”—an inhabitant of the same land as Þórhallr and
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the audience and, even more significantly, a practitioner of the same faith as well. While
Glámr refuses to fast for Christmas Eve, right before his death, Grettir fasts for Lent even
while staying with the giant Þórir and his daughters.297 Then, on Christmas Eve he carries
a lady and her daughter across an icy flooded river so that they can get to church.298
Thus, this continued connection with the community through a shared Christian faith
may be why Grettir succeeds where Glámr fails. After defeating Glámr in an extended
wrestling match that destroys much of the house, Grettir and Þórhallr burn the corpse to
ashes, put them in a bag, and bury them “sem sízt váru fjárhagar eða mannavegir”—that
is, as far outside the community as they can.299 Glámr’s Otherness—as not only a
monster but also as a pagan and a foreigner—must be eradicated from the text.
Yet the dangerous influence of Glámr and the pagan beliefs he represents remains
even after this supposed eradication. While Grettir certainly has other adventures after
this early battle, including defeating a number of other monsters, the consequences of his
victory over Glámr remain with him for the rest of his life. Before dying, Glámr curses
him:
Þú hefir frægr orðit hér til af verkum þínum, en heðan af munu falla til þín sekðir ok
vígaferli, en flest ۠ll verk þín snúask þér til ógæfu ok hamingjuleysis.Þú munt verða
útlægr g۠rr ok hljóta jafnan úti at búa einn samt. Þá legg ek þat á við þik, at þessi
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augu sé þér jafnan fyrfir sjónum, sem ek ber eptir, ok mun þér þá erfitt þykkja einum
at vera, ok þat mun þér til dauða draga.300
After Grettir’s bad luck leads to him being outlawed, his fear of the dark precludes him
from hiding alone because he requires the companionship of others, even potential
traitors. Glámr’s curse ultimately leads to Grettir’s death due to pagan witchcraft—the
only way his enemies finally kill him is by sending a piece of driftwood, cursed by a
witch who maintains pagan practices, to the island where he is hiding. While he’s
chopping the driftwood for a fire, the ax slips and cuts his leg very badly, which becomes
infected. Even deathly ill from an infection that would have probably killed him
eventually, it still takes a large group to finally overcome Grettir. And after his death, his
revenant-killing narrative becomes Þorsteinn and Spes’ romantic comedy, which ends in
prayer in their cells in Rome—a final, decisive victory over the pagan threat within the
narrative.
Yet the paganism in the narrative of Grettis Saga remains dangerously potent—as the
author notes, Glámr’s eyes are still seen gleaming in the dark—“þat er haft síðan fyrir
orðtœki, at þeim ljái Glámr augna eða gefi glámsýni, er mj۠k sýnisk annan veg en er,”301
a reminder to the audience to remain faithful or risk losing their lives, and worse yet, their
humanity.
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Njáls saga, on the other hand, takes a more nuanced perspective on these
intersections between faith traditions. Composed around 1280, it is both older than
Grettis Saga and more conflicted about Iceland’s Christian identity. When Njáll appears
in Landnámabók, the account of his life is brief:
Þórólfr, bróðir Ásgerðar laungetinn, nam land at ráði hennar fyrir vestan Fljót,
Þórólfsfell á milli Deildará tveggja ok bjó í Þórólfsfelli. Hann fœddi þar Þorgeir
gollni, son Ásgerðar, er þar bjó síðan. Hans son var Njál, er inni var brendr.302
The entire story and his character are defined briefly by Njáll's means of death. Yet by
the time this saga was written—and it is believed to be one of the later sagas--the
narratives of Icelandic national identity had become more troubled and less idealistic, and
the story of Njáll has become a massive epic that some scholars believe grew to engulf
multiple older sagas into a single narrative. Theodore Anderson argues that this saga
author ought to be considered “less as the master architect perfecting inherited forms than
as the satirist and caricaturist who holds these forms up to a searching gaze, revealing
what is doubtful and even fraudulent about the older convenctions.”303 While I would
agree that Njáls Saga is questioning the saga forms as received, I would qualify that by
noting that satire often serves as a more realistic portrayal of actual cultural and narrtive
values by pitting them against the satirized psuedo-values. This saga presents characters
supposedly holding distinct religious values and who are described as being noble and
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heroic, but whose behaviors often follow a different set of values that the saga author
reveals as the actual virtues of a saga character.304
The many dead in this narrative, which includes but is not limited to Gunnar and Njáll,
represent both Christianity and paganism, and virtue is not limited to one or the other. In
fact, none of the characters are paragons of virtue. Instead, these two faith traditions
speak together about the shared values that reveal the priorities of the nation, at least
insofar as those priorities are constructed in the narratives to which Njáls saga is
responding. These values are in direct contrast to the actions of the arsonists who kill
Njáll and his family and who are condemned by dead representatives of Christianity and
paganism. Both Gunnar, buried in a mound according to the Norse pagan tradition, and
Njáll and his kin, buried in the churchyard, equally represent Icelandic values of suitable
retribution while questioning the power of religious faith to influence morality.
The dead in Njáls saga are more clearly communicative than those in Landnámabók.
While the bodies in Landnámabók primarily serve as signs marking stories, the bodies in
Njáls saga tell their own stories from their graves, interacting with the living and
influencing the narrative. From within his mound, the slain Gunnar Hámundarson is
several times seen cheerfully reciting poetry in the moonlight. Skarpheðinn and H۠gni
see him and listen to his verse, which is spoken so loudly they can't avoid hearing it, as
though Gunnar means it for them.
Mælti d۠gglu deilir,
dáðum rakkr, sá er háði
304
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bjartr með beztu hjarta
benr۠gn, faðir H۠gna:
Heldr kvask hjálmi faldinn
hj۠rþilju sjá vilja
vættidraugr en vægja,
val-Freyju stafr, deyja—
ok val-Freyju stafr deyja305
While on the surface, the poem is simply a self-eulogy praising Gunnar's own heroism,
Skarpheðinn reads a second meaning in it as well, asserting that this was indeed a
message for him and H۠gni. “‘Mikit er um fyrirburði slíka’, segir Skarpheðinn, ‘er hann
sjálfr vitrask okkr, at hann vildi heldr deyja en vægja fyrir óvinum sínum, ok kenndi hann
okkr þau ráð’.”306
His companion, H۠gni, needs no more hints as to what Gunnar expects of them.
Instead, he only asks for Skarpheðinn's assistance with the obvious choice, to which
Skarpheðinn gladly agrees. “‘Engu mun ek til leiðar koma,’ segi H۠gni, ‘nema þú vilir
mér at veita.’ Skarpheðinn mælti: ‘Nú skal ek þat muna, hversu Gunnari fór eptir víg
sigmundar, frænda yðvars’.”307 Although others had heard Gunnar reciting poetry, they
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are the only ones for whom the actual words of the poem are significant, suggesting that
the poem is indeed intended for them.
The morning after the burning of Njáll and his family, the arsonists learn that Kari
S۠lmundarson escape the fire, and realize to their dismay that he will certainly come after
them all to avenge the deaths of his kin. Móðólfr Ketilsson composes a verse about the
burning of Njáll, bragging that the murder of the hero H۠skuldr has been paid for, but is
shot down by Flosi, who despondently asserts that they will have to find something else
to boast about than burning Njáll, “‘því at þat er engi frami’.”308 In a society driven by
honor, the recognition that their deed will cause them to lose glory rather than gain it is
particularly grim. They contemplate the wreckage of the house and the bodies contained
within it, considering their likely fate at Kari's hand. Glúmr Hildisson then wonders aloud
if Skarpheðinn is dead yet. The others assure him that he must have been dead for some
time by now. And on cue, Skarpheðinn's voice comes from the fire, speaking lines to
commemorate his own death.
Mundit mellu kindar
miðjungs brúar Iðja
Gunnr um geira sennu
galdrs bráregni halda
er hrstykkins hlakka
hraustr síns vinir minu
tryggvi ek ó ð ok eggjar
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undgengin spj۠r dunðu.309
Skarpheðinn's posthumous poem echoes the one he had heard Gunnar speaking in his
mound, and thanks to the interpretation of Gunnar's poem he gave earlier, this parallel
suggests that it carries the same significance as Gunnar's. Like Gunnar, Skarpheðinn
frames himself as the hero slain in battle, punctuating the arsonists' lack of glory with his
own heroism. And like Gunnar, Skarpheðinn's poem becomes a call for vengeance. This
is the last straw for the increasingly despairing Flosi and his companions.
Grani Gunarsson mælti: “Hvárt mun Skarpheðinn hafa kveðit vísu þessa lífs

eða

dauðr? ” “Engum getum mun ek um þat leiða,” segir Flosi. “Leita vilju vér,” segir
Grani, “Skarpheðins eða annarra manna, þeira er hér hafa inni brunnit.” “Eigi skal
þat,” segir Flosi, “ok eru slíkt

heimskir menn sem þú ert, þar sem menn munu

safna liði um all heraðit. Mun s á allr einn, er nú á dvalar ok þá mun verða svá hræddr,
at eigi mun vita, hvert hlaupa skal, ok er þat mitt ráð, at vér ríðum í braut allir sem
skjótast.”310
The dead are not as dead as they seem—Skarpheðinn is still speaking from his
entombment within the smoldering house, a sign which drives home the reality that his
supposedly-also-deceased brother-in-law Kári is still alive. Worse yet for Flosi and his
companions, while they have lost honor through their treacherous burning of the house,
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Kári and Skarpheðinn—the living, speaking dead who have, somehow and in different
ways, survived the treachery—are heroes who have acquitted themselves honorably in
battle and who are therefore more than capable of bringing vengeance down on the
arsonists.311 In effect, through Skarpheðinn's verse, the arsonists discover they have
already lost.
Njáll’s body also accuses the arsonists, though more subtly. Before his death he, his
wife Bergþóra, and their grandson—Kári’s son Þórðrrd—go to bed in the now-burning
house and “signdu þau sik bæði ok sveinnin ok fálu ۠nd sína guði á hendi ok mæltu þat
siðast, svá at menn heyrði.”312 When Hjalti, Kári, and their companions return to the
burned-out house to recover the bodies, they lift up the hide that had covered these three
and discover that not only are the bodies almost completely untouched, but Njál’s body,
as Hjalti says, “‘sýnisk mér svá bjartr, at ek hefi engan dauðs manns líkama sét
jafnbjartan’.”313
Skarpeðinn’s corpse is similarly marked by his virtue in opposition to the
dishonorable arsonists—
Hann hafði lagit hendr sínar í kross ok á ofan ina hœgri, en tvá díla fundu þeir
á honum, annan meðal herðanna, en annan á brjóstinu, ok car hvárrtveggi brenndr í
kross, ok ætluðu menn, at hann mundi sik sj á lfr brennt hafa.314
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Skarpeðinn’s identification as Christian is read by those who find his body as a more
deliberate decision than Njál’s seemingly unselfconscious saintliness, like his ominous
postmortem poetry—he uses his Christianity even at the end as a weapon against the
arsonists.315 All the bodies found in the burned house are taken to the church and buried
there. These hagiograph-ish descriptions of the dead frame them as holy martyrs in the
midst of an infamously ugly bloodfeud.316 Yet they are sacrificed not in the name of
peace, but honor—the messiness and violence of the feud is not condemned by either the
narrative or the noble victims like Njáll—only the cowardly, dishonorable burning itself.
Skarpeðinn, after all, is able to have committed acts of incredible violence in the course
of his participation in the feud while still dying marked with the cross, and Njáll has
engaged in all kinds of legal shenanigans in an effort to dominate the conflict.317
And these sacred signs found on the dead inspire the living only to greater violence.
When the news is brought to Njáll’s foster son, Þorhallr, he first collapses, then declares
that he “hefnda þessa á þeim, er hann brenndu inni, er nú hefir mik hent,” rather than be
considered a coward for his collapse.318 No one seems to notice the conflict between the
Christian command to “turn the other cheek” and the violent revenge that Kári and his
allies take on the arsonists. Njáll et al are clearly marked as Christians, while defining
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Christian virtue as a strict honor code rather than by the Beattitudes—“blessed are the
peacemakers.” Rather, “blessed are those who fight you face to face instead of burning
you in your house at night.”
While the Iceland of Njáls Saga is Christian, it is a distinctly Icelandic Christianity,
retaining cultural patterns that allow both Christians like Njáll and pagans like Gunnar to
participate equally. At the same time, it reveals cynicism about these patterns, which are
derived from generations of earlier, more enthusiastic and idealistic, even patriotic, saga
narratives.319 Yet in all these narratives, the corpses generated by the conflicts between
the characters who inhabit the texts and the Icelandic landscape become the points at
which faith traditions and values, human relationships, and landscape intersect, and the
ways the living Icelanders engage with the corpses in their texts reveal the elements out
of which they construct and critique their identity as a young nation.
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CHAPTER 4. MIRRORING MASCULINITIES: TRANSFORMATIVE FEMALE
CORPSES IN MALORY’S MORTE DARTHUR

Sir Thomas Malory’s Morte Darthur explores the nature of knighthood, creating a
chivalric community in which the ideals of chivalry can be tested to their fullest extent.
Yet this chivalric community and its members are shown by the narrative to be, as
Kenneth Hodges describes it, “noble but fatally flawed, fatally unstable,”320 and Dorsey
Armstrong has showed that the very definition of chivalry given by Malory near the dawn
of Arthur’s court, the Pentecostal Oath, has set the stage for its ultimate collapse.321 One
of the most interesting mechanisms by which the chivalric paradigm is subverted is the
corpse. The failures of the chivalric community leave many dead, and their corpses have
ways of punishing those responsible for their deaths and disrupting the system that
allowed those deaths.322 The dead in the Morte have a wonderful ability to insinuate
themselves into the narratives of those responsible for their deaths, and disrupt both the
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stories and the chivalric identities built on those stories. By the end of the text the
chivalric community must share the narrative with a newly-formed spiritual community,
comprised of former pillars of the chivalric community, so that the two communities must
exist in tension with each other. I argue that this extended narrative is mirrored in the
briefer narratives of Sir Pedivere’s Wife and Sir Percival’s Sister, 323 whose bodies
function as symbols prefiguring this broader transformation within a number of the
knights who make up the chivalric community. As the corpses of ladies slain within a
community that explicitly requires the men within it to protect those same ladies, their
bodies are especially shocking, even within a text piled with dead knights. When Sir
Pedivere murders his wife, her corpse functions as a penitential garment like a hair shirt
that summons him out of the chivalric community. Sir Percival’s Sister loses her life to a
custom of the castle and spends months floating on a barge ferrying Lancelot on the Grail
Quest and subverting his original dedication to the secular chivalric community.
These stories each function as what Kateryna Rudnytzky Schray terms a ǥplot in
miniature,’ that is, as single episodes that serve to map out the broader plot of the text in
which it is situated.324 By looking at these miniature narratives, we can see the ways in
which the bodies of these two women, who both lose their lives due to the expectations of
the chivalric community, become a call for an alternate community in which the
behaviors that cause their deaths will no longer be accepted. Their deaths signal the
failures of the original community, but their bodies indicate a new, redemptive path. The
323
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narratives of the knights who encounter these bodies follow a pattern of failure, in which
the corpse critiques the knight’s behavior and the code that has enforced it; penance, in
which the corpse enacts some kind of discipline or punishment against the knight; and
ultimately repentance and transformation, as the knight takes on a new role in a new
community distinct from the demands of the chivalric community.325
Corpses and Community
Before discussing the bodies of Pedivere’s Wife and Percival’s Sister, however, some setup is necessary. Their bodies cannot be read in isolation, as though their significance is
self-evident and stands alone without reference to the other narratives in the text. Rather,
their fullest significance only appears when they each are read as the climax of a building
repetition of the same symbol within the other, otherwise unrelated, narratives that
comprise the bulk of Malory’s text.326
This chapter not only expands on the significance of these symbolic corpses but also
first contextualizes them alongside knightly corpses, then further defines them into two
symbolic types—the decapitated lady and the floating lady—in order to fully analyze
their distinct yet related functions.327 The decapitated ladies introduce and develop the
325
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concept that the corpse of a lady, whose death was caused by a knight dedicated to the
service of ladies, indicates a profound rupture between the real and ideal within the
text.328 The floating ladies appear later in the text, and build on the significance of the
decapitated ladies by implicating the entire community of knights in their deaths. These
two types, who for the majority of the text are all firmly established within the chivalric
community, are followed through the text to their respective fulfillments in the form of
Pedivere’s Wife and Percival’s Sister. These two shift the narrative from its singleminded focus on the chivalric community to a broader vision encompassing two
communities held in tension by the text—the chivalric and spiritual communities.
However, if one were to draw a Venn diagram of these two communities, there would
be extensive overlap. After the collapse of the Round Table and the death of Arthur in the
war with Mordred, a straggle of survivors form a small spiritual community headed by
Sir Lancelot. After his death, four of them go on to the Holy Land and set up lands for
themselves and battle enemies there, the way they had in England when they were
members of the Round Table. The difference is that now these battles are “upon
myscreantes or Turkes”—that is, for moral or religious reasons, and in the end “they died
upon a Good Fryday for Goddes sake,” rather than for the sake of Arthur or their own
“worship.”
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Saint Graal) have this alternate vision seize authority over the chivalric community.330
Martin B. Shichtman observes that the Queste “suggests that if knights would abandon
their corrupt ways and allow themselves to be directed by the [Cistercian] order’s
principles, they could begin to participate in the process of salvation” because of the
religious community’s concern over the perceived violence and decadence of the
chivalric community.331 However, Malory allows them to coexist in tension.332 His text
removes much of the interpretative certainty that had been provided by members of the
spiritual community in the Queste, forcing his audience and the questing knights to
regard these purported authorities with greater skepticism and to do their own
interpretative work rather than depend on the priests and hermits they encounter.333
Malory allows these contrasting communities to be in conversation with one another.
Rather than replace the chivalric community, the spiritual community exists alongside
and in places even overlaps it, offering an alternative way for knights and ladies to relate
to one another and to define themselves. Guenevere, for example, rejects the chivalric
community that had rested so heavily on her and goes to Amesbury, where she becomes
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first a nun, and later the abbess. When Lancelot comes to see her there, she rejects him as
well. However, she does not deny the value of the chivalric community he represents:
I requyre the and beseche the hartily, for all the love that ever was betwyxt us, that
thou never se me no more in the visayge. And I commaunde the, on Goddis behalff,
that thou forsake my company. And to thy kyngedom loke thou turne agayne, and
kepe well thy realme frome warre and wrake, for as well as I have loved the
heretofore, myne [har]te woll nat serve now to see the.334
Lancelot’s response is to reject the kingly duties within the chivalric community that she
attempts to send him back to, claiming “ǥNay, madame, wyte you well that shall I never
do, for I shall never be so false unto you of that I have promysed. But the selff desteny
that ye have takyn you to, I woll take me to, for the pleasure of Jesu, and ever for you I
caste me specially to pray.’”335 After her death, he sings the mass and buries her beside
Arthur. After his own death, he is buried apart from her, although his corpse is carried in
the same hearse as hers had been. The relationship between the two of them does not
disappear, as both admit that there is still love between them. Rather, they choose a new
way of relating to each other, through prayer and penance, which does not involve
Lancelot deriving chivalric glory from his interactions with her.336
The division between the two communities, then, is not absolute, and they share a
symbolic vocabulary between them, so that the female body becomes a focal point for
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both communities, and the readings of the corpses defining the chivalric community
deepen the readings of the corpses defining the spiritual community. In order to read the
significance of these two bodies that signal the beginning of the end—Pedivere’s Wife
and Percival’s Sister—it is necessary to begin at the beginning of the thread and follow
the narrative of the corpses—both male and female—as it builds throughout the text until
its fulfilment in the creation of the spiritual community.
The primary narrative thread through which the female bodies in particular run is that
of Sir Lancelot, who begins his story as the paradigm of chivalry, having ǥthe grettyste
name of ony knyght of the worlde,’337 and ends it as the leader of a spiritual community.
Yet though Lancelot’s name will appear many times in this chapter, my argument is not
about him, but rather, I am more interested in the symbolism that runs through his career
as emblematic of Arthurian knighthood. His narrative is filled not only with women—a
conclusion reached by many scholars—but particularly with dead women, especially
dead women who have lost their heads or whose corpses travel over water. Moreover, the
most famous of these dead floating women—the Fair Maid of Ascolat—is not the most
significant corpse in this thread, and the appearance of her corpse at the end of the text
marks the end of the dominance of the chivalric community. Rather, it is the corpse of
Percival’s Sister that escapes the chivalric community that has killed her, inviting the
knights she encounters into a transformative journey from chivalry to spirituality.
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Knight
While the female corpses have the greatest symbolic weight in this narrative, there are
actually two main types of corpses in the Morte: ladies and knights.338 And these two
types of corpses function very differently from each other. Furthermore, they function
very differently while dead than they did while living. The use of the dead to signal
trouble in the chivalric community includes the bodies of the knights themselves, who
often fall victim to their own obsessions with honor and adventure. The treatment of their
corpses within the text also makes the behaviour of the corpses of the ladies that much
more striking, because of the vastly disparate degrees of agency that each has, which is
almost the exact reverse of the amount of agency they have in life.
Living knights are expected to be in constant motion, and when they cease moving
many narratives note this as an anomaly—Erec and Enid and The High Book of the Grail
(or Perlesvaus), for example, explore the consequences of knightly stasis.339 Yet no
matter how itinerant knights may be in life, death stills them permanently.340 Their graves
can then be made into disruptive sites within the narrative, interrupting the narratives of
other individual knights. Unlike the dead ladies, the Morte makes a much bigger deal of
their entombments and the sometimes lengthy inscriptions in golden letters recounting
338
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the name and manner of death of the one within. Sir Patryse's tomb, for example, would
like its reader to be aware that “Here Lyeth Sir Patryse of Irelonde, slayne by Sir Pynell
le Saveaige that enpoysynde appelis to have slayne Sir Gawayne; and by myssefortune
Sir Patryse ete one of the applis, and than suddeynly he braste.” It must have been quite a
monument, because the text goes on to say that “also there was wrytyn uppon the tombe
that Quene Gwenyvere was appeled of treson of the deth of Sir Patryse by Sir Madore de
la Porte; and there was made mencion how Sir Launcelot fought with hym for Quene
Gwenyvere and overcom hym in playne batayle.”341
As the lengthy recap inscribed on Sir Patryse's tomb shows, in Malory, tombs are
often the points at which the narrative reiterates itself, reprising their role as sites for
communal memory, where the stories of the past are inscribed in order to define the
community's identity and future.342 As Chapter One shows, typically the funeral is the
means by which the memories of the deceased are inscribed on the community, and these
rituals and the resulting grave have symbolic weight because of the corpse that lies at the
center. In the Morte, there is rarely any account of a funeral of any kind. Instead, the act
of inscribing the stories of the knights on their tombs along with their names takes the
place of the community's funerary ritual.343 As Kenneth Tiller has argued, these
inscriptions tend to support the traditional structure and values of the chivalric
community by tying the living and the dead together in their shared adherence to that
community's values.344 One example discussed by Tiller is Lanceor and Columbe's
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connection with the two great pairs of lovers, Lancelot and Gwenivere and Tristram and
Isode, by means of the inscription on Lanceor and Columbe's tomb.345
Yet the interred dead critique the values of the chivalric community even while
reinforcing them—while tombs are intended to preserve the memories and narratives that
define a community, tombs in Malory often have the opposite effect, erasing those
narratives, and with them the honor and worship that the knights associated with those
narratives had sought so fiercely. Furthermore, the influence of dead knights in the text is
a passive influence—the inscriptions written on their tombs are inscribed by others,
usually a king or Merlin—and the prophetic inscriptions in particular overwrite the
stories and names of those knights. This process denies the deceased knights not only
movement and agency but ultimately even identity, subsuming their narratives and deeds
to those of future knights. As Jeanne Drewes observes, this loss of identity is catastrophic,
for in Malory’s chivalric community “[n]ame becomes synonymous with reputation, and
status becomes inextricably connected with the identity that is one with the name.”346
Thus the act of inscribing prophecies on the tombs, such as that on the tomb of
Lanceor and Columbe, while connecting the chivalric community across time and across
even the boundary of life and death, also overwrites the previous narrative. Rather than
using the past to define the future, these inscribed tombs have the power to erase the past
and draw the future into that past, destabilizing the present narrative. This can be seen in
the narrative of Balin, the Knight with the Two Swords, who is doomed by his insistence
on possessing a cursed sword, stubbornly insisting in true chivalric fashion that, “I shall
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take the aventure...that God woll ordayne for me,”347 even after the maiden who had been
carrying the sword begs him not to. As Jill Mann has shown, Malory’s novel construction
of “aventure” plays a major role in his depiction of knighthood and chivalry as “an
attempt to stretch the self to embrace the utmost reach of possible events.”348 However,
the narratives of the knights who embrace this conception of adventure and knighthood
show its inherent danger to both the knights and their community, Balin’s narrative being
a prime example.
Balin’s doom extends beyond his many failures and final death, and includes the coopting of his narrative for the stories of other knights destined to become the Big Names
of the narrative—names like Gawain, Lancelot, Tristram, and Galahad, themselves key
players in the collapse of the chivalric community. As Ralph Norris describes this
adventure, “For Malory, Balin is the central figure in a tragedy that mirrors the larger
tragedy of the fall of Camelot”349—another “plot in miniature” that “foreshadows the still
distant but inexorable Arthurian twilight.”350 His narrative of disastrous mistakes mirrors
the failures of the broader chivalric community and the common pitfalls into which many
knights, to be discussed below, tend to fall. Because Balin insists on the single-minded
pursuit of adventure at any cost, he is doomed to not only slay his brother, but also
destroy himself. From this point forward, everything he does goes wrong, and much of
his narrative—the source of his chivalric reputation so key to his identity within the
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community—is overwritten by the stories of others and ultimately becomes utterly
subsumed into the narrative of the spiritual community—the Grail Quest.
The first of the two prophetic tombs in Balin's story overwrites the narrative of his
interactions with Lanceor and Columbe. Lanceor, an Irish knight in Arthur's court, has
come after Balin to avenge the embarrassment that Balin has caused Lanceor and Arthur,
both by Balin’s decapitation of the Lady of the Lake, to be discussed below, and the fact
that Balin has proven himself to be “accompted more hardy or more of prouesse” by
achieving the cursed sword.351 Balin slays him, and immediately afterwards, before Balin
has even had a chance to verify that his opponent is dead, Lanceor's lover, Columbe,
rides up. As soon as she sees that Lanceor is dead, she grabs his sword, evades Balin's
effort to take it out of her hands and falls on it, killing herself. Balin, of course, expresses
deep sorrow for his role in her suicide, especially given the community’s expectations
regarding the treatment of ladies. He and King Mark make a tomb for the slain couple
with an inscription recounting the fight and its aftermath: “'Here Lyeth Lanceor, the
Kingis son of Irelonde, that at hys owne rekeyste was slayne by the hondis of Baline' and
how 'This lady Columbe, and paramour to hym, slew hirself with hys swerde, for dole
and sorow.”352 At this point Merlin shows up, as he does, and comments that “Here shall
be...in this same place, the grettist bateyle betwyxte two men that ever was or ever shall
be, and the trewist lovers,” and writes the names of Lancelot and Tristram in gold letters
on the tomb.353
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While the pairing of Lanceor and Columbe with Lancelot and Guenevere and
Tristram and Isode does reinforce the chivalric community's ideals of courtly love, the
inscription also revises the significance of the site—instead of preserving the original
narrative of Balin and Lanceor’s battle and Balin’s failure to perform his chivalric duty
towards a lady, the narrative turns to a future fight between characters who have not yet
appeared. Balin, the central figure of the narrative, is eclipsed, and Lanceor’s name and
reputation—as well as his own fatal insistence on conforming to the community’s
expectations of personal honor—vanishes almost entirely, becoming passive fodder for
the community’s courtly love ideal.
Then Balin fails yet again. First, Berbeus, a knight Balin has just forced to accompany
him to meet Arthur, is killed by an invisible knight named Garlonde who ninjas around
the Forests of Adventure killing random knights. As Berbeus is dying, he blames Balin,
saying, “I am slayne undir youre conduyte,” and demands that Balin avenge his death.
“That shall I do,” says Balin, “and that I make avow to God and knyghthode.” But then a
second knight who accompanies Balin to search for Garlonde, Sir Peryne, is slayne by
Garlonde while riding beside Balin past a hermitage,354 so Balin and the hermit put him
“undir a ryche stone and a tombe royall.”
Balin is furious because “he hath slayne two knyghtes of myne in the same maner—
therefore I had levir mete with that knyght than all the golde in thys realm for the despyte
he hath done me.” [italics mine] In the chivalric community, as Lanceor’s decision to
pursue Balin shows, it is vitally important to protect and avenge one’s own honor, and
Balin’s is seriously damaged when Garlonde murders two knights Balin has taken
354
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responsible for. Further, as Balin's earlier vow to “God and knyghthode” makes clear,
failure to avenge them risks his status as a knight and member of the chivalric community.
The next morning, an inscription appears on Peryne's tomb that says, “Sir Gawayne
shall revenge his fadirs dethe on Kynge Pellynore.” Peryne vanishes completely.355
Balin's successful but ultimately disastrous revenge on Garlonde to protect his own
knightly reputation is foreshadowed by a prophecy of Gawain's similarly ambiguous but
less immediately catastrophic revenge on Pellinore.356 Balin’s revenge leads directly to
the Dolorous Stroke, while Gawain’s revenge on Pellinore is carried out treacherously
and sows greater dissent among the members of the Round Table.357 Yet this
foreshadowing also foregrounds Gawain's story over Balin's even in the midst of Balin's
own story—while Balin is careening from disaster to disaster en route to the Dolorous
Stroke and his own death, his narrative is overwritten by Gawain's.
His narrative is both presented and obscured, a pattern that repeats itself in Balin's
final, fatal battle with his brother. Because Balin has been given a new shield, when
Balan sees him, “Him thought it shold be his broder Balyn because of his two swerdys,
but bycause he knewe not his sheld he demed it was not he.”358 Balin loses both his
narrative and his life because of his insistence on pursuing the chivalric ideals of
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adventure and worship, an overwriting that foreshadows his narrative’s ultimate
absorption into Galahad’s story at the beginning of the Grail Quest. Balin's narrative, and
thus his knightly reputation and chivalric identity, is erased by the inscriptions on these
tombs of those whose deaths he is responsible for even as his story is still happening.
While his narrative does briefly resurface at the beginning of the Grail Quest to remind
the audience of the origin of his sword, the glory is not Balin’s but Galahad’s, who wields
Balin’s sword and succeeds where Balin failed.
Ladies
Balin’s narrative of chivalric failure, however, contains the seeds of community
transformation, because while Balin’s failures may be the most egregious, he is not the
only knight to fail to uphold his knightly duties or to be tripped up by impossible
expectations. One of these seeds is the promise of Galahad’s arrival into the narrative.
The other Balin carries with him away from Arthur’s court—the severed head of the
Lady of the Lake.
One reason that female corpses are unusual is because they are so much more
independently mobile than their living bodies. Once the ladies stop moving—once they
are interred in a grave and become localized again—they almost always vanish from the
story. It is only while they are in independent motion—either moving themselves or
directing the movements of the knight who carries them—that they have power. And
although most of the female corpses do not have the same transformative power as
Pedivere’s Wife and Percival’s Sister, their stories are part of the same symbolic system
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that Malory uses to critique the male-dominated chivalric community.359 In the absence
of a broader narrative structure, Elizabeth Edwards shows that “the most interesting and
most basic method of structuration in the Morte Darthur is symbolic. That is to say that
stories are generated by symbols and that the patterns of narrative resolution are
symbolic.”360 In order to drive the larger narrative and shape its parallel communities,
Malory makes use of a series of symbols—this series of female corpses—with each
symbol’s appearance in each narrative unit building off of the previous appearances, so
that the chivalric and spiritual communities, though distinct, share a common symbolic
language as the broader narrative progresses.361 While there are many other corpses in
the text, including a number of dead knights, the female corpses are of particular interest
to me because a dead lady outrages the rules of the chivalric community in a way that a
dead knight does not and in a way that has not yet been explored by other scholars.
The function of Malory’s female characters in general has been fairly well established.
As Dorsey Armstrong argues, in Malory the feminine is necessary to define masculine
identity: traditionally, this means that the ladies serve to “affirm [a knight’s] masculine
difference through courteous behavior,” the powerless foil against which knights can
define themselves as powerful and masculine.362 This extends beyond individual knights
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to their broader community—how do knights decide who is a member of their particular
community of knights and who is a “false knight” who must be punished by the true
members of the chivalric community? Their interactions with ladies are one key element
of this boundary-drawing—do they obey the strictures of the Pentecostal Oath to
“allwayes to do ladyes, damesels, and jantilwomen and wydowes [sucour], stengthe hem
in hir ryghtes, and never to enforce them, uppon payne of dethe,” or are they like Sir
Perys de Foreste Savage, the serial rapist slain by Lancelot and denounced as a “ǥfalse
knyght and traytoure unto knyghthode.’”363
However, it is not just the living damsels-in-distress who are used within the text to
shape the chivalric community, their female bodies acting as foils for the male bodies of
the knights and a site for knightly self-definition. The dead female body has even greater
power over the identities of the knights who encounter it and greater power to subvert the
rules of the community to which they belong. Yet in other ways, perhaps counterintuitively, the female corpses verify and reward the knights’ masculinity. Death does not
completely reverse the lady’s function, and she continues to drive the knight into greater
deeds of chivalry. However, the functions of the body of a living lady versus a dead lady,
as far as their use for knightly self-definition is concerned, are not equivalent, for the
abject bodies of the dead cut both ways, initially helping but later hindering the efforts of
knights to increase their chivalry. Once dead, a corpse becomes less stable and more
disturbing to the community, so while some bodies in Malory’s text continue to allow
themselves to be used as a foil for knightly deeds for a period of time by leading knights
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into the Forests of Adventure where they can accomplish great and honorable deed, these
bodies inevitably begin to shift the boundaries of the community with them.364 The
knights who went into the Forests of Adventure for glory and chivalry find
themselves without either. As mentioned above, all of these corpses are surprisingly
mobile, and this mobility allows them not only to escape the boundaries imposed upon
them by the community but also to draw new connections between previously unrelated
locations, such as Camelot and Rome or Sarras.365 They travel along with the itinerant
members of the chivalric community, rather than being just another adventure for the
knight to encounter and then continue past on the way to further adventures.
As persons-become-things, they retain a kind of agency, refusing to function the way
they had while living. The community that they shape is therefore also different than that
which they created when they were alive. Just as the women in Malory can be used as
part of the construction of the chivalric community, their corpses can also deconstruct this
community, subverting the expectations of the knights who depend on the female body
for their masculine identities.366 Knights who are merely boorish to their ladies lose
status when the lady chooses to bestow herself on a different knight.367 But a knight who
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violates the chivalric standard to the extent of causing a lady’s death suffers more
extreme consequences. His living lady becomes a decapitated lady and a symbol of
failure, disrupting his career and signalling his doom. Initially his status as a knight is
improved as he valiantly overcomes the obstacles thrown in his way by the lady’s corpse
and shows himself to be capable of facing all manner of adventures, one of the primary
standards by which knights prove themselves. Yet the end of each knight’s narrative
shows that the original offense to the community’s standard was never truly forgotten by
the text, or the corpse. It is important to note, however, that these symbolic female bodies
are not so transgressive that they defy the male-dominated text. Instead, they complicate
(but do not rupture) the relationships between the male characters at the center of the
community by magnifying the hairline fractures that already exist, challenging the
assumption that the community is noble and secure as is perceived. Though Lancelot’s
career is the one through which many of these subversive narratives run, other knights are
also subject to this re-envisioning of their relationships with each other and their
definition of masculinity. In this way the female corpses broaden the definition of
masculinity allowed by the text beyond the dominance and highly-regulated, but still
extreme, violence of knighthood.368
Unlike the earlier female corpses who remain within the problematized chivalric
community, Pedivere’s Wife and Percival’s Sister posit a community with space for
female agency, and in which masculinity is no longer defined by violence and domination
368
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of the feminine. Hodges notes that although “the women in the ލSankgraal ތare excluded
from one community, the apostolic fellowship of the Grail knights...they are present and
important in the larger religious community in which the Grail knights move.”369 In spite
of the many limitations still placed on them, “[w]omen [in Malory’s spiritual community]
can make their own religious choices,” at least to a certain extent, like Guenevere, who
bows out of the chivalric community altogether.
Decapitated Ladies
The decapitated ladies lose their heads through the neglect or misconduct of one of
Arthur’s supposedly-exemplary knights, so that after their deaths, their corpses—or in
some cases, just their heads—are carried to Arthur’s court by the knights responsible for
their deaths. Each episode and each knight’s failure succeeds another in increasing
severity, from Balin’s justified revenge to Gawain’s carelessness and Pellinore’s outright
neglect, culminating in Pedivere’s act of cold-blooded murder. The narrative thread of the
decapitated lady and her body’s travels begins with the Lady of the Lake, slain by Sir
Balin in front of King Arthur and the first decapitated lady to appear in the text. As Balin
is preparing to leave with the sword he has taken from the damsel, he sees the Lady of the
Lake
which by hir meanys had slayne hys modir; and he had sought hir three yere before.
And what hit was tolde hym how she had asked hys hede of kynge Arthure, he wente
to hir streyght and seyde, “Evyll be [y]e founde: ye wolde have myne hede, and
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therefore ye shall loose youres!” And with hys swerde lyghtly he smote of hyr hede
before kynge Arthure.370
At this point in the narrative, the chivalric community as constructed around the Round
Table is still embryonic, lacking a codified set of expectations for the behavior of knights.
No knights have sworn the Pentecostal Oath to “allwayes to do ladyes, damesels, and
jantilwomen and wydowes socour.”371 Furthermore, it becomes clear that Balin had been
in the right in the conflict with the lady, after he reveals that she killed his mother, and
Merlin later informs the audience that the Lady of the Lake had also been assisting in a
revenge plot that was destined to kill Balin and his brother Balan. 372 Nevertheless,
Balin’s action shocks the court, which, even without the Pentecostal Oath and even given
her crimes against Balin, recognizes that slaying a lady is absolutely inappropriate for a
knight. Balin himself says that if it had not been for the “ǥgrete damage ”ތthe lady did to
him, he would have “ލbene lothe as ony knyght that lyvith for to sle a lady,’”373 especially
in front of the appalled king and court.
Additionally, Balin shames the court by causing Arthur to fail to fulfill his duties to
the lady and violate another, yet-uncodified, chivalric expectation—that knights
“allwayes fle treson,” that is, keep their oaths and avoid committing deceit or betrayal of
any kind under any circumstances. Although the lady was someone who Arthur was
“ǥmuch beholdynge to’” and was visiting the court under his safe-conduct—his promise
that she would be under his protection while in his court—Balin’s actions cause Arthur’s
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word to her to be broken. A king and knight who cannot protect his own guests should be
ashamed, and Arthur is rightfully outraged at the damage done to his reputation,
especially given that he had just given his protection to Balin against the Lady of the
Lake’s demand for his head moments earlier.
Balin is exiled from the court, but before leaving he ǥtoke up the hede of the lady and
bare hit with hym to hys ostry,’374 while King Arthur buries the rest of her. The head then
disappears, as does the grave, and Malory replaces the Lady of the Lake herself with her
successor, Nynyve, with hardly a hiccup and no comment. Compared to the other bodies
seen later, the body of the Lady of the Lake is nearly invisible in the text. Furthermore,
this is a voluntary action—while later knights are forced to carry the heads of the
decapitated ladies, Balin picks hers up of his own accord. In spite (or because) of his deep
hatred for her, he wants her head with him.
This odd and unexpanded detail of Balin carrying off her head signals the beginning
of the symbolic thread of the mobile, disruptive female corpse, specifically the
decapitated ladies. The consequences of her death are dramatic, both for Balin and for the
Round Table. Balin’s exile—and the Lady’s head—sends him off into the Forest of
Adventure, rejected from the community and out past the margins, where he initially
achieves a level of fame that he might not have reached at he remained at Arthur’s court.
However, disaster follows Balin through his adventures. Though justified in beheading
the Lady of the Lake,375 he nevertheless leaves a trail of destruction behind him ever after,
ending in his own death and that of his brother, Balan.376
Malory, Morte 1: 66.
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This first appearance of the decapitated lady is a warning: no matter how perfect the
knight, some elements of the chivalric code are impossible to obey, simply because
sometimes obeying one means defying another. Although the narrative condones, and
even sometimes encourages, vengeance for kin, it was impossible for Balin to achieve
this without committing an act that was forbidden to him as a knight. No matter how
justified a knight is in slaying a lady, he will be punished by the narrative. Balin’s failure
was in spite of his own perfection as a knight and his narrative reads like a tragedy. 377
Subsequent appearances of the decapitated lady go farther, revealing the deep flaws
inherent in the code as well as the knights who attempt to follow it.
The second decapitated lady appears shortly thereafter, as the chivalric community is
beginning to become more formalized around Arthur and his court, though there is still no
Pentecostal Oath. As part of the festivities of King Arthur’s wedding, Sir Gawain (a
brand-new knight on his first adventure) and his younger brother, Gaheris, are sent on a
quest after a white hart. They successfully chase it down to a castle and kill it, with the
assistance of Gawain’s greyhounds. Then another knight, Sir Blamore, whose duty it had
been to protect the hart, comes out of the castle and kills two of the greyhounds.
Naturally, Blamore and Gawain are enraged and have a great battle, until finally Blamore
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is forced to surrender. Still furious, Gawain refuses to grant the other knight mercy and
prepares to behead him.
Ryght so com his lady oute of a chambir and felle over hym, and so he smote of hir
hede by myssefortune. “Alas,” seyde Gaherys, “that ys fowle and shamefully done,
for that shame shall never from you (...)” So sir Gawayne was sore astoned of the deth
of this fayre lady, that he wyst nat what he dud…378
That night, Gawain is preparing to disarm and go to sleep when four knights show up,
accusing him of having “ǥshamed thy knyghthode, for a knyght withoute mercy ys
dishonoured. Also thou haste slayne a fayre lady, to thy grete shame unto the worldys
ende.’” They are about to kill Gawain when four ladies appear and ask that the knights
give Gawain over to their charge instead.
Rather than killing Gawain, when the ladies discover he is Arthur’s nephew and
therefore very near the heart of the chivalric community, they choose to punish him and,
as part of their function within the chivalric community, provide an opportunity for him
to be brought more perfectly in line with the community standards he has broken: “And
than they delyverde hym undir thys promyse, that he sholde bere the dede lady with hym
on thys maner: the hede of her was hanged aboute hys necke, and the hole body of hys
before hym on hys horse mane.”379 Their sentence uses the other lady’s corpse to mark
Gawain as having shamed his knighthood. When he returns to court, Guenevere sets a
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values marks how much power women can have to define chivalry; they are not merely defined by it.”
Hodges, Chivalric Communities 51. This power of ladies to define chivalry also explains how the ladies are
able to give Gawain a special chivalric dispensation after his death. However, moments like this are the
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“ǥqueste of ladyes’” on Gawain and commands that he “ǥsholde never be ayenst lady ne
jantillwoman, but if he fyght for a lady and hys adversary fyghtith for another.’”

380

While

Gawain’s special duty towards ladies is ignored for the majority of the text—indeed, in
Malory’s account Gawain is never actually seen serving a lady at all—it nevertheless
becomes a key factor in his ability to participate in deeds of knightly valor much later.381
As the Round Table (the ultimate symbol of the chivalric community) collapses into
disunity and its members scatter, Gawain is killed in battle against Mordred. Several
nights later, Gawain comes to Arthur in a dream to warn him about the upcoming battle
against Mordred. He is surrounded by all the ladies whom he “ǥded batayle fore in
ryghteuous quarels,’” and tells Arthur that “ǥGod hath gyvyn hem that grace at their grete
prayer, bycause I ded batayle for them for their ryght, that they shulde bryng me hydder
unto you.’” The special quest that was set upon him because of the decapitated lady has
allowed him not only to practice greater deeds of chivalry by serving ladies, but has
allowed him to indirectly participate in battle even after his death.382 He is allowed to
cross the boundary of life and death due to events set in motion by the corpse of the lady.
However, this participation is ultimately futile, since Arthur is unable to fulfill the
requirements Gawain sets. The slim chance of success offered by Gawain only adds to
the tragedy of Arthur’s defeat, since rather than being fated to fail, Arthur loses a battle he
could conceivably have won.

See the discussion in Armstrong, Gender 39
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The third decapitated lady also appears in the adventures set off by Arthur’s wedding,
and serves to condemn King Pellinore and his single-minded pursuit of his quest. While
pursuing a lady (the equivalent of the white hart that Gawain has previously been sent
after), Pellinore passes by a damsel sitting by a well and holding a wounded knight in her
arms: “And whan she was ware of hym, she cryed on lowde, ދHelpe me, knyght, for
Jesuys sake! ތBut hynge Pellynore wode nat tarry, he was so egir in hys queste; and ever
she cryed an hondred tymes after helpe.”383 Although he notices her and her desperate
situation, in spite of her cries he rides past. Pellinore’s response mirrors the perception of
ladies as mere support for knightly deeds of valor who must submit to their role as foils
for the heroes; though Pellinore was willing to pursue one lady as part of a quest, he
ignored the other when helping her did not further his goals. The damsel, however,
condemns him. “What she saw he wolde nat abyde, she prayde unto God to sende hym as
much nede of helpe as she had, and that he myght felle hit or he deyed.”384 Then the
knight, who is later revealed to be her lover, dies, and the lady kills herself by falling on
his sword. After Pellinore safely recovers the lady he had been pursuing, he returns the
same way.
And as they com by the welle thereas the wounded knyght was and the lady, there he
founde the knyght and the lady etyn with lyons other with wylde bestis, all sabe the
hede, wherefore he made grete sorow and wepte passynge sore, and seyde, ǥAlas! hir
lyff myght I have saved, but I was ferse in my queste that I wolde nat abyde.385
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At this point he is filled with grief and regret, realizing that he is to blame. Yet the
expectations placed on a knight of Arthur’s court and member of the chivalric community
make it difficult for him to choose: while aiding a lady is key to chivalry, so is fulfilling a
quest, much more so when that quest involved rescuing a different lady.386 The rescued
lady, now accompanying him, recommends that he have the knight’s remains buried in a
hermitage to be prayed for, then take the lady’s head to court. At this point in the
symbolic thread it has become clear that the burden of a lady’s head is a sign of a
particular kind of guilt—failure to behave as a true knight ought. When Pellinore arrives
at court with the lady’s head, he is informed by Merlin that the dead lady was his own
daughter, Alyne. Merlin expands on Alyne’s curse and tells Pellinore that “he that ye
sholde truste moste on of ony man on lyve, he shall leve you there ye shall be slayne,”
just as Alyne was left to die by her father, the one she should have trusted most, both as a
kinsman and as a knight.387Although Pellinore’s actual death is off-screen ten years later
at the hands of Sir Gawain and his brothers, it is part of the breakdown of the chivalric
community that these decapitated ladies foretell.
These decapitated ladies critique the chivalric community, while reshaping the
chivalry of the knights who cause their deaths and who must engage with their corpses.
The narrative punishes these knights for their misdeeds; however, these punishments are
never at the expense of their fame or knighthood. Instead, the goal is to restore the
386
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position in the chivalric community that was lost when the knight’s masculinity took a hit.
However, for all these knights, this reshaping of their chivalry is ultimately futile.
Gawain’s warning does not prevent disaster, and Balin not only dies himself, but also
kills his own brother. Pellinore is doomed and disappears altogether. While Martin
Shichtman has particularly selected Malory’s depiction of Gawain as an example of “a
well-intentioned failure, an unfortunate example of what is rather than what should be,”
due to his inability “to fulfill the the chivalric obligations imposed upon him by his peers,
by himself, by the reader, and by God,” he is not the only well-intentioned failure in this
text who is crushed by the expectations of the chivalric community.388 The encounters of
these three knights with these decapitated ladies reveal the flaws of the community
through the failures of individuals without providing an opportunity for correction.
Frequently, the ones who pass judgement on the knights, ordering them to bear their
victim’s corpse as part of their punishment are the members of the “inquest of ladies,”
living women (including Guenevere) who have taken a position of critiquing and
sentencing knights who have failed at performing chivalry towards other ladies.389 In so
doing, these living ladies not only help to enforce the rules of the community as part of
their function within the text, but also, by means of the corpses of their fellow ladies,
subvert these knights’ identities as members of the chivalric community by shaming them
with the public display of their crimes. The remains bear witness against the knight’s
failure before the king and his court in order to subject the knight to an appropriate
punishment. They participate in a narrative that both exposes the flaws in the chivalric
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community, especially with regard to the status of women, and attempts to correct those
flaws in different ways, while remaining focused on the story of a single knight.
The influence of this contact with a decapitated lady extends beyond the official direct
consequences, affecting the nature of the knight’s chivalric identity and the course of his
adventures afterwards. The weight of the corpse and the punishment associated with it
has the power to both destroy and transform the knight, sometimes simultaneously, and
subverting the knight’s identity as a beacon of chivalry even while appearing to restore it
through the knight’s successful completion of the assigned punishment. Thus, the
narrative must scramble to restore that masculinity through the appropriate adventure—
hence the punishment-as-quest or challenge. Yet the effort is ultimately futile, and the last
of the decapitated ladies directs the emasculated knight right out of the chivalric
community and into a new, spiritual community, where he disappears from the narrative
of courtesy and adventure into a hermitage.
The body of Pedivere’s Wife is the climax of the series of decapitated ladies and the
one who introduces the new alternative to the chivalric community to which the other
bodies had belonged, moving the symbolic value of the decapitated ladies from the
negative to the positive. She is also the one decapitated lady who appears after the
Pentecostal Oath and the community’s attempt to correct the flaws that had caused the
deaths of the previous ladies. Significantly, the Pentecostal Oath makes no mention of
God, although Malory’s source texts were deeply religious. God’s absence from this
foundational text of the chivalric community creates a deep chasm between the chivalric
community, bound by a secular oath, and the spiritual community, which rises up in
response to it. Instead of merely criticizing the members of the chivalric community and
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its definitions and boundaries, the corpses of these ladies who have lost their lives under
the community expectations reflected in the Oath set the stage for the creation of a new,
spiritual community with new definitions and boundaries.
The decapitated corpse of Sir Pedivere’s Wife builds on the readings of the previous
decapitated ladies by revealing and critiquing the flaws of the community, but then, rather
than temporarily elevating Pedivere’s knightly status through the punishment imposed
upon him by the narrative and thereby reinforcing normative masculinity, she subverts
chivalric masculinity and ends his career altogether, effecting a spiritual transformation of
her husband. In fact, through its association with the pilgrimage to Rome, her corpse
deepens the notion of decapitated-lady-as-punishing-burden and takes on the character of
a hair shirt worn by penitents on pilgrimage. Through her, Pedivere is redefined, first as a
pilgrim, then as a holy hermit, rewritten as powerless by the standards of the chivalric
community.
This disturbing interlude in the Tale of Sir Lancelot—that is, a tale about “ǥthe
nobelyst knyght of the worlde’” who most closely fulfills the chivalric ideal—not only
provides a snapshot of the failures inherent in that system but also calls for a similar
spiritual transformation in the community at large, exemplified in the story of Lancelot
himself.390 Karen Cherewatuk has observed that although Lancelot is repeatedly portrayed as
Malory’s “favorite” knight, “the word ‘sin’ refers more frequently to Launcelot than to any
other character in the Morte,”391 indicating the significance of Lancelot’s narrative to the
broader narrative of moral and spiritual failure.
Malory, Morte 1: 932.
Karen Cherewatuk, “Malory’s Lancelot and the Language of Sin and Confession,” Arthuriana 16.2
(Summer 2006): 68-72 at 68.
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The corpse of Pedivere’s Wife functions as a penitential garment is similar to the
actual hair shirt worn by Lancelot during his Grail Quest. When Lancelot seeks a full
vision of the Holy Grail, he quickly learns that in the spiritual realm of the Grail Quest
the rules are different, and chivalry as Lancelot understands it counts for less than nothing.
Behaviors that had been previously accepted as part of his knightly persona, such as his
love for Guenevere and desire for honor and worship above all else, are recoded as
“ǥsynne and wyckednes.’”392 He attempts to reinscribe himself in this new spiritual realm
by wearing a penitential hair shirt against his skin for the remainder of the Quest, but his
transformation is incomplete and he is only given a partial, veiled vision before being
sent home. When Lancelot returns from his pilgrimage, he seems to have also returned to
the chivalric community, leaving the hair shirt behind. Yet the hair shirt’s reminder of his
failure has been internalized, and he knows that if he had been more spiritually-minded
and less focused on his own honor and love for the Queen, he might have advanced
farther.
However, the story of Lancelot’s encounter with Sir Pedivere and his wife takes place
long before the Grail Quest, while Lancelot is still deeply enmeshed in the chivalric
community and is, for all intents and purposes, the poster boy for the Pentecostal Oath,
succeeding in almost everything he attempts. But, as with the other decapitated ladies,
this is a story of failure: not only Pedivere’s failure to behave as a proper knight, but also
Lancelot’s own failure to meet the expectations held by himself and the chivalric
community. It is a minor failure compared to those that finally drive him into first a hair
shirt and later the priesthood, but for the exemplary Lancelot, it is still deeply shaming.
392
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Significantly, it comes at the end of the Tale, after Lancelot encounters a string of hostile
knights, many of whom have violated the rules of chivalry in various ways. Lancelot, the
most chivalrous knight in the narrative, dominates all of these conflicts, often sending the
surrendered knights on to King Arthur’s court to be judged and restored to true
knighthood. Pedivere’s story is a striking anomaly, and his choice to reject chivalry and
become a hermit is recorded right before all the characters from Lancelot’s previous
adventures arrive at the Round Table to tell stories of Lancelot’s greatness. It undermines
the celebratory tone of the text immediately following, and serves as a reminder that no
knight can be perfect in every way, no matter how carefully they follow the Pentecostal Oath or how
devotedly they serve their ladies. Even at the beginning of Lancelot’s narrative, there are
warning signs that this idealistic community is not what it aspires to be.
The trouble begins when Lancelot tries to negotiate with a homicidally jealous knight
who believes his wife has been cheating on him with her cousin, an accusation she denies
emphatically. Lancelot swears to the lady that he will not allow her husband, Sir Pedivere,
to slay her, and Pedivere agrees to cooperate with Lancelot. Still cautious, Lancelot has
the lady ride on one side of him and her husband ride on the other. However, Pedivere
distracts Lancelot with fictive armed men riding behind them, breaking his word to
Lancelot and causing Lancelot to have broken his own word to the lady: “And so sir
Launcelot turned hym and thought no treson; and therewith was the knyght and the lady
on one syde, and syddeynly he swapped of the laydes hede”.
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seconds earlier, grants it based on the terms of the Pentecostal Oath, which requires him
to give mercy to all who ask it.
It is uncertain which Lancelot considers more appalling: Pedivere murdering the lady
or his doing so after deceiving Lancelot. Indeed, Lancelot’s first words after realizing
what had happened are “ǥTraytoure! Thou haste shamed me for evir!’” His primary
concern is with his own broken oath to the lady, not with her death; his frustration is then
compounded by Pedivere’s refusal to accept his challenge to combat. Pedivere has not
only defied every expectation of knightly behavior held by Lancelot and the community,
but has also caused Lancelot to fail his own standards of chivalry. Lancelot is at a loss as
to how to respond.394 He finally orders Pedivere to “ǥtake this lady and the hede, and bere
[it] uppon the; and here shalt thou swere uppon my swerde to bere hit allwayes uppon thy
bak and never to reste tyll thou com to my lady, Quene Gwenyver.”ތ395The first sign
placed upon the body by Lancelot, Pedivere’s first judge, is evidence of failure, primarily
Pedivere’s, but also Lancelot’s. Her body proves that not only can knights not be trusted
to keep the oaths that are intended to maintain the community, but not even the most
chivalrous knight, Sir Lancelot, can do so successfully. The system is flawed, and while
Pedivere becomes the text’s scapegoat who must bear the weight of its coming
breakdown, Lancelot own failure is also inscribed on this corpse.
When Pedivere comes before the court, Guenevere reads the failure Lancelot has
inscribed on the corpse, and her words are, “this is an horryble dede and a shamefull, and
a grete rebuke unto Sir Launcelot,”396 leaving the exact nature of the “dede” to which she
See the discussion in Armstrong, Gender 107-08.
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refers ambiguously open-ended and corroborating Lancelot’s fear of being shamed for
having broken his word, however inadvertently. Later she refers to Pedivere’s “foule
dedis,” encompassing all of the chivalric failures that Pedivere has committed. Thus far,
the story follows the same trajectory as the earlier decapitated ladies. However, upon
Pedivere’s appearance before Guenevere, the narrative shifts. She sends him to bear the
corpse all the way to the Pope in Rome, adding even greater significance to the weight of
the corpse by associating it with a holy penitential pilgrimage to the center of the
Christian faith. Therefore the next sign, placed on the corpse by Guenevere, is a
penitential call to repentance. Like Lancelot’s hair shirt, the lady must be beside Pedivere
at all times, not only a perpetual reminder of his sin and a punishing weight that he must
bear, but now imbued with the seed of change. Penance, after all, is more than mere
punishment—it is intended to purify the one who completes it and to remove not only the
stain of their offenses but also the inclinations to do such deeds. Pedivere’s physical
pilgrimage to Rome mirrors his spiritual journey, from homicide to holiness and from the
chivalric community of Arthur’s court and the Forests of Adventure to the spiritual
community of the church.
Once he reaches Rome, the Pope feels that the Queen’s penance has been adequate
and removes the material weight of the lady from the knight. Significantly, in doing so
the Pope recognizes the corpse as an appropriate penitential garment capable of effecting
real spiritual transformation. The lady is finally buried in Rome—a sacred space that
recognizes both her innocence and the transformative role she plays—while Pedivere is
sent back to the Queen. The narrative gives no comment as to his reception back at court.
Like the Pope, Guenevere apparently feels that his penance is over; whatever was
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supposed to be accomplished by his pilgrimage has been done, and he is free to choose
his own direction again. Yet even after the lady is buried, the weight of her presence
continues its hold. With each stop and each judge who encounters him and the corpse,
Lancelot, Guenevere, and lastly the Pope, the body has taken on greater significance,
until finally Pedivere internalizes that weight and carries it with him back to England,
leaving the physical corpse in Rome. Instead of joining the Round Table as other defeated
knights in the Tale of Sir Lancelot do, he renounces chivalry altogether. He himself has
inscribed the final sign on the now-absent corpse, making it a catalyst for transformation.
While this transformation is remains latent for much of the narrative, it signals the power
of a lady’s corpse in the narrative, making space for the future disruptions and
transformations brought about by Percival’s Sister.
As a spiritual artefact, the body of Pedivere’s Wife has the ability to force others to
also define themselves in ways that defy the rules of the rest of the text, and when
Pedivere takes on the weight of her body, she transitions his story from the dominant
chivalric narrative to a spiritual narrative more closely aligned with the Grail Quest.
Instead of providing opportunities for chivalric adventure, then tactfully disappearing
after this purpose has been accomplished like other ladies, the corpse of Pedivere’s lady
is transformed by the text into a devotional aid, not unlike Lancelot’s hairshirt, obeying
Malory’s rules governing religious objects in his text rather than those governing the
female body. This is not because of something inherent in the body, but because of the
significances that becomes attached to that body by the text. As Pedivere carries it from
Lancelot to Gwenivere to the Pope, the body accrues meanings applied to it by the
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perpetrator and by his three judges, giving the body greater power than it had in life.
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This body defies the ordinary rules of knighthood and disrupts the expected course of
chivalric adventure. Instead of functioning like a lady leading Pedivere on to greater
deeds of valor, it functions as a penitential tool leading him out of knighthood altogether,
and pointing out a new direction for Lancelot to follow. While Pedivere is neither the first,
nor the last, knight in the text to break his Oath and violate the laws of the community, he
is the one made an example of by the text and used to preview a new direction for the
community.
At this stage in the story, no one but Pedivere is able to feel the weight of the body.
Lancelot goes back to the court to honor and celebration; it is still too early in his career
as a knight for the crushing realization of his own failure that caused him to weep like a
beaten child at the healing of Sir Urre.398 But the concluding lines of the Tale of Sir
Lancelot, ǥAnd so at that tyme Sir Lancelot had the grettyste name of ony knyght of the
worlde, and moste he was honoured of hyghe and lowe,’ cannot completely erase the
disquieting reminder of his failure, and Pedivere’s radical decision just a page earlier, and
the phrase, ǥat that tyme’ reminds the audience that this state is only temporary. Later the
Grail Quest and the penitential hair shirt will begin the process of shifting Lancelot’s
perspective from chivalric to spiritual, and the weight of his failure and penance will
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ultimately transform him, as surely as the weight of failure and penance signified by the
corpse of Pedivere’s Wife transforms Pedivere.
Floating Ladies
After this suggestion of individual transformation, the dominant form of the symbolic
female corpse changes shape from the decapitated lady to the floating lady, and broadens
its significance from the individual to the community. Unlike the decapitated ladies who
are carried along by a knight and primarily affect that one knight’s position in the
community, the floating ladies direct their own courses, showing a greater level of agency
as well as greater disruptive power. The floating ladies have also both died from failures
of the chivalric community, rather than from the failures of an individual knight—
Percival’s Sister, the first floating lady to appear in the text, loses her life to a custom of
the castle, while Elayne, who appears after the knights return from the quest for the Grail,
wastes away from the strictures of courtly love. Before their deaths, each directs that she
be placed in a boat and sent to a location she pre-selects. These corpses have a
transformative effect on the broader communities that they enter on their boats, either by
confusing or re-creating relationships.
The first of the two floating ladies, the corpse of Percival’s Sister, disrupts the
chivalric community whose rules have caused her death, but also builds on the spiritual
alternative hinted by Pedivere’s Wife. As a floating lady, her influence is broader than
that of Pedivere’s Wife, but the appearance of the Wife earlier in the text has already
established a precedent for reshaping knights into hermits.399 The Sister joins Sir Percival,
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Sir Galahad, and Sir Bors, the three successful members of the Tale of the Sankgraal
when they finally come together to complete their quest. Her presence even while living
complicates the masculine community of the text, and she serves as an interpreter of the
spiritual signs they encounter and provides the belt for Sir Galahad’s Sword of the
Strange Belt by weaving it out of her own hair. When she allows herself to be bled to
death to heal a lady suffering from leprosy, fulfilling a particularly grotesque custom of
the castle,400 her death can come as a shock to first time readers, for she is one of the
more complete and active female characters in the text. However, this is only the
beginning of her reshaping of the community. Before her death she simply tells her
companions to put her on a boat and “lat me go as aventures woll lede me.” They do so,
along with an explanatory letter.401 When the fellowship is temporarily divided and the
three knights go their own ways, her little boat floats into Lancelot’s quest, where for a
time she accompanies him and later his son Galahad as well. In the end, her boat arrives
in the city of Sarras, where the Grail is kept, just as the three knights are also arriving,
and there they bury her, as she had previously requested. Galahad and Percival’s graves
are later placed beside hers. She has not only remained a source of companionship for the
other members of the party but has also become the heart of the tiny communities of both
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the living and the dead that form around her corpse, guiding the knights and the audience
towards a new vision for community and masculinity.
Percival’s Sister has been the subject of more scholarship than any of the other bodies
discussed here, and with good reason—she is both fascinating as a character and
significant to the success of the Grail Quest. However, most criticism, in both Malory’s
Morte and his source, the French Queste, has focused on the first half of the Sister’s story,
ending with her death, and tends to fall into two camps— one which perceives the
Sister’s position as a sacrifice to a patriarchal, misogynist society and the other arguing
for a proto-feminist model of (limited) female agency.402 These readings are primarily
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Arthuriana 8.1, The Grail and The Quest (Spring 1998), 67-79 at 76. Jennifer Looper sees Percival’s Sister,
even in the Queste, as problematizing the patriarchal model as part of a line of redemptive women
stemming from Eve and continuing through Solomon’s wife to the Sister herself (Jennifer. L. Looper,
“Gender, Genealogy, and the ‘Story of the Three Spindles’ in the ‘Queste del Saint Graal’,” Arthuriana 8.1,
The Grail and The Quest [Spring 1998]: 49-66). And Ginger Thornton and Krista May would even go so
far as to claim for the Sister a position of equal agency and authority within the Quest as her brother and his
male companions. (Ginger Thornton and Krista May, “Malory as Feminist? The Role of Percival’s Sister in
the Grail Quest,” Sir Thomas Malory, ed. D. Thomas Hanks Jr. ed., Sir Thomas Malory: Views and Reviews, AMS Studies in the Middle Ages 19 (New York: AMS Press, 1992), 43-53.
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concerned with the sister’s actions in life which ultimately lead to her death,403 rather
than her many appearances in the text after death and her crucial symbolic function as a
corpse within the narrative.404 While her actions in life are certainly significant, it is her
body’s function after death that participates in the broader transformation of the chivalric
community. In fact, her body itself is transformed from mere corpse to relic, allowing it,
like the hairshirt-like corpse of Pedivere’s Wife, to function as an object of spiritual
development and tool for transformation. The changes that Malory made from his French
source show a consciousness of Percival’s Sister as a sacred relic.405 In his source text,
the Sister’s body is preserved through embalming. “Si firent au cors a la damoisele ce que
ele avoit requis, et li osterent la bueille et tout ce que len devoit oster, puis l’embasmerent
ausi richement com se ce fust li cors a l’empereor.”406 However, in Malory, these details
are left out. Instead, it is simply noted that Sir Percival “leyde hir in a barge, and coverde
hit with blacke sylke.”407 While in the Queste, her body is disembowelled and
dismembered, mutilated and stuffed with foreign substances to prevent decay, in Malory,

Of the critics cited above, only Ramm and Shichtman even touch on her role after her death.
Kenneth Hodges has an excellent summary of these and other perspectives on Percival’s Sister and a
measured reading of her character as both an agent and as a victim of the patriarchy (Hodges, Chivalric
Communities 125).
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Another significant difference is the amount of authority added to the Sister’s voice by Malory. For
example, the Sister in the Morte is much more aggressive in embracing her martyrdom to protect her
companions and heal the leprous lady than she is in the Queste. In the Queste, she asks permission of the
three knights, but in the Morte, she simply announces her intentions, first to them and then to the members
of the leprous lady’s court. See Thornton and May.
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Arthurian Vulgate and Post-Vulgate in Translation, ed. N.J. Lacy, 10 vols. (1993-1996. Rochester, NY:
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her body is left whole, unaltered and untreated.408 Malory’s account displays a greater
respect for the Sister’s bodily integrity than his source, further evidence of the
narrative’s refusal to treat her like spiritual scrap.
Although another female body left alone in the wilderness and exposed to the
elements, Pellinore’s daughter, is “etyn with lyons other with wylde bestis—all save the
hede,”409 Percival’s Sister remains incorrupt in spite of her journey and lack of protection
from the environment. Holy corpses had the ability to withstand the decay of death, to
retain their own identities in spite of the passage of time and the abuses of the
environment. When Lancelot later boards her boat, he finds not a mouldering corpse but
“a fayre bed, and therein lyynge a jantillwoman, dede,” and moreover, while on this boat,
he “had the moste swettnes that ever he felte, and he was fulfilled with all thynge that he
thought on other desyred.”410 This incorruptibility, along with many of the other elements
associated with the Sister—her perfect virginity and wisdom, the power of her blood and
hair and the preservation of her body (miraculous or mundane)—frame her as a virgin
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It must be noted that the embalming process described in the Queste does not necessarily mean the
Sister was not perceived as holy in that text. Caroline Walker Bynum points out in The Resurrection of the
Body that “[h]oly bodies were also embalmed because, as witnesses testified at one canonization
proceeding, ދGod took such pleasure in ތtheir bodies and their hearts.” However, this is still a significant
contrast, as Malory allows an extra level of miraculousness to the Sister’s death and integrity to her corpse,
and thereby imbues her with an implied greater level of sanctity than she had possessed in the earlier
version. Furthermore, this practice of opening and fragmenting the body, while common, was not
uncontroversial, and during the late 13th century, “corpse tampering” was the object of many scholarly
debates, especially as consensus built that “what happened in and to the cadaver was an expression of
person.” Thus this partition and fragmentation of the Sister’s body in Queste, while not necessarily
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(Carolyn Walker Bynum, The Resurrection of the Body in Western Christianity, 200-1336 [New York:
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Religion [New York: Zone Books, 1992]).
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martyr whose incorruptible remains are worthy of community veneration as relics rather
than merely a victim of an unfortunate custom of the castle.
Although Lancelot and Galahad both spend months on board the barge with Percival’s
Sister, there is no indication that the corpse ever rots or shows any signs of becoming
unpleasant in close quarters. Instead, her company is associated with sweetness and
satisfaction of desire, both physical and spiritual, which are indications of the presence of
sanctity. The presence of holy relics is where the heavenly and earthly touch, allowing
those still living on earth a contact point with the divine. Relics draw the viewer’s gaze
not towards themselves but towards that future promise of glory, a powerful yet quiet act
of self-effacement.411
Female saints and mystics, such as those Percival’s Sister is patterned after, often are
portrayed in their hagiographies and their own writings as embracing their physicality,
which, in a patriarchal culture that perceived men as spiritual beings and women as
merely bodies, could becomes an opportunity for liberation and the experience of Christ’s
life-affirming suffering and death. As Gail Ashton notes, “The body and, in particular, its
fluids and emissions,” such as the Sister’s blood that filled the dish, “becomes the site of
this positive and celebratory reinscription and affirmation of human spirit,”412 she argues,
and gives many examples of female saints who deliberately seek out the abject victims of
leprosy, such as the leprous lady who is healed with the dish of blood, or re-enact the
411

Saintly relics were also known to take a much more active role in the interest of their communities as
well. As Patrick Geary explains, ǥSaints were vital, powerful members of society and commanded
reverence, honor, respect, and devotion. They were entitled to deference, service, and an enthusiastic cult.
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their relics’ presence or indirectly by infringing on their honores (their property, religious community, or
devotees), they could retaliate with violence. They in turn owed, to their faithful, services that varied with
the nature of the particular community.’ Patrick Geary, Living with the Dead 120.
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Gail Ashton, The Generation of Identity in Late Medieval Hagiography: Speaking the Saint, Routledge
Research in Medieval Studies 1 (New York: Routledge, 2000), 142.
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tortures from Christ’s Passion, rooting themselves in their female bodies while
simultaneously sanctifying that physicality. The Sister falls firmly into this category, as a
“sacrificial victim opposing and diluting the male threat of violence,” in this case the
threat of the other knights at the leprous lady’s castle, “surrendering her body to Christ
yet also making her own identity,”413 freely and deliberately choosing martyrdom as the
climax of her own Quest and transforming herself from living guide to holy relic. In so
doing she sets herself against the violence instituted by chivalric community in the form
of the custom of the castle and establishes (yet again) the necessity of an alternative.
Another aspect of the Sister, unique to female saints and their embrace of their sacred
physicality, is her body’s association with life-giving sustenance. 414 At the same time that
she provides guidance to the spiritually-challenged Lancelot, while he is on her barge, he
is mystically fed by heavenly manna. She not only directs his attention towards the divine
reality, but also feeds him divine food, a reflection of the traditionally feminine role of
food preparation.415 Female saints are frequently associated with food, both its lack and
its provision. St. Katherine’s grave, for example, was said to flow with milk and oil, and

Ashton, Hagiography 145.
The Sister’s divine provision for Lancelot parallels her earlier action to provide the life-giving blood to
the leprous lady, the gift which ultimately cost her life. Women were frequently seen as inherently less
spiritual than men, more sensual and fleshly and less capable of achieving true sanctity, and their
association with the food of the Eucharist, the physical body of Christ, is often seen as a feminine response
to this view of the female body, embracing their physicality by linking it to the physicality of Christ. For
example, female mystics who were denied the Eucharist by male clerics would have visions of Christ
himself sharing his body with them in the form of the Host, or even see themselves officiating the mass.
See Carolyn Walker Bynum, Holy Feast Holy Fast: The Religious Significance of Food to Medieval Women,
The New Historicism: Studies in Cultural Poetics, (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1987).
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many others were miraculously fed by angels during their trials or enabled to live on
nothing but the sacrament.416
Her function as saintly relics exists in tension with her function as a lady, which
requires that she serve as a foil for knights to define themselves against. Martin
Shichtman has argued that the text treats her, or more specifically, her body, as merely a
commodity to be exchanged to facilitate patriarchal bonding, and that while typically this
is achieved by giving or taking a woman as a wife, because of her virginity she is of
greater value as a set of relics. Shichtman concludes that “Percival’s sister is trafficked,
sold, little more than an automobile brought by thieves to a chop shop, worth more in her
pieces than she was than she was as a whole.”417 The text kills her off rather than allow
her to see the Grail with living eyes as her male companions do, and her influence after
death is primarily directed towards assisting these male companions in their quest, rather
than achieving it herself. Yet like the other female corpses in the text, she gains the power
of disruption after her death, and being “trafficked” among the members of the chivalric
community only allows that disruption to spread more widely. Even as she assists the
party of knights in achieving their quest she also subverts their identities as knights,
undermining the chivalric community that had required her to play the role of feminine
foil and caused her death through its customs.418
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medieval culture, but while in that context has several means of unofficial female agency available to her,
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As a relic she possesses greater significance and agency, not only than she had as a
living woman, but even than the other female corpses of the text. As Ashton points out, a
relic served as a “[mediator] between humanity and heaven” whom supplicants could ask
to put in a good word for them to God, as well as “affirm[ing] belief on behalf of the
wider Christian community”419 through miracles and other signs intended to encourage
the living in their faith. Communities constructed themselves around relics to be as close
as possible to these holy remains. In fact, space was so tight that as the graveyards
outside the church buildings filled up, older bones were translated into ossuaries within
the church proper,420 so that congregants had to not only pass through the community of
corpses but worship surrounded by bones, a constant sign of the promise of the
resurrection. It is no wonder that a spiritual seeker like Lancelot and the saintly Galahad
are drawn to her, as though by a magnet.
The relics themselves appear to feel the same attachment to these communities that
have risen up around them. Medieval texts abound with stories of saints stepping in to
defend the communities or individuals associated with their relics. A number of accounts
describe wicked members of the nobility being thrown from their horses by a saint in
order to punish their arrogance. The church even had rituals for a religious community to
incite the local relics into influencing a conflict affecting the community or to solve a
local problem.421 Her value, both while living and as a corpse, is based on her guidance
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for the knights and her ability to direct their attention to God, rather than in her hair,
blood, and corpse, which are signs of the higher reality to which this new community of
knights aspires.
When the knights originally set out on the Grail Quest, there is only one community
paradigm available to them—the chivalric one. The problem, as discussed above during
the discussion of Pedivere’s Wife, is that the laws governing the chivalric community are
inadequate and, in some cases, utterly opposed to, the spiritual community centered
around the Grail.422 This ignorance of and isolation from the spiritual community dooms
most of them, including Sir Lancelot, to failure before they have even properly begun the
quest. Only three completely succeed—Bors, Percival, and the exemplary Galahad—and
they do so only after having been brought together by Percival’s Sister. While living, she
is key to the formation of the community of Grail Questers by bringing the last member,
Sir Galahad, into company with Sir Bors and Sir Percival, and by providing direction
during their journey. Other knights, enmeshed in the rules of the chivalric community and
blind to the new vision of community before them, misunderstand the rules of the Quest
and fail to achieve their goals, but the Sister knows those rules so completely, so bonedeep, as it were, that she can not only get herself there, even after her death, but she can
also direct others. As a corpse, she continues to expand the community by inviting
Lancelot onto her barge. Although Lancelot’s quest is ultimately a failure, at least by his
relationship between relics and community sometimes seem a bit dysfunctional in many of these stories, as
a community accuses a saint of neglecting the community and punishes the relics (which could range from
humiliation on the floor to a beating by the local peasants) until the saint steps in and metes out some of his
or her own punishment on the community’s behalf.
422
One indication of the gulf between the chivalric and spiritual communities is the fact that, as Dorsey
Armstrong and Kenneth Hodges have pointed out, while “early on, Sarras would seem—at least by
implication—to be within the bounds of Arthur’s domain,” this is later shown to not be the case, and the
city of the Grail is revealed to be outside the control of Arthur, and, by extension, the rules of his chivalric
community (Mapping 102).
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standards, he has been transformed by his encounter with the spiritual community into
which he is drawn.
Although the Grail Questers part ways after the Sister’s death, they are reunited in
Sarras, the city of the Grail. Before her death, the Sister had prophesied that “ǥas sone as
ye three com to the cité of Sarras, there to enchyeve the Holy Grayle, ye shall fynde me
undir a towre aryved,’” 423 and her barge arrives just ahead of the three knights. “ǥTruly,’
seyde Sir Percivall, ‘in the name of God, well hath my syster holden us covenaunte!”ތ424
This little spiritual community is so closely-knit that two of the three knights are buried
together with her.425
Sir Lancelot, on the other hand, goes home having had only a vision of the Grail and
is left grieving and hungry for the spiritual community he tasted on the barge and in the
castle of Corbenic, where he had a vision of a Grail which, for him, was the climax of his
quest.426 He goes back to Camelot dissatisfied with the status quo—the chivalric
community and his place within it—but apparently with little power to change it.427 He
must remain in an awkward limbo until the second floating lady, Elayne le Blanke, the
Fayre Maydyn of Ascolat, disrupts the patterns of the entire Round Table community,
revealing the hidden rifts in the relationships among the members of that community. She
signals the beginning of the end.
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Elayne’s first appearance is as a fairly ordinary baron’s daughter who has, quite
naturally, fallen in love with Sir Lancelot while he stays with her family for a tournament.
Like Percival’s Sister, she is a maiden and unattached to any knight, but unlike Percival’s
Sister, she has no interest in maintaining this pure state and is desperate to become
Lancelot’s lady, either as his wife or lover. When he rejects her out of his love for
Guenevere, she wastes away and dies. But first, she leaves her father and brother detailed
instructions for the care of her corpse. She has them place her body on a boat with a letter
telling her story, and sent down the river, and specifies that her body must be placed in
the barge while still “hote” and the letter wrapped in her hand until rigor mortis has set in
so that it will not be lost. Her barge is steered by a silent servant who directs her to the
location she has requested before her death. Elayne’s goals as stated in her letter are
simple—to publicize her grief, especially to the other women in this community who are
under the same strictures as she is—“unto all ladyes I make my mone”—and to be
interred and prayed for by her beloved. 428 Elayne’s carefully orchestrated postmortem
performance is heavily dependent on the cooperation of the living. There is a striking
contrast between this and Percival’s Sister’s almost careless send-off and self-directed
journey, which in its independence resembles the wanderings of one of Arthur’s questing knights.
Yet by reminding the readers of the relic-like body of Percival’s Sister, Elayne
condemns the community’s fixation with chivalric love.429 These social expectations had
both led her on in her romance with Lancelot while forbidding her from ever enjoying the

Malory, Morte 1: 829.
It can be argued that because Elayne’s brother endorses her choice to die for Lancelot as equivalent to
his own feelings for Lancelot, her narrative elevates the value of courtly love to the same level as chivalric
fellowship. However, I believe that any equivalization is actually a case of killing two faulty paradigms
with one dead maiden.
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fulfillment of the relationship. Lancelot’s felt need to wear her sleeve during the
tournament (a sign of love) as part of his disguise encouraged her to see their relationship
as an example of chivalric love, even while Lancelot’s noble loyalty to his true lady,
Guenevere, prevented this. Elayne is trapped, and intends to show Lancelot and other
ladies, potential victims, what this knightly behavior had accomplished.
The appearance of Elayne’s corpse in the narrative signals the downward spiral of the
traditional chivalric narrative to the audience, as the classic knight-lady courtly love
relationship, a key element of the community’s structure and knightly self-definition, is
revealed to be hazardous to all concerned. While Percival’s Sister unites those who board
her vessel both with each other and with the divine, Elayne’s arrival in Camelot brings
conflict to Camelot, deepening the growing rift between Lancelot and Guenevere. Their
relationship is key to the chivalric community as represented by their relationship as a
knight and his lady. Since part of a knight’s masculinity and knightliness is defined by his
interactions with a lady, the relationship between the queen of the community and the
best knight must be especially significant, and its breakdown especially traumatic for the
community. Elayne’s failed pursuit of the object of her desire is manifested in her corpse
and issues a clear and specific warning to the court against this pillar of the chivalric
community. 430 She spreads her own suffering throughout the community, forcing
everyone to share in her pain.
When Lancelot leaves Guenevere after Elayne’s appearance and his and Guenevere’s
subsequent spat, he suffers a major wound to both his dignity and his masculinity.431
430
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Later in the same book Guenevere is captured by Sir Mellyagaunt, a knight whose love
for the queen has been thwarted for years by her relationship with Lancelot. Completely
without malice, and while remaining utterly dedicated to the chivalric ideal, this
relationship becomes the center of the collapse. By the end of “Sir Launcelot and Quene
Gwenyvere,” it has become clear even to the characters within the narrative that the
chivalric community is fraying. When Lancelot’s knightly virtue is proved by his
miraculous healing of Sir Urry, “Sir Launcelote wepte, as he had bene a chylde that had
bene beatyn,”432 recognizing his own failures even in the face of triumph.433 The
repeated encounters with the corpses of ladies— Pedivere’s Wife, Percival’s Sister, and
Elayne of Ascolat—have finally brought this reality home to him. Furthermore, the end of
this narrative contains a warning that even after the recovery of the queen and the proof
of Lancelot’s virtue, all is not well—ǥevery nyght and day Sir Aggravayne, Sir Gawaynes
brother, awayted Quene Gwenyver and Sir Launcelot to put hem bothe to a rebuke and a
shame,’434 and leads straight into the final story of the Morte Arthur—the Death of Arthur.
Collapse
In these concluding chapters, though Lancelot continues to follow the rules of chivalry
perfectly, his actions are key elements in the community’s collapse. His relationship with
Guenevere undermines the unity of the Round Table, and in the ensuing clash he
accidentally kills his unarmed friend, Sir Gareth and Gareth’s younger brother Gaheris,

mistakes him for her prey (Malory, Morte 1: 833).
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earning him the enmity of their older brother, Gawain. As Martin Shichtman points out,
as far as Gawain can see, “If Lancelot can kill Gareth, what hope can there be for
knightly fellowship?”435 The outraged Gawain persuades Arthur to go to war against
Lancelot, a war during which Lancelot gives Gawain the wound that ultimately causes his
death. By the time Mordred steps in, the fellowship is in shreds and can no longer support
itself—the in-fighting doomed it even before Mordred finished the job. Finally, Arthur,
the figurehead of the chivalric community, is slain.
Arthur, who has remained far in the background of this discussion thus far, has set the
tone for the narrative and the chivalric community and many of the failures discussed
above can be traced to his leadership. Early in the narrative he encourages Lanceor to
pursue revenge on Balin, indulging his own sense of injured honor and triggering the
disastrous events that follow. When Lanceor asks permission to chase Balin, “ދDo youre
beste, ތseyde Arthur. ދI am right wrothe with Balyne. I wolde he were quytte of the
despite that he hath done unto me and my courte.”ތ436 Meanwhile, Arthur is continuing a
war against neighboring kings that Ruth Lexton describes as “virtually a private war
against Lot,” the war in which Lot is eventually killed by Pellinore, leading to Gawain’s
subsequent quest for vengeance.437
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Now Arthur, this problematic, emblematic figure of the chivalric community, is
himself verging on becoming a corpse. The narrative of Arthur’s body veers tantalizingly
close to that of the floating ladies discussed above. In fact, as he is dying he floats away
in a “lytyll barge with many fayre ladyes in hit, and amonge hem all was a queen, and all
they had blak hoodis.”438 Now that the chivalric community appears to have collapsed,
the ladies of the community finally have the opportunity to steer their own barge while
still living. This final floating body’s disruption of the chivalric community is fatal to the
Round Table. Either the final intervention of these ladies into the community is
inadequate to revitalize it, or their intervention consists of putting the final nail in its
coffin. The former Bishop of Canterbury, now a hermit, is greeted at midnight by “a
number of ladyes” who “brought here a dede corse and prayed me to entyre hym.”439.”
Yet like the other corpses in this text, Arthur’s role in shaping the community is not
quite over. Malory is careful to point out that the hermit “knew nat in sertayne that he
was verily the body of [kyn]ge Arthur,” and gives one final inscription. Unlike the
inscriptions on the tombs in Balin’s narrative, this one is both narrative recap and
prophecy—“Hic iacet Arthurus, Rex quondam Rexque futurus.” Arthur has been king,
and he will be king again. Malory does not personally endorse this inscription, only
noting that “many men say” that it is written on the tomb. He also hedges that while “som
men say in many p[art]ys of Inglonde that kynge Arthur ys nat dede, but h[ad] by the
wyll of our Lorde Jesu into another place; and men say that he shall com agayne, and he
shall wynne the Holy Crosse,” Malory himself “woll nat say that hit shall be so.”440 But
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this inscription, coupled with the fulfilled prophecies on other tombs, indicates that the
chivalric community at the end of the Morte is only “mostly dead.”
However, it can no longer continue to exist in the form it had taken for the majority of
the text. Although Malory will not state definitively that Arthur will return as the head of
a spiritualized chivalric community that will retake the Holy Land, he does state that here
in this world Arthur “chaunged hys lyff.”441 Even if Arthur does return, it will not be for
“aventure,” but to “wynne the Holy Crosse,” a spiritual quest rather than a chivalric one.
Guenevere retreats to an abbey, refusing to participate in the chivalric community as an
impetus for Lancelot’s adventures. The chivalric community as Lancelot had known it no
longer exists, and an alternative, as proposed by the ladies who were the victims of the
original community, must be created. Lancelot becomes a priest and the head of a small
spiritual community comprised of other former members of the Round Table, including
Sir Bors, the one surviving Grail Quester. When Lancelot dies, the narrative suggests that
he has become a saint, for when his friends find his body, they discover a smile on his
face and “the swettest savour aboute hym that ever they felte.”442 Significantly, Lancelot
does not die until Guenevere does, indicating the tremendous weight placed on
Guenevere’s life even after the chivalric community has supposedly dissolved and
marking one of the many points of intersection between these two communities.
To conclude, these postmortem reversals—the active, itinerant ladies and the passive,
immobile knights—have several things to say about the chivalric community. They
critique the dangerous and even fatal values of the chivalric community even as they

441
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Malory Morte 1: 928.
Malory, Morte 1: 938.
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reinforce them by punishing knights for failure when they break their vows or harm
ladies. The corpses of the ladies then build a symbolic pattern within the text. The simple
presence of a lady’s corpse indicates that there is something profoundly wrong with the
narrative in which she is placed, and the repeated appearances of these striking images—
a lady’s decapitated corpse born by a guilty knight and a lady’s preserved corpse on a
boat—signal that this wrongness is endemic. The chivalric community has failed these
ladies, and though the narrative attempts to use them for their original function—bringing
honor to the knights who encounter them on adventure—their bodies bear witness against
the knights and the community that depends on defining itself against the female body.
Over the course of the narrative, one member of the chivalric community, Lancelot,
internalizes their warnings, and finally embraces their alternative, becoming the heart of a
new community where he and other members of the chivalric community can construct
new identities, distinct, yet not entirely separate from, their former identities as knights of
the Round Table.
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EPILOGUE
(LOOKING FORWARD BY LOOKING BACKWARD)

Here at the end, I am reminded that “[a]lthough the first thing that comes to mind when
one thinks of an ‘end’ is the closing off of future possibility, the idea of ends can, in fact,
be both productive and prolific,” an understanding that was held by medieval society as
well.443 Bodies die and decay, and their graves are bound to the past, dedicated to
preserving the memories of those whose stories have ended. Yet the graves in these texts
nevertheless draw the viewer’s gaze towards the future, directing both those within and
without the text to consider the implications of the stories of the deceased on the identity
and future actions of their community. “The portrayal of the dead can be devised as
intention statements or ‘discourses’,” which, among other things, “mediate the production
and reproduction of social memory: how groups envision their pasts and futures, and
hence their identity.”444 The corpses portrayed in these texts participate in the
construction of a community’s identity because they are able to both point backwards at
their own stories and forward to where the community hopes to go.
Beowulf begins with Scyld’s funeral, which, in looking backwards to remember the
king’s great deeds, propells the community forward into the reigns of his equally443

Suzanne Conklin Akbari and Jill Ross, “Introduction,”The Ends of the Body: Identity and Community in
Medieval Culture, ed. Suzanne Conklin Akbari and Jill Ross (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2013)
3-24 at 6.
444
Howard Williams, Death and Memory in Early Medieval Britain, (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 2006), 5.
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illustrious descendents. The description of the funeral runs directly into the
announcement that after Scyld’s death,
ĈƗ wæs on burgum

BƝow Scyldinga,

lƝof lƝodcyning

longe þrƗge

folcum gefrۘge

—fæder ellor hwearf,

aldor of earde—

oþ þæt him eft onwǀc

hƝah Healfdene;

hƝold þenden lifde,

gamol ond gǌðrƝouw,
Ĉۘm fƝower bearn
in worold wǀcun,

glæde Scyldingas.
forðgerƯmed

weoroda rۘswa[n].

Scyld’s death is not a tragedy, but an opportunity for Beow to take the position of “lƝof
lƝodcyning,” and Beow’s own death makes room for Halfdane, whose rule makes the
Scyldings “glad,” and who himself has four noble sons. Hnæf’s much grimmer funeral
holds within it the seeds for the future as well. In this case, though, the future holds a war
as his survivors reassert their distinctive identity as Danes, separate from the Frisians that
they have been subsumed into for the entire winter.
Much of the poem after this point contemplates the possibility of a grave’s failure to
bring the community into the future due to the loss of the memories associated with that
grave. The inability to have a proper funeral and grave for Grendel’s victims brings the

445 Klaeber's Beowulf, lines 28-29, 34-36a, 52-60: “They then bore him
to the seashore /His beloved
companions, as he himself bade / (…) / laid then the beloved prince, / the giver of rings, on the
ship’s lap, / the famous one by the mast. / (…) / Then in the fortresses Beow of the Scyldings / was the
beloved king for a long time, / by the people praised –his father was long gone, / the old man from the
earth —until from Beow was then born / High Halfdane, who as long as he lived, / Old and fierce in
battle, ruled the glad Scyldings. / From him four sons went in order, / woke in the world
to the
leader of the armies.” 
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community centered around Heorot to a grinding halt, unable to move forward without
that resolution, and the loss of communal memory surrounding the Lay of the Last
Survivor means the complete disappearance of a community that has lost even its name.
The poet’s elegant solution to this anxiety, which resurfaces when the nation of the Geats
is on the verge of extinction at the end of the text, is to transplant Beowulf’s memories
from the community of the text to the community of the audience. A thousand or more
years later, the audience has been broadened from the original Anglo-Saxon listeners to
21st century readers across the ocean, and the future of Beowulf’s story is still bright.
Like Beowulf, the dead in La܌amon’s Brut have not only become part of their island’s
story hundreds of years after their deaths by imbuing the landscape with their stories and
names, but have also entered into the future of La܌amon’s Anglo-Norman audience
through La܌amon’s prophetic interments. The repetition of “nu and aueremare

þe nome

stondeð þere,” for example, ties the names and stories of the narrative to both the
audience’s present and future. Not only do these names hold true “nu,” for La܌amon’s
audience, but they will hold true “aueremare,” for all future audiences. Furthermore, the
text suggests that someday the much-diminished British nation will reflower with the
return of the vanished Arthur and the bones of Cadwalader. The bodies of these two kings,
one dead and the other in a liminal state of neither dead nor living, are associated both
with death and with national rebirth and renewal.
The Icelanders also look towards the future by looking back at their dead, recording
the memories of their ancestors while looking forward to enhancing their own reputation
through the spreading of those narratives.
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Þad er magra manna mál ad þad sie uskilldur frodleikur ad rita landnam. Enn uier
þikiunst helldur suara kunna utlendum monnum. þa er þeir bregda oz þui, at uier
sieum komner af þrælum eda illmennum, ef vier vitum vijst vorar kynferdir sannar.446
They currently face criticism from outsiders, but by knowing the stories of their
ancestors—many of which are explicitly tied by these texts to the bodies interred in the
mounds inscribed on the Icelandic landscape—they will be able to defend themselves as
a young nation.
Malory’s Morte Darthur ends with a new spiritual community that attempts to retain
the best of the chivalric community. While the readers are still contemplating the grave
inscribed with Arthur’s name on it, Malory expresses the hope that not only will Arthur
one day return, but that when he does return, the community he heads will be different.
Rather than the flawed chivalric community dedicated to honor and adventure but
dismantled by the narrative, it will be a community dedicated to spiritual goals and
virtues such as those displayed during the Grail Quest, for during his lifetime Arthur
“chaunged hys lyff.” His return is associated not with the return of tournaments and
adventures, but with the hope that the Holy Land will finally be retaken from the
“Turkes,” a future that Malory’s audience looked towards as well, even as they were
looking at Arthur’s grave and the end of his chivalric project.

Looking back at the end of this project in order to look forward at its future, I see many
relationships between texts that were not clear when I was in the midst of it. For on, I
446
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realize that not all these texts actually do relate to each other, at least not the way that I
had imagined. First, Beowulf, Layamon, and the sagas share a common Scandinavian
heritage from which Malory is more distant, both culturally and linguistically. The Morte
Darthur is instead more heavily influenced by Continental texts such as the Old French
Vulgate and Chretien de Troyes.
Additionally, the three remaining chapters have a much stronger focus on the ways
the dead mediate the relationship of the living to their landscape. Beowulf, which takes
place in an apparently-fictional landscape somewhere in Scandinavia, has been shown by
archaeological finds at Lejre to be closely associated with contemporary geography.
La܌amon and the sagas are even more explicit, deliberately drawing the reader’s attention
to their own landscape in the course of the narratives. Malory’s Morte, on the other hand,
has been shown in Mapping Malory to have a dramatically different relationship with
English and Continental geography, fluidly shaping a “geography of ideas rather than
place”447 that starkly contrasts with the deliberate connections drawn between narrative
and landscape in La܌amon and the sagas.448
These distinctions between texts, which I had previously overlooked, particularly the
latter, reveal the richness of the textual interactions between the living and the dead in
medieval literature and suggest multiple future avenues of exploration. Since the Morte
has a wealth of corpses, including Guenevere’s, that I have not even addressed yet, it
would be better served spun off into its own project. This would also allow me to explore
the changes Malory made from his source materials in more depth than I was able in this
Armstrong and Hodges, Mapping Malor, 3.
While Beowulf is not so direct as La܌amon and the sagas and, like Malory, describes several unusual
maritime journeys, there are neither “implausible peregrinations” of dead maidens in rudderless boats nor
nameless castles nestled within shadowy and unmappable forests of adventure (Mapping 3).
447
448
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project. Meanwhile, there is much more to be said about the world of the sagas—the
history of interment practices described by Snorri Sturluson in Heimskringla, for example,
adds new depth to the significances of the burials described in other narratives, and the
hagiographic elements of Egils Saga would add to the discussion about Icelandic corpses
appropriating behaviors associated with relics. This is the end, yet it promises to become
a “productive and prolific” beginning.
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